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Abstract 

This thesis describes the calculation of masses and matrix elements using lattice 

Q CD. Exploratory results are presented for the hadron mass spectrum and pseu-

doscalar meson decay constants using a mixed action formalism where the sea 

and valence actions are different. Improved staggered sea quarks are used and 

HYP-smeared overlap valence quarks. A method for matching the sea and va-

lence quark masses is proposed. Good signals on 10 configurations at one lattice 

spacing and two different sets of sea quark masses are obtained. 

Results are presented for light meson masses, nucleon masses and pseudoscalar 

meson decay constants in 2+1 flavour domain wall QCD with the DBW2 and 

Iwasaki gauge actions. This formalism preserves chiral symmetry at finite lattice 

spacing. The lattices used have linear sizes in the range 1.6 to 2.2fm and u 

and d quark masses as low as one quarter of the strange quark mass. All data 

were generated on the QCDOC machines at the University of Edinburgh and 

Brookhaven National Laboratory. Despite large residual masses and a limited 

number of sea quark mass values with which to perform chiral extrapolations, 

our results agree with experiment and scale within errors. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

At present there is a very successful model of particle interactions called the 

Standard Model [1]. This theory incorporates quantum electrodynamics (QED), 

the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory of electroweak processes and quantum chro-

modynamics or QCD. The combined quantum field theories are described by a 

Lagrangian possessing an SU(3) 0 SU(2)L 0 SU(1)Y gauge symmetry. 

QCD is a theory of strong interactions between coloured particles: the quarks 

and gluons. Neither of these two types of particles have ever been observed on 

their own. The observed spectrum in nature is made up of hadrons. These are 

composite particles, mesons and baryons, composed of bound states of quarks and 

gluons. These bound states may be classified according to symmetries. Hadrons 

are built out of quarks, three quarks in a baryon and two quarks (one quark and 

one anti-quark) in a meson. This is because the hadrons are colour singlets and 

must transform trivially under SU(3). Consequently a complete understanding 

of the strong interaction requires a theoretical explanation of the mass spectrum. 

The strong interactions are governed by a non-abelian gauge group and hence pos 

sess the property of asymptotic freedom. At large energies the coupling constant 

of QCD is small and this lends itself to analysis by perturbative methods. These 

1 
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have been used to successfully predict particle phenomena. At low energies the 

coupling constant of QCD is 0(1) and much larger than that of the electromag-

netic or weak theories. This causes problems when doing calculations in QCD as 

perturbative methods fail. Instead a non-perturbative approach, such as Lattice 

QCD, is required. Chapter 2 describes some of the theoretical challenges faced 

when attempting to perform QCD calculations on a space-time lattice of discrete 

points. 

Wilson [2] first proposed lattice QCD in 1974 as a mechanism for studying the 

confinement of quarks. It provides a numerical way of testing low energy QCD 

by calculating the mass spectrum of the lightest hadrons and then comparing 

them with experimentally observed values. Lattice QCD calculations may also 

be used as a predictive tool for phenomenologically interesting quantities which 

are unmeasurable directly by experiment, for example proton decay. In semi-

leptonic meson decays the scattering matrix may be factorised into a leptonic 

piece and a hadronic piece where the hadronic piece can be parameterised in 

terms of the momentum and a decay constant. This pseudoscalar decay matrix 

element may be compared to the experimentally obtained value providing another 

test of low energy QCD. 

Over the last decade there has been a shift of emphasis from quenched calcu-

lations, where a rather drastic approximation was made due to computational 

constraints, to dynamical simulations where one, two or three of the light quarks 

in the theory have been included. Results from high statistics simulations [3] 

identified errors associated with the quenched approximation: predicted hadron 

masses in the continuum limit, particularly those containing strange quarks, differ 

from the corresponding experimental results by up to 10%. Moving to dynamical 

simulations reduces these discrepacies, however, the increased computational cost 

of including these quarks is large and increases with decreasing quark mass. Most 

recent simulations including dynamical quarks have included only two flavours 
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due to algorithmic reasons (for a review see [4]). Including the third dynamical 

quark, the strange quark, has only recently become feasible. Although the quarks 

are now included in the simulation we also require the correct chiral and flavour 

symmetries of the underlying theory to be reproduced. Including the correct 

chiral and flavour symmetries adds yet more computational cost. 

In chapter 4 exploratory hadron spectrum calculations are performed where the 

valence action uses Ginsparg-Wilson fermions [5] which have the correct chiral 

and flavour symmetries but are computationally expensive. The quarks used 

in the configurations are generated with the improved staggered action which 

is computationally cheaper than the Ginsparg-Wilson type quarks. This has 

the advantage that the configurations may have very light dynamical quarks. 

The simplest states of the light hadron spectrum, mesons and baryons, and the 

pseudoscalar decay matrix element for both light and heavy-light states have been 

measured. However, using a different action for the valence and sea quarks means 

it is not straightforward to interpret the results. Some of the issues with mixed 

actions are discussed in more detail in chapter 4. 

Recent algorithmic improvements and increased computational power has allowed 

simulations with 2+1 flavours of quark and a softly broken realisation of chiral 

symmetry. The symmetry breaking is controlled by a parameter which is inde-

pendent of the lattice spacing. For domain wall quarks the breaking is controlled 

by the length of the fifth dimension. Where the breaking is small, its effects 

amount to an additive quark mass renormalisation by mres. Chapter 5 presents 

initial results for hadron masses and pseudoscalar meson decay constants using 

2+1 flavour domain wall QCD. This has been possible due to recent increased 

computational resources and theoretical improvements. The domain wall action 

is used to simulate both the sea and valence quarks and is a Ginsparg-Wilson 

type action preserving the correct chiral and flavour symmetries. The ensembles 

generated were primarily intended to explore the available parameter space for 
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a larger production run. As such the ensembles are relatively small, have been 

generated with several different values, have different gauge actions and are rel-

atively small in volume. However, even with these drawbacks it is still possible to 

calculate the light hadron spectrum and pseudoscalar decay constants obtaining 

results which are consistent with experiment and scale within large errors. 



Chapter 2 

Background theory 

Lattice QCD is now more than thirty years old and is the subject of many 

books [6. 7, 8, 9] and lecture series [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This chapter outlines 

some of the basic concepts and pitfalls encountered when attempting to describe 

QCD using a lattice of space-time points. 

2.1 Path Integral Approach 

Lattice QCD calculations rely on the Feynman path integral approach [15, 16]. 

Path integrals may be used to calculate the expectation values of all the physical 

observables of a quantum field theory. The QCD expectation value of some 

observable O[, '/', A] constructed from the time ordered product of the fields of 

the theory, 	/' and A,1  in the Feynman path integral formalism is given by 

I 
V 	

- 
(U{tO[, , A,1 	

1 
]} 0) = 	

J 	
V - 	-

VA,1O[5, , A,1]e 8{ ' 1 	(2.1) 

where 2 is the partition function given by 

2 
= f 	 (2.2) 

5 
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and S is the action of the theory related to the Lagrangian density, £('/, b, A) 

Me 

f d 4X'C(O ' ~, Am ) . 	 (2.3) 

The integral (2.1) is over all field values 0 (x), 2(x) and Am (x) for all values of 

x and hence is over an infinite number of degrees of freedom since space-time is 

continuous. It is therefore necessary to introduce a regulator and a simple but 

rigorous way of doing this is to introduce a lattice of points in space and time. 

As the functional integral is complex and strongly oscillating, evaluation of the 

integral numerically is difficult. To circumnavigate this problem calculations are 

performed in Euclidean space rather than Minkowski space. This will be discussed 

in section 2.3. The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the particular 

form of the action for QCD. In particular the basic details of how QCD may be 

regularised using a lattice of space-time points will be discussed. 

2.2 Continuum Quantum Chromodynamics 

In the Standard Model it is the principle of gauge invariance that describes the 

fundamental interactions between particles. A gauge theory is a theory which 

is invariant under a set of local transformations, i.e. transformations that can 

vary in space and time. The strong interactions are invariant under colour SU(3) 

transformations. All observed hadrons are singlets of the SU(3) group. This 

gauge theory is called quantum chromodynamics, or QCD, as it is concerned 

with the colour quantum numbers of the quarks and the gluons. 

Quarks 0' (x) (a = 1, 2, 3 for the three different colours) are fermions in the 

fundamental representation of the colour SU(3) gauge group. Furthermore, the 

quarks carry flavour degrees of freedom which are independent of the colour. The 

flavours form generations, each of which having two components. At present six 
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flavours have been discovered giving three generations, (u,d), (c,$), and (t,b). 

The Dirac Lagrangian for non-interacting fermions is given by 

= (x)(iy 	- m f)(x) 	 (2.4) 
f =t ..... 

where the index i, j = 1, 2, 3 denotes the colour of the quark field, f is flavour, 

= 0,. . . , 3 is the Minkowski space-time index, '/' is a 4-component spinor and 

the conjugate field is given by 

= t7o. 	 (2.5) 

To extend this theory to include interactions, one demands that L is invariant 

under a local phase transformation of the fields 

/.'(x) —~ v5'(x) S(x)(x) 	 (2.6) 

3(x) —* '(x)(x)St(x) 	 (2.7) 

S(x) 	 2 
	

(2.8) 

where aa (x), a = 1, . . . , 8, are a set of arbitrary SU(3) group parameters, AC, 

a = 1, . . . , 8 are the Gell-Mann matrices, the generators of the fundamental rep-

resentation of SU(3) and the colour indices on the quark fields have been sup-

pressed for clarity. The Gell-Mann matrices are a set of linearly independent 3 x 3 

matrices satisfying the commutation relation 

AaAb 	 AC 

--,-- 	ifac, 	 (2.9) 

where fbc are the structure constants of SU(3), and are normalised according to 

TrACAb = 2ab 	 (2.10) 

The parameter c(x) depends on x, hence this transformation is local - depends 

on space and time. The mass term in the Lagrangian density (2.4) is trivially 

invariant under the local gauge transformation (2.6), however, applying this trans-

formation to the gradient piece of the Lagrangian density (2.4) we observe 

— a(S(x)(x)) = S(x) [3(x) + S'(x)(DS(x))b(x)] 	(2.11) 
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i.e. that 5,O(x)  transforms non-covariantly. 

In order for the Lagrangian density to remain invariant under the gauge symmetry 

we require that the derivative transform covariantly, i.e. 

D(x) — D'(x) = S(x)(Db(x)). 	 (2.12) 

To satisfy this requirement a covariant derivative defined by 

D(x) = (3,, + igA(x))(x) 	 (2.13) 

is introduced together with eight vector Yang-Mills gauge fields, A(x) defined 

by 

A, (x) = A(),, 	 (2.14) 

where for SU(3) Ta =. g is the gauge coupling. These vector gauge fields are 

hermitian A (x) = A1, (x). The gauge fields are required to transform under the 

gauge symmetry as 

A(x) 	S(x)A(x)S_1 (x)+(aS(x))S_1(x) 	(2.15) 

= 	S(x) [A + S' (x) (aS(x))] S-1 
W- 

Using the above transformation we note 

D5(x) 	D'(x) 	 (2.16) 

= 	((9, + igA(x))b'(x) 

= 	( 	+ ig (8(x) [A + S 1 (x) (3S(x))] S 1(x)) 

= S(x)(3 + igA(x))(x) 

= S(x)D(x) 

as required for covariance, i.e. we have that D(x) —+ D/I(x) = S(x)(D/'(x)). 

We have arrived at a Lagrangian density 

£ = 	(x)(iyD — mf6)(x) 	 (2.17) 
f=u, ... ,t 
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which is invariant under the full gauge transformation 

	

(x) 	S(x)'(x) 	 (2.18) 

(x) - 	( x)S(x) 	 (2.19) 

	

S(x) 	 (2.20) 

	

At, (X) 	S(x) [A + S'(x) (aS(x))] S'(x). 	(2.21) 

A kinetic piece for the Lagrangian density is required in order to have propagating 

gauge fields. To construct a kinetic term for the vector field A(x), we need to 

construct a field strength tensor F12 (x), which we define in the usual way as the 

commutator of the covariant derivative 

F(x) 	- [Dy, D] (x). 	 (2.22) 

To maintain the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian density we require the gauge 

field strength tensor to transform according to the adjoint representation under 

local gauge transformations 

= S(x)F,S'(x). 	 (2.23) 

The vector gauge transformation given in equation (2.15) can be shown to be 

sufficient [17, 18] to satisfy equation (2.23). The gauge invariant kinetic term for 

the gauge fields (also known as the Yang-Mills piece) is thus 

LYM - 	Fa - 	
(2.24) 

4 /111  

We have arrived at our final expression for the Lagrangian density describing the 

strong interaction 

r-  _ Fa Fw - 	v a + 	(x)(i'yD - m16)(x). 	(2.25) 

The Lagrangian density is invariant under local SU(3) gauge transformations and 

describes three equal mass Dirac fields (the 3 colours of a given quark flavour) 

in interaction with eight massless vector fields (the gluons). The gluons are 
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required to be massless as a term proportional to A't All breaks gauge invariance. 

The Yang-Mills term in the Lagrangian density, in sharp contrast to the abelian 

case, contains interaction terms 

—9fabc(3A)AA + g2ff AbACAdAe 	 (2.26) ade V. 

The interactions are necessary to ensure gauge invariance: non-abelian gauge 

fields are therefore necessarily self-interacting. 

2.3 Continuation from Minkowski to Euclidean 

space 

The complex exponents in equations (2.1) and (2.2) and resulting oscillatory 

behaviour make numerical evaluation of the integrals impossible. Wick rotating 

the action to a Euclidean time metric 

1000 

0100 
= 

	

	 (2.27) 
0010 

0001 

from the Minkowski metric is one solution to this problem. The following set of 

transformations relate the coordinates, fields and Dirac gamma matrices in the 

Minkowski metric, M, to those in the Euclidean metric, E 

-* —ix -~ —iA (2.28) 

M 	74E ,Yo d4x M 	_id4xE (2.29) 

-yz',I (2.30) 

0 -+t (2.31) 

and 

— m)(x) —* —q(x)( 	+ m)(x). 	(2.32) 
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Applying these transformations to the Lagrangian density in equation (2.25) gives 

the following change in the action 

SQCDf 
	4 
	 (2.33) 

- '
iQE 

QCD 

and therefore the partition function given by equation (2.1) in Euclidean space is 

ZcD  fDDVAecD. 	 (2.34) 

The partition function is now weighted by the factor 
SE 

ecD, and is similar to 

those found in statistical mechanics (with appropriate Boltzmann factor). Pro-

vided ScD  is a real valued function of the field variables and is bounded from 

below the functional integral is numerically tractable. The Green functions de-

fined in chapter 3 are replaced by the corresponding correlation functions. For 

the Euclidean theory to properly describe the Minkowski theory, reflection posi-

tivity must be satisfied. A description of reflection positivity may be found in [8]. 

In the rest of this thesis the index E will be dropped as we will be working in 

Euclidean space unless stated otherwise. 

2.4 Dirac fermions on the lattice 

The path integral has not been given a precise mathematical meaning. To do this 

we introduce an isotropic hypercubic space-time lattice, V, with lattice spacing 

a, and the continuum space-time index x is replaced by a discrete hypercubic 

index ri p. 

V = {x e V In,, = 	E Z, 	1,2,3, 41 	 (2.35) 
a 

where n, = 1 . . . (L - 1) for j.i = 1, 2,3 and n1  = 1 . . . (T - 1) for p = 4 where L 

and T are the linear spatial and time extent of the lattice respectively. In doing 

this we note that the fermion fields b(x) are now defined only on the lattice 
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sites. For numerical simulation we scale our parameters by the lattice spacing 

according to their canonical dimensions. Derivatives become finite differences and 

the integration over Euclidean space-time in the action is replaced by the sum 

over all sites on the lattice. This procedure may be summarised as 

XJU-* (2.36) 

(x) (2.37) 

(x) (2.38) 
0  

(2.39) 
o 

M M (2.40) 

f d 4 

a 

-+a (2.41) 

and D,, is the antihermitian lattice derivative defined by 

(n) = I  [(n + ) - 	- 	 (2.42) 

where / is a unit vector in the ,u direction. i.e. i 	 In the following 

the hats on the lattice quantities will be dropped. 

Applying this transformation to the Euclidean free fermion action 

= f d4x(x)(75 + 
M),0 (X) 	 (2.43) 

leads to 

SF = 	(n 	[(n + ) - (n - )] + 	m(n)(n) 	(2.44) 

where the spinor indices have been suppressed. This discretisation of the action 

has led to bilinear terms in the fermionic fields at different points in space-time, 

(n)'i(n + /l) for example. As in the continuous case we would like the action to 

be invariant under a local gauge transformation 

'b(n) - S(n)(n) 	 (2.45) 

()St() 	 (2.46) 
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The mass term is trivially invariant under such a transformation 

(n)St(n)S(n)(n) 	(n)(n), 	(2.47) 

however, the bilinear term with fermionic fields at different points in space time 

is not gauge invariant under the same local gauge transformation 

(n)(n + ) 	(n)St(n)S(n  + 	(n + ). 	(2.48) 

The essential problem is that we are trying to compare two fields at two different 

points when the colour 'co-ordinate axes' are changing as we move about. To 

resolve this we need to parallel transport one field to the same point as the other 

before they can be properly compared. To this end we introduce the quantity 

O(x, y) = (x) e" f A(z)dz() 	 (2.49) 

where the line integral is carried out along a path C connecting x and y. As in 

the continuum case it will be shown that a new vector field, A(x), is required in 

order to maintain gauge invariance. Under the gauge transformation O(x, y) can 

be shown to transform [7, 19] as 

O(x, y) = 
()St f."eigA(z)dzst(y)s(y)(y) 	(2.50) 

The quantity O(x, y) is gauge invariant. In the discrete case we replace O(x, y) 

by 

O(n, in) 	(n)U(n, m)(m) 	 (2.51) 

where U(n, in) is 

U(n,rn) = igfA(zn)dzn 	 (2.52) 

and we can write in the limit of small a 

U(n, n + ) 	U,, (n) = e iaA(n) 	1 + iagA(n) 	(2.53) 

where A(n) is the gauge potential on site n. Hence in the discretised version we 

have that 

(n)U(n)(n + j) 	 (2.54) 
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is gauge invariant. Note that U(n, n + 1l) = Ut(n + /, n) i.e. that U(n, n + i) is 

a directed quantity which may be represented graphically as in figure 2.4. Under 

a local gauge transformation U(n) transforms as 

U(n) 	S(n)U(n)S(n + ). 	 (2.55) 

In contrast to the quark fields, '(x), discussed earlier, the group elements, 

U(n, n + ), live on the links connecting two neighbouring sites, hence, they are 

sometimes referred to as link variables. The above considerations suggest that to 

arrive at a gauge-invariant expression for the fermionic action on the lattice we 

should make the following substitution to the derivative piece of the action 

D(n) 	[U(n)(n+) - U(n —(n_)] 	(2.56) 
2 	 It 

Putting this all together gives us a discretised gauge invariant version of the 

fermion action 

SF 	 (n) [U(n)(n+) - U(n — 	(n — )] 	(2.57) 

+ 

It is important to realise that the form of the lattice action is not unique. We have 

merely chosen the simplest one. The following section discusses the implications 

of this choice of fermion action. 

2.5 Fermion Doubling 

The only requirement that any lattice action should fulfil is that it reproduces 

the correct classical expression in the naive continuum limit (scaling the variables 

with a appropriately and taking a -+ 0). However, it is also very desirable that 

it possesses as many continuum symmetries as possible. 
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The lattice version of the fermion action given in equation (2.44) may be written 

in a more compact notation as 

SF= 	n)M(n,l)(1) 
	

(2.58) 

where 

11,,o (n, 1) = 	 — 1,n—] + m61 8 	 (2.59) 

is the fermionic matrix. The free field propagator, S(p), can be calculated in 

momentum space from the inverse of the fermion matrix by Fourier transforma-

tion 
d4p S'

1 'T (n, 1) 
= f_ 

M 	
(2)4 We  

with 

S(p) = 	iy,1sinp1  + m. 

From S'(p)S(p) = 1 we have that 

- 
S(p)= m 2 Tn +s2 	

S12  =51flp12 . 

Rewriting in physical units the propagator becomes 

- 
'lam  —iy12sin(ap12)} 

{(am) 2  + 12 sin (ap12 )} 

which gives the continuum result 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

S(p) 
= m - 	+ 0(a2) 	 (2.64) 

M2 + p2  

in the limit a —* 0. The continuum propagator has a pole at p 	 5 + = iw = i/ 	m2  

corresponding to a Dirac particle. The pole is near the zeros of the sine function 

at the origin ap12  = 0. However, there are fifteen other regions, at the edges of 

the Brillouin zone, where sin(ap12 ) takes a finite value in the limit a -* 0. In 

d space-time dimensions this corresponds to 2d  species of fermion. This is the 

phenomenon of fermion doubling. To obtain the correct continuum limit these 

extra fermion species require to be eliminated. 
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Several possible methods for eliminating these extra fermion species have been 

proposed. The next few sections will discuss some of these proposals. 

2.6 Wilson Fermion Action 

One possible solution to the fermion doubling problem was proposed by Wil-

son [2]. His suggestion was to ameliorate the effects of species doubling at the 

expense of breaking chiral symmetry explicitly on the lattice. His method involved 

adding a term to the fermion action which raises the masses of the unwanted dou-

blers to values of order the cutoff - hence decoupling them from the continuum 

physics. The additional term vanishes in the naive continuum limit, however, 

it breaks chiral symmetry (see section 2.8). For free fermions the mass term in 

equation (2.44) is replaced by 

m 	(n)(n) -* m 	(n)b(n) + r 	(n)5b(n) 	(2.65) 

= m(n)(n) 

	

± 	(n) [(n + ) + (n - f) - 2(n)] 

(m±4r)(n)b(m) 

+ ) + 

where the lattice laplacian 52  is defined by 52 (m) = '(n + /1) + '/(n - i) - 

2(n). This has the effect of replacing the mass, rn, in the inverse propagator in 

momentum space by 

	

M + 	V (1 - cos (app)) A4 (p) 	 (2.66) 
a 

in lattice units. The propagator is then given by 

{aM(p) —i'ysin(ap)} 	
(2.67) S(p) 	

{(aM(p))2±sin2(ap)} 
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For any fixed value of p, we have that M (p) approaches m for a -* 0. Near 

the corners of the Brillouin zone A4 (p) diverges as the lattice spacing tends to 

zero. The doubling problem has been eliminated at the expense of the chiral 

symmetry for m = 0 which is now broken. The chiral symmetry is recovered in 

the continuum limit but the chiral and continuum limits cannot be decoupled. In 

fact Nielson and Ninomiya [20] showed in their no go theorem that it is impossible 

to define a local hermitian lattice theory which has no doublers and is chirally 

symmetric. 

Redefining parameters, the Wilson action is often expressed in terms of the hop- 

ping parameter 

as 

1 

2rn+8r 
(2.68) 

	

SW = 	{(n)(n) 	 (2.69) 

	

+ 	(n) [( —r)(n+) - (+r)(n—)]}. 

The Wilson action has discretisation errors of 0(a) which may be suppressed by 

the addition of a clover term 	aF'/' [21] which also breaks chiral symmetry. 

2.7 The Staggered Fermion Action 

J. Kogut and L. Susskind [22, 23, 7] proposed the staggered fermion action as 

another way of dealing with the lattice doubling problem. They interpreted the 

additional fermion doublers as different "flavours" and proposed to eliminate 

them by exploiting the fact that spin-diagonalisation can be used to reduce the 

degrees of freedom from 16 down to 4. Staggered fermions x() are related to 

the fields (n) via 

(n) = T(n), 	(n) = -- (n)T 	 (2.70) 
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where 

- _7l1 122 123 fl4 
- 11 7 73 74 	 (2.71) 

is a 4 x 4 unitary matrix diagonalising all the 7-matrices in the naive form of the 

fermion action 

Tt(n)7 T(ri  + 	= 77,(n). 	 (2.72) 

r(n) are complex numbers and R is the unit matrix. The phase factors ij,(n) 

satisfy 

(-1)'', 	771(n) = 1 	 (2.73) 

which do not have a spinor index. As the different spin components of x decouple 

its spin index may be dropped leaving only a colour index. In the new fields 

formulation the staggered fermion action acquires the form 

Sst = 	(n) {(n) [U(n)(n+) - U(n — )x(n- )]} (2.74) 

+ 

This action is diagonal in the Dirac indices and the different spin components 

are decoupled. The 16-fold degeneracy is thus reduced to 4-fold. The resulting 

fermion action describes 4 flavours of Dirac fermions. In order to simulate a 

single quark the quark determinant in the path integral (2.148) is replaced by 

a fourth root. The staggered action (2.74) allows large flavour changing strong 

interactions at 0(a2 ) which are not present in QCD. In order to deal with these 

effects the gauge piece of the action (see section 2.12) is modified by the addition 

of three, five and/or seven link staple terms. These modifications lead to the 

so-called family of improved staggered actions. 
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2.8 Chiral symmetry on the lattice 

If we consider the continuum massless Euclidean action 

SE = f d 4.~Op 	 (2.75) 

then this action remains invariant under the field transformation 

—* 	 —~ 	 (2.76) 

This condition may also be written 

{75} = 0. 	 (2.77) 

This is what is meant by chiral symmetry. 

Chiral symmetry can be recovered on the lattice without doublers if we only insist 

that the symmetry holds on shell. In this case the field transformation becomes 

e(', 	e(') 	 (2.78) 

and hence the Dirac operator must be invariant under 

'—+ e5(1_) 	5(1_2) 	 (2.79) 

For an infinitesimal transformation (a << 1) this gives us the Ginsparg-Wilson 

(GW) relation [5] 

'y5+ 'y5 = {'y, '} = a7Yy5 	 (2.80) 

This relation replaces equation (2.77) with a weaker condition which clearly re-

stores the chiral symmetry in the continuum limit a —* 0. Having dropped the 

condition that 'y5 anticommutes with r the conflict with the Nielson-Ninomiya 

theorem is avoided. 

Now that we understand how to remove the doublers while at the same time 

preserve the chiral symmetry on shell, it remains to find an operator, P, that 

satisfies the GW relation. 
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2.9 Chirally symmetric operators 

A possible operator that satisfies the Ginsparg-Wilson relation was proposed by 

Neuberger [24]. The construction of the operator begins by writing Pas 

ar= 1 + -y5V 	 (2.81) 

which we are able to do without loss of generality. This can be thought of as 

defining V. The form of V is constrained to be Hermitian by the -Y5  hermiticity 

of rand to be unitary by multiplying the Ginsparg-Wilson relation on the left 

by 'y5  

P+ pt = arlp 	 (2.82) 

so that 

(1+75V)+ (1+Vt75 ) = 	(1+Vt75)(1+ 5V) 	(2.83) 

2+ 5V+V75  = 1+ 5V+V 5 +V 	(2.84) 

:= V 2  = 1. 	 (2.85) 

In order to satisfy the Ginsparg-Wilson relation V must be both Hermitian and 

unitary. The product 75V is also unitary but is neither Hermitian or anti-

Hermitian. This means that the eigenvalues of 75V are given by A = eice and 

therefore the eigenvalues of aD = 1 + 75V are given by AaD = 1 + e ict  and lie on 

the unit circle centered on (1,0) in the complex plane (see figure 2.1). 

Neuberger proposed that V should take the form 

75(aDw - 1) 

,/(aDw - 1)t(aDw 1) 
(2.86) 

where DW  is any valid lattice Dirac operator and often taken to be the Wilson 

Dirac operator. V can be shown to satisfy both unitarity and hermiticity for any 

DW  which is 75  Hermitian. 
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S 

+1 

-1 

) 

Figure 2.1: The eigenvalues of aD = 1 + 75V in the real-imaginary plane. 

Substituting this into equation (2.81) gives 

- 	 (aDw — l) 
(L4V - 1 -I- 	

(aDw - 1)t(aDw  - 1) 

= 1+75 
	75(aDw - 1) 

[75(aDw - 1)]t 75 (aDw  —1) 

- 

(2.87) 

(2.88) 

= 1 + 75 	 (2.89) 

V7[5(aDw - 1)12  

where the fact that H = ['ys (aDw  - 1)] is Hermitian has been used in the last 

step. This expression may be written as 

a= 1 + 75sgfl(H) 
	

(2.90) 

where 

sgn(x) = 	 (2.91) 

is the matrix sgn function. For a matrix this is defined as diagonalising the matrix 

and then taking the sign of the eigenvalues. Neuberger's operator satisfies the 
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Ginsparg-Wilson relation by construction. It may be observed that the Neuberger 

operator gives the correct continuum limit by replacing Dw  with 0 + aD2  + 0(a2) 

in equation (2.89) where 0 is the continuum derivative 'yD,1. This gives 

ar = l+ 5  

=14 

- 1 

75(a + a202  + 0(a3) - 1) 

[75 (a + a202  + 0(a3) - 1)1 2  

(a + a232  - 1) + 0(a3) 

y5(a + a232  - 1 + 0(a3))'y5(a + a2,92 - 1 + 0(a3)) 

(a+a2 D2 — 1)+0(a3) 

(2.92) 

- 	
(—a + a232  —1 + 0(a3)) (a + a232  —1 + 0(a3)) 

- 	
+ (a + a 20 - 1) + 0(a3 ) 

- 	- 2a202  + 0(a3) 

= 	1 + (a + a252  1 _1_ 0(a3))(1 - 2a 202 + 

= 1+(a+a2 D2  - 1+0(a3))(1+a202 +0(a3)) 

= a+0(a3). 

Provided Dw  gives the correct continuum limit r will also give the correct con-

tinuum limit. Note that the leading order correction to the Neuberger operator 

is 0(a2). Since the overlap fermion is invariant under the lattice chiral trans-

formation it does not mix with dimension five operators which are not chirally 

invariant. Therefore there is no 0(a) or 0(ma) error. The massive Neuberger 

operator may be defined by 

aDov(inq ) = (1 + 	) + (1 - 
amq )

5sgn( 5 (aDw  - 1)) 	(2.93) 

which gives the continuum Dirac operator with bare quark mass mq  by similar 

arguments to those in equation (2.92). As well as having a mass term for the 

quarks we are simulating a mass term may also be added to the auxiliary action 

D. Dw  may have near zero eigenvalues. This causes problems when inverting 

the matrix as the condition number (given by the ratio of the norm of the largest 

eigenvalue to the norm of the smallest eigenvalue) blows up. However, since we 

only require the signs of the eigenvalues of DW  we are free to add any mass 

parameter p to Dw  without affecting the continuum limit. Carefully choosing 
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p can decrease the computational cost of the simulation. Replacing (aDw  - 1) 

by (aDw - p) requires a resealing of P since in taking the continuum limit as in 

equation (2.92) we find 

lim75sgn[75 ((aDw  —p))] 	
a— p 	 (2.94) 

P 

The correct continuum limit can be achieved by resealing equation (2.90) by p so 

that 

a= p(l + 75sgn['y5(aDw - p)]). 	 (2.95) 

For the massive case this gives 

aDov(mq,p) = p(l + 	)+p(1 - arri
q  

----)y5sgri('y5(aDw - p)) 	(2.96) 
2p 	2p 

which is sometimes written 

= p(l + ) + p(l - )75sgn(H) 	 (2.97) 

where t = 	This is the form of the overlap operator that will be used to 

simulate the valence quarks in chapter 4. 

2.10 Domain wall fermions 

A class of five dimensional actions satisfying the Ginsparg-Wilson relation have 

been proposed of which the domain wall fermion action [25] is one. The domain 

wall fermion action removes the doublers while preserving the chiral symmetry 

away from the continuum limit. Kaplan showed that the light chiral modes can 

be produced in a d dimensional theory as surface states coupled to a domain 

wall in a d + 1 dimensional theory. The formulation introduces an extra space-

time dimension in order to separate the chiral and continuum limits. This extra 

dimension will be denoted s and Lorentz indices t, ii,... label the four physical 

directions as before. The Dirac operator in 4+1 dimensions is given by 

D(x, s) = 'yD1  + 'y3  + m(s) 	 (2.98) 
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where the fermion mass, m(s), has the shape of a domain wall, that is a monotonic 

function of s with the asymptotic form 

urn M(S) = ±rn, m > 0 	 (2.99) 
S-* ±00 

where the reason for the subscripts will become apparent. This is shown schemat-

ically in figure 2.2. Since the mass vanishes at s = 0 one might expect to find 

Sr 

Figure 2.2: Qualitative shape of the fermion mass function. The prototype of 

such a function is m(s) = Mtanh(Ms) for a step function of height M and width 

1/M. 

massless states bound to the defect. In four dimensions the Dirac equation de-

scribing massless propagation is given by 

3(x, s) = 0 	 (2.100) 

so in order to describe massless propagation along the defect the "zerornode" 

would have to satisfy 

D(x, s)b(x, s) = ya,1'b(x, s). 	 (2.101) 
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Substituting a trial function of the form 

ip.x s) = e 	 (2.102) 

where the u±  are constant spinors satisfying 75u. = ±u, into the five dimen-

sional Dirac equation 

D(x, s)(x, s) = 0 	 (2.103) 

and using equation (2.100) gives that the functions 	(s) must satisfy 

[±a + rn(s)] 	(s) = 0. 	 (2.104) 

The solutions to equation (2.104) are 

	

= exp(+fm(s')ds'). 	 (2.105) 

While the solution _(s) grows exponentially at large I s I , the solution 	(s) is 

normalisable. Physically this corresponds to a single, positive chirality massless 

fermion bound to the mass defect. 

Shamir [26] proposed a variant of Kaplan fermions known as surface fermions. 

He defined the free theory on a semi-infinite five dimensional lattice to have the 

five dimensional action 

S = S4  + S5 	 (2.106) 

where S4  is the usual four dimensional Wilson action summed over the fifth 

direction s with the coefficient of the Wilson term set to one 

84  = 	 (x, s)73,(x, s) + M5  E o(x, s)b(x, s) 	(2.107) 
x,,s>O 	 x,s>O 

+ 

where M5  is is normally called the domain wall height and corresponds to the 

height of the step function. 85  is given by 

85 	= 	 (x, 8) 505 (x, s) + (x, s)3(x, s) 	(2.108) 
x,s>O 	 x,s>O 

+ 	(x,0)75 (x,1)+ 	(x,0)((x,1) - 2(x,0)). 
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With this action he showed that the propagator is given by 

GR,L(S, S; P) = Go (s, s'; p) + KR,L(s';p)e ° 	 (2.109) 

where 

Go(s,s';p) = (2.110) 
2b(p) sinhc (p) 

e_(p)(s'+2) 
KR(s';p) = - 

2sinha (p) 
(2.111) 

KL(s';p) 
e_)(9'+2) 	b(p) - 

= (2.112) 
2sinhc(p) b(p) - 

2cosh 	(p) 
1 +b(p)2 +2 

= (2.113) 
b(p) 

= 	sinp, (2.114) 

b(p) = 	1 - M5 + 	(1 - cos(p)). (2.115) 
It 

Importantly KL(s'; p) has a pole at zero momentum coming from the existence 

of a chiral bound state stuck to the wall. Indeed it may be observed that as p 

vanishes u --~ —mb. 

For the case of a finite fifth dimension 0 < s < L8 - 1 and including a term 

that couples the fermions at s = 0 and s = L5 - 1 it can be shown [26] that the 

propagator describes both a left-handed massless mode bound to the wall at s = 0 

and a right-handed massless mode bound to the wall at s = L8. These states of 

opposite chiralities mix between the walls and decrease exponentially away from 

the walls (see figure 2.3). Therefore the mixing is exponentially suppressed with 

the size of the fifth dimension and chiral violations are proportional to the size 

of the mixing. 

Including interactions the domain wall fermion action developed by Narayanan 

and Neuberger [27, 28] and by Furman and Shamir [26, 29] is given by 

SW 	 W,8' 	 (2.116) 
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SLSJZ s=Ls 

Figure 2.3: The domain walls are separated by L8 . The mixing between the 

modes decays exponentially in the fifth direction. 

where the spatial indices have been subscripted so the five dimensional fermion 

field is given by W(x, s) 	W,8  and the domain wall fermion Dirac operator, D, 

is given by 

Dx,s;x',s' = + 6X,XIDX X,
SSI 

X'X f = 	 [ i - 	 + (1 + 

- 4)S,' 

D -5, = PLMS,SF+P Mt R s,s' 

	

where FL = (1 - 75), PR  = (1 + 	and M is an L5  x L8  matrix 

(2.117) 

0 	1 	0...0 

0 01 ...0 

IVf,5 	s+l,s' - mf5s,L_16O,s1 = 

0 0 0•1 

—lflf 0 0 	0 

(2.120) 
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The value of the five dimensional quark mass or domain wall height, M 5 , deter-

mines how many flavours are coupled to the walls. 'rnf  is the four dimensional 

bare quark mass which explicitly couples the s = 0 and s = L 5  — 1 walls hence 

mixing the two chiralities. The delta functions, 8', are assumed to have period 

L8 . 	takes the form of a Wilson action with modified mass term which is 

replicated across each of the slices in the fifth dimension. The modified mass 

makes the modes heavy and suppresses their propagation along the 4-d slices. 

The number of heavy fermions is - L and as L8  —+ oc these lead to a bulk type 

infinity in the path integral. This may be cancelled by adding a five dimensional 

Pauli Villars field with a heavy mass [30, 31]. The D q, describes the propagation 

in the fifth dimension. It can loosely be thought of as describing the coupling 

between the five dimensional slices. The gauge fields are replicated along the fifth 

dimension 

U<d(x, s) = U(x) Ud+l(x, s) = 	 (2.121) 

and as such couple to the fermions in the natural way. 

The four dimensional fermion fields, (x), are constructed from the five di-

mensional fermion field, W(x, s), by projection of the different cliiralities on the 

walls [29] 

(x) = PLW(X, 0) + Pp ,T L8  — 1) 	 (2.122) 

(x) = !(x,L 5 -1)PL +!(x,0)PR. 	 (2.123) 

The domain wall fermion action may be shown to be related in the L8  —+ oc limit 

to the Neuberger or overlap action described in section 2.9 (see for example [32, 

33]). As such, the domain wall fermion action may be shown to have discretisation 

errors of 0(a2). 
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2.11 The anomalous or residual quark mass 

Due to the finite extent of L8 , and the direct coupling via the quark mass mf 

between the fermion fields on the walls, the modes coupled to the s = 0 and 

s = L - 1 walls are mixed. The effect of the violation in chiral symmetry due to 

the finite L8  is to shift the bare mass, Tflf, by some small additive piece flres  the 

residual or anomalous mass. In the following we assume that the rnf  are equal for 

f = 1,. . . , Nf  (The case for non-equal quark masses is discussed in [34]). In order 

to quantify the size of the symmetry breaking we examine the Ward-Takahashi 

identity for domain wall fermions. 

The chiral transformation is defined to rotate the fermions in the two half spaces 

along the s direction with opposite charges 

= 	+iQ(s)€a 
Aa 

w(x,$) 	 (2.124) 

Aa 
'(x, s) = —i'(x, s)Q(s)f'-- 	 (2.125) 

Q(s) = sgn((L - 1) - 28) = sgn 
(L8_ 1 - 
	(2.126) 

where 0 is a transformation parameter. The axial current corresponding to this 

transformation is given by [29] 

L3-1 

A(x) = 	Q(s)3(x, s), 	 (2.127) 

where 

U"  (X) Aa p  (X  + A,  8)  /1 
- ) 3(x,$) = W(x,S) 	
2 

Aa 
- 	(x + , s) ( 2 ) U(x)W(x, s). 	(2.128) 

The divergence of the axial current has two contributions 

3A(x) = 2mfJ(x, L8  - 1) + 2J(x, ) 	(2.129) 
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where 3,f(x) = f(x) - f(x - jl) is a finite difference operator and J(x, s) is 

given by 

J(x,$) = 	 (2.130) 

J (x,$)PLçW(x,s+l)—(x,s+1)PRçW(x,$) 

1 	(x, L5 - l)PL W(x, 0) - i(x, 0)PR (x, L8 - 1) 	s = L - 1 

In terms of the four dimensional fermion fields (2.122) the current J(x, L8 - 1) 

may be written as 

	

—1) = (X)5(X) = pa(x) 	 (2.131) 

which is the common pseudoscalar density. The second term, J(5 X, ), which 

vanishes in the L —~ oo limit [29] is due to the coupling of left and right handed 

light surface states at the midpoint of the fifth dimension. The modified axial 

Ward-Takahashi identity is thus given by 

2m j (L'(x)'y5 

+ 2(ja(x, 

- 	 (2.132) 

The above equation may be compared with the Ward-Takahashi identity for the 

effective continuum theory in the continuum limit. The sum of the two currents 

in equation (2.132) is proportional to an effective quark mass, 7Teff = m + mres , 

times the pseudoscalar density with the anomalous quark mass, mre, defined by 

a L3 
J (x, -) mresJ5"(x, L8 - 1) = mres Pa(x). 	 (2.133) 

In practice the residual mass term is computed by means of the ratio [35, 36, 37] 

rnres = 

ESS J a (il, t, 	)pa(, 0)) 
(pa (W, t)Pa(, 0)) 

(2.134) 

where t is suitably large so that the effects of low-energy long-distance physics 

are dominant. 
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2.12 The Gauge Action 

To complete the construction of the lattice action, we need to construct a lattice 

kinetic term for A, analogous to equation (2.24) which should be gauge invariant 

and be a function of the link variables only. The simplest gauge invariant objects 

that we can build from the link variables are formed by taking the trace of an 

ordered product of gauge links forming a closed loop, referred to as a Wilson 

loop. The smallest, and simplest, example of this is the plaquette (see figure 2.4). 

Rewriting U(n, ii + /) U. (n), the plaquette is given by 

U,., (n) = U(n)U(n + ft) U(n + i')U1i(n) 	(2.135) 

which can be seen to be gauge invariant by considering the transformation prop-

erties of U(n) under a local gauge transformation given by equation (2.55). It 

V 

U(x) 

Figure 2.4: The plaquette. 

is clear that we should focus on the smallest possible loops because of the local 
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structure of the integrand in equation (2.24). This helps with locality of the quan-

tum field theory and proof of reflection positivity (See for example [8]). The path 

ordering is important as the U(n) are matrices which do not commute. Although 

we have defined the quantity U(n) we have not yet seen what it corresponds to 

in the continuum theory. To that end we substitute 

U,, (n) = 	 (2.136) 

into equation (2.135) and obtain 

U 	(n) 	iagA (n) eü4 (nH-/i) 	(n+i)) _iaAi 	 (2.137) 

Expanding this expression in powers of a for small a using 

A, (n + i) = A 4  (n) + a3A(n) + 0(a2) 	 (2.138) 

and repeated use of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, 

e A  e  B = eBB1+ 	 (2.139) 

where the dots correspond to terms involving 2 or more commutators, gives 

U,,, (n) = e 	 (2.140) 

where F,1 (n) is given by 

F(n) =04A, - 	+ ig[A,, A] + 0(a2). 	(2.141) 

A simple expansion of equation (2.140) gives 

U(n) = 1 + ia2gF(n) - 	F/LV (n)F(n) + 0(a6 ) 	 (2.142) 
2  

and therefore we write the lattice version of the kinetic term for the gauge fields 

in the action as 

SG = 	ReTr(1 - U(n)) 	 (2.143) 
/L<U 
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where the trace is over the colour indices, the sum is over all plaquettes on the 

lattice with i < ii and where the gauge coupling, g, has been written in terms 

of the dimensionless constant, 	=for SU(3), in order to give the correct 

continuum action in the limit a -+ 0. 3 is the single input parameter for a Yang-

Mills calculation (whether on the lattice or not) involving only gluon fields. In 

principle there is also the 9 parameter, however, experimentally it is observed 

that 9 - 0 (strong CP problem). The lattice spacing is not explicit anywhere, 

and its value in physical units is unknown until after the calculation. This will 

depend on the bare coupling constant. 

2.13 Improved gauge actions 

Although the gauge action (2.143) reproduces the correct continuum limit ex-

pression, it was obtained up to discretisation errors of 0(a2). This is the simplest 

choice that can be made for the gauge action. Improved gauge actions attempt 

to reduce the 0(a2) discretisation error further by adding additional higher order 

terms to the action to make it closer to the continuum theory at non-zero lattice 

spacing. After the plaquette, the next simplest higher order terms that can be 

added to the action are terms involving Wilson loops created from six links in-

stead of four. There are three topologically distinct six link Wilson loops. These 

go by the names rectangle, bent rectangle, and parallelogram (see figure 2.5). 

These are denoted G) p6) p6) 
2 	3 respectively. The lattice gauge action may 

therefore be written as 

2 SG 	{c4)(g2)P(4) + 	e2(6) 
 (g )P, 

(6) } 
	 (2.144) 

in terms of the plaquette, p(4),  and the three six link loops. The leading order 

term in the expansion of all Wilson loops is 0(4) = 	and corrections begin 

at 0(a2), hence the lattice action (2.144) will have the correct form in the limit 
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Figure 2.5: Six link loops: the rectangle, the bent rectangle and the parallelogram 

or chair. 

a -+ 0 with corrections of 0(a2 ) 

The Doubly Blocked Wilson (DBW2) and Iwasaki actions are examples of im-

proved actions where the discretisation error in the Wilson action is improved by 

adding the next simplest loop ,the rectangle, p6)  These actions are renormali-

sation group improved actions in a two parameter space (c0 , ci ). The coefficient 

in front of the p6)  term is obtained by studying block transformations in pertur-

bation theory. The form of the action is given by 

SG[U] = _ 
I 

(1 - 8c 1) 	P[U], + c1 	 (2.145) 
n;/ <v 

R[U], 	U(n)U(n + )U(n + 2t)U(n + + u)U(n + 

where 	and R[U] fl, J  represent the real part of the trace of the path or- 

dered product of links around the 1 x 1 plaquette and 1 x 2 rectangle, respectively, 

in the p, v plane at the point n, and / 	6/g2  with g the bare coupling constant. 

The coefficient c0  = (1 - 8c1). For the DBW2 gauge action [38, 39], the coef-

ficient c1  is chosen to be —1.4069, while for the Iwasaki gauge action [40, 41] 

C1 = — 0.331. 
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2.14 Monte Carlo Integration 

We are interested in calculating the mass spectrum and matrix elements using 

lattice QCD. The starting point for any such calculation is the path integral 

expectation value of an observable 0 

(0) = 
ZLQCD J fl 	 (2.146) 

where the partition function, ZLQCD, is given by 

ZLQCD f fl 	 (2.147) 
f 

and the lattice action, SLQCD, is given by SLQCD [U, 'i/,  j] = SF [U, b, 5] + SG [U] 

for some choice of fermionic and gauge action. In general, the observable 0 will 

be some function 0(, U) of the quark, antiquark and gauge fields, and the 

action SLQCD is assumed to be a real function of the field variables bounded 

from below. The assumption of a real action means that we have a positive 

fermion determinant, which restricts the class of allowed fermionic theories. The 

path integral may be formally defined on a discrete space-time lattice. Since the 

fermionic piece of the action, SF, is bilinear in the Grassmann valued quark fields, 

the fermionic integration can be carried out analytically (see appendix A) and 

produces a determinant of the fermionic matrix for each flavour of quark field 

(0) 
= 2LQCD 

1  f VU det(M[U]) det(Md[U])  det(M8  [U])Oe_SG 	(2.148) 

where in the flavour product, we have included the up, down, and strange quarks 

as they are the lightest three quarks in our theory and contribute most to the 

physics that we wish to study. We denote the number of quarks used in our 

theory as Nsea. Since rn 	md m1, this can be written as 

(0) =
ZLQCD f VU [det(M1 [U])] 2 det(M8[U])0e_8G . 	(2.149) 

The integration is now only over the gauge degrees of freedom. The fermionic con- 

tribution is now contained in the highly non-local term det M[U] for i = u, d, s. 
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In the case of most lattice field systems of interest, the number of integration 

variables is extremely large, and therefore we must turn to statistical methods to 

evaluate the ensemble average. The fermion determinant may be dealt with in 

several ways. Firstly, we can re-express it to obtain an effective gauge action 

Seff[U] = SG  [U] — lndetM[U] 	 (2.150) 

= SG [U] - TrinM[U] 	 (2.151) 

and perform all simulations with this effective action. Secondly, we could write 

this fermionic determinant as a Gaussian integral over bosonic variables 0 (known 

as pseudoferniions) 

det M[U] f Dt(x)D(x)e_4M'Y. 	 (2.152) 

This is the method employed for the Hybrid Monte-Carlo algorithm (section 2.16). 

In this case, the action is re-written as an effective action 

Se ff{U, 	] 	SG [U] + M'[U]q 9. 	 (2.153) 

This effective action includes an inverse of the fermion matrix. In practice MM 

is used rather than M for algorithmic reasons (M is real but not positive definite). 

This has the advantage that we are able to deal with both of the light quark fields 

(that of the u and d quarks), to the extent that they are degenerate, together. 

Quark masses simulated are much larger than those found experimentally due to 

the large computational cost of light sea quarks and because finite volume effects 

are larger for lighter sea quarks. 

The expectation value of an observable 0 may be computed by the following sum 

N 

 0[U] 	 (2.154) 

where the U are configurations chosen with the appropriate probability weight. 

Thus, in the path integral case (2.148) we calculate the expectation value of an 
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observable 0 as 

N 
1 — 

	

	e_SG [J det M1 [Ui] 0 [Ui ] 	(2.155) 
j=1 ZLQCD 	

f 

where here the product is over the quark flavours f = u, d, s. Since most con-

figuration will have an action which is very large, only a small fraction of them 

will make a significant contribution to the above sum. To alleviate this problem 

instead of choosing all configurations with equal weight, a more efficient method 

consists of generating a sequence of link configurations with probability distribu-

tion given by the Boltzmann weight 

P [U] 
= 	1 

e_SJuj fl det M1 [Ui ]. 	 (2.156) 
ZLQCD 

This is known as importance sampling. If the sequence of configurations gener-

ated has this probability distribution, then the ensemble average, 0), may be 

approximated by equation (2.154) where {U}, i = 1,.. . , N denote the configu-

rations generated with the appropriate Boltzmann weight. 

2.15 Metropolis algorithm and Markov chains 

Metropolis [42] algorithms generate a sequence of configurations, C, i = 1,. . . , N, 

where C 1 is generated from Ci stochastically according to some transition prob-

ability P(C -+ C3). This sequence of configurations is known as a Markov chain. 

The chain will converge to the desired probability distribution if it fulfils two 

important conditions. Firstly, updating algorithms should fulfil detailed bal-

ance, a sufficient but not necessary condition. Given the transition probability 

P(A —~ B), for going from configuration A to B detailed balance asserts that 

W[A]P(A -* B) = W[B]P(B -* A) 	 (2.157) 

where W[A] and W[B] represent the distribution we wish to sample e.g. 
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The second important condition that updating algorithms should respect is ergod-

icity, i.e. it has to be possible to reach any other configuration with the updating 

step. In terms of transition probability, this reads for any pair of configurations 

P(A —* B) > 0. 	 (2.158) 

This is known as strong ergodicity. Every elementary step does not have to fulfil 

this strong condition, because if enough of these elementary steps are combined 

to a bigger step, it is sufficient that this bigger step fulfils the strong ergodicity 

condition. If these two conditions are satisfied it can be shown that the Markov 

process generates a unique equilibrium distribution. 

The Metropolis algorithm [42], is a way of constructing a Markov process that 

satisfies detailed balance and is in principle applicable to any system. The rule 

for generating the configurations in a sequence follows 

Let A be the configuration we wish to update 

Suggest a new configuration A' with transition probability P0 (A —+ A') 

Accept A' if e_'[A'] > e,—S[A] (i.e. the action has been lowered) 

If the action has been increased, generate a random number R in the interval 

[0,1] and accept A' if R 

It is the conditional acceptance in the last step that allows the system to increase 

its action. While classical configurations correspond to a minima of the action, 

the quantum system is allowed to move away from the classical configurations. 

The algorithm can be shown to satisfy detailed balance [7]. 

This provides us with a rule for how to select the next configuration in a Markov 

chain given the configuration immediately preceding it. 

In general, the Metropolis algorithm is computationally too costly when it comes 

to simulations including dynamical fermions. This is because the action depends 
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non-locally on the co-ordinates and in this case the ratio 	will no longer be 

determined by nearest neighbour interactions. To take fermions into account, we 

require more efficient algorithms which allow an update to the entire lattice at 

once, rather than one gauge link at a time. The algorithm of choice for dynamical 

fermion simulations is the Hybrid Monte Carlo Algorithm (HMC). 

2.16 Hybrid Monte Carlo 

The Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm (HMC) [43] is one method for performing 

dynamical fermion simulations. The HMC algorithm constructs a Markov process 

satisfying detailed balance with respect to the desired probability distribution and 

is ergodic, as is required for it to converge to the desired equilibrium distribution. 

The algorithm requires the introduction of fictitious momenta conjugate to the 

link variables U so that the Hamiltonian for the system may be written as 

H[P, U, ] = 	P 2 j  + S[U, ] 	 (2.159) 

where S[U, ] plays the role of a potential and is given by equation (2.153). The 

expectation value of some observable O(U, q)  can then be written as 

(0) = f DPDUV cbV c t0(U, )ePUl 	 (2.160) 

where the partition function is now given by 

Z 
= f 	 (2.161) 

The Hamiltonian (2.159) defines a dynamical system, constrained to be conser-

vative, due to the lack of any explicit time dependence in the Hamiltonian. The 

variables satisfy Hamilton's equations with respect to a (fictitious) "molecular 

dynamics" time r. The basic HMC algorithm is 
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Choose an initial configuration of U and P fields, (U, P), at 'r = 0. 

Generate a field ç  by taking it at random from an appropriate probability 

distribution (see for example [44, 45]). 

Molecular dynamics: use Hamilton's equations of motion to evolve deter-

ministically P and U for some time (Nmd 8T) while holding q fixed to obtain 

a new gauge configuration (U', P'). 

Accept the new configuration with probability 

p = mm (1, exp (—H)) 	 (2.162) 

where L.II is the change in the Hamiltonian due to the molecular dynamics 

step. 

Regenerate a new set of P's randomly as before. 

Go to step 2 with the new/old configuration of U's depending on the ac-

cept/reject step. 

The algorithm depends only on the molecular dynamics step size, 8'r, and the 

number of molecular dynamics steps we take, Nmd, also called the trajectory 

length. This process satisfies detailed balance and ergodicity [43, 44]. 

2.17 2+1  flavour simulations and the RHMC al-

gorithm 

In chapter 5 results for simulations with two degenerate light flavours of quark 

and one heavier quark will be presented. The Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm, and 

the various refinements which have been applied to it since its inception, has been 

the algorithm of choice for most recent calculations. However, it does have some 
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drawbacks, most notably that the algorithm cannot efficiently generate ensembles 

of configurations with only a single quark flavour present. This is because the 

operator M 	MW must be included in the action rather than just M in 

equation (2.153). For Wilson fermions this corresponds to a two flavour theory. 

Historically this has not been a problem since the up and down quarks are usually 

treated as degenerate and generally calculations have been performed using mass 

parameters much much heavier than the strange quark mass, meaning there has 

been little point in performing simulations with 2+1 flavours. 

The resolution to the problem of simulations with 2+1 flavours of quarks has been 

to use the inexact R algorithm [46] or the Polynomial Monte Carlo algorithm [47, 

48, 49]. An alternative method proposed recently, and the one used in this work 

is the RHMC algorithm [50, 51]. 

The RHMC algorithm replaces the function of the fermion matrix by a rational 

approximation over the spectral interval of the matrix. For example, to deal with 

the "1" in our 2+1 flavour simulation we require the action to have a term 

q t(MtM) 	ç tM q . 	 (2.163) 

In the RHMC algorithm a rational approximation is made 

r(M) 	 (2.164) 

where the rational function is given by 

r(x) = 
pn(X) 	

(2.165) 
Pd (X) 

where p3  (x) is a degree j polynomial. The coefficients of these polynomials used 

to generate an optimal rational approximation to a given function over some fi-

nite range are found using the Remez algorithm [52]. For the special case of the 

(inverse) square root function with minimum relative errors the rational coeffi-

cients can be calculated analytically [53]. Once the rational approximation has 
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been found it may be expressed in product representation as 

T (M) - 
— a0 fl1(M+yk) (2.166) 

fl1(M + 

by finding the roots. It is found that in this notation the shifts, 	and 3k,  are 

always positive. To evaluate this function applied to a source vector, 0, is very 

expensive as d inverses would require to be found. This is normally done with 

Krylov subspace iterative solver methods (for example see [54, 55]). However, 

any rational function can be written as a polynomial quotient plus the sum of a 

series of partial fractions 

r(M) = a0 +i . 	 (2.167) ,1   

If we assume that the degree of the numerator and denominator are equal (n = d) 

then a0  will just be a constant. To evaluate this function applied to a source 

vector, 0, also requires d inversion operations, however, as all the denominator 

monomials are acting on a common vector and all the kk are real valued and 

positive this allows the use of a multi-shift solver to perform the matrix inversions 

simultaneously [56]. 

The fermion determinant is thus written 

det AV 
= f DtDe_tr2(M det[Mr(M)] 	(2.168) 

where rmc(x) is an approximation to 	over the spectral range of the fermion 

matrix. The reason for using r for the approximation rather than Tmc is to 

allow for a pseudofermion heatbath to be used. If the approximation is chosen 

to be good enough then the matrix M0 r c(M) will be close to the unit matrix 

and therefore easy to invert. Indeed, if the approximation is chosen appropriately 

then the determinant factor in equation (2.168) may be set equal to unity without 

fear of bias and a conventional Metropolis acceptance test may be used. It is 

worth noting that in practice a lower order approximation rTfld(x) is used in the 

molecular dynamics step than in the accept/reject step (rmc(x)) to increase the 
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speed of the algorithm. This is because the evaluation of the force term in the 

action requires two Krylov iterative solves. Any errors incurred through the lower 

order approximation may be stochastically corrected for in the accept/reject step. 

With the above modifications the RHMC algorithm proceeds in a similar way to 

the HMC algorithm of section 2.16 where step 2 requires an additional fermion 

refreshment for the "1" field. 

2.18 Autocorrelation length 

When generating configurations as a Markov chain there is some amount of time, 

know as the thermalisation time, before the system has reached an equilibrium 

state. At this point the system will have converged on the desired probability 

distribution. The number of trajectories required for thermalisation and to ensure 

a large enough correlation length between configurations depends on 

the algorithm used 

the observable being studied 

values of bare parameters. 

Once thermalised, a system should have lost all knowledge of where it started 

and all expectation values must be independent of the starting condition. 

Once the system has reached equilibrium we may use the thermalised config-

urations in order to measure our observables. In practice, the number of such 

configurations is finite, but if the sequence generated by the algorithm constitutes 

a representative set, then the ensemble average 

(0) JDUO[U]e_SG 	
(2.169) 

f VUe5'c 
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will be given by the sum (2.154) and the error in the mean will be of order 

(*) Subsequent configurations generated in a Markov chain have knowledge 

of previous configurations so, in practice, the configurations generated sequen-

tially are not statistically independent. This must be measured and taken into 

account when performing analysis. Considering an ensemble of N measurements 

of some observable, A {A, i = 1 . . . N}, then in the limit of a large number of 

configurations the mean value can be approximated by 

N 
A(A) 1 (2.170) 

In order to measure the statistical dependence we define the integrated autocor-

relation time [57, 58] 

00 	 00 

>>1 	(2.171) 
—00 	 t1 

where the autocovariance function, p(t), is 

(t) - 
FA (t) 	t—*oc 	_L 

PA 

	

PA (t) cx e 'ep 	 (2.172) 
- 

and the autocovariance of an observable A is 

FA (t) = ((A8 - (A)) (A8+1  - (A))). 	 (2.173) 

Equation (2.172) defines the exponential autocorrelation time, 'r. The sub-

scripts t and s in equation (2.173) label the configuration time and the outer 

average is over all pairs separated by t. The autocovariance function has the 

property that p(t)=p(—t) which was used to obtain the expression for the inte-

grated autocorrelation time. 

It will be shown in section 3.17 that this definition of integrated autocorrelation 

time implies that statistically independent configurations are separated by 2r. 

In practice we truncate the sum (2.171) at some finite value, t000 , and define the 

cumulative autocorrelation time to be 
tmax 

cum 
TA 	+pA(t). 	 (2.174) 

t=1 
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This will be a good approximation to Ti  ,,t 	the limit that tmax has been chosen 

large enough. A plot of 	versus tmax should exhibit a plateau for large enough 

max 



Chapter 3 

Correlation functions and data 

analysis 

The aim of lattice QCD calculations is to extract numerical values for masses and 

matrix elements which can be contrasted with experimentally observed values. In 

this chapter I outline the basic principles required in the calculation of masses 

and matrix elements associated with meson and baryon states and discuss some 

of the techniques used to extract numerical values. I begin with a discussion of 

the quark propagator, the building block of two point correlation functions. 

3.1 The quark propagator 

Recalling equation (2.146) the expectation value of a bilinear (x)'./'(y) may be 

written as 

b(x)'(y)) = 
ZQCD f 	 (31) 

we 
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and performing the (Grassmann) integration over the fermionic degrees of freedom 

and using Wick's contraction as in appendix A gives 

((x)(y)) = 1  f DU fi det M f  [U]e_S]M_l (x, y; U) 	(3.2) 

where M is the fermion matrix from equation (2.58). Given the gauge fields are 

weighted appropriately with the factor 

1 	r 
ZrQCD J 

DUfldetMf[U]e_[1], 	 (3.3) 
f 

in order to evaluate the integral we require to evaluate the inverse of the fermion 

matrix, or quark propagator, on each gauge configuration. The quark propagator 

is the building block for the more complicated correlation functions to follow. 

The quark propagator, G, is defined through the equation 

M(x,y; U)G(y,O; U) = 8(x 0)6,,y6` 	 (3.4) 

where we have identified G(x, y; U) 	M'(x, y; U). The Greek indices label 

the spin components and the Latin indices label the colour components. The 

solution of the above equation is computationally intensive as the matrix M is 

large and sparse. In practice this equation is solved for each of the twelve spin-

colour components separately using the iterative solver algorithms [54, 55]. 

Due to the relation between the fermion matrix and the propagator the (discrete) 

symmetries of the fermion matrix are shared by the propagator. Applying the 

discrete Lorentz transformations, parity (P), charge conjugation (C), time rever-

sal (Y), hermiticity (H), together with the combined transformation (CP7-) it 

can be seen that the quark propagator transforms as 

P: G(x, y; U) 	4G(x, P.  U) 4 	 (3.5) 

Y: G(x, y; U) 	7475G(xT, yT ;  UT) 7574 	 (3.6) 

C : G(x, y; U) 	7472GT(x, y;  Uc)7274 	 (3.7) 

1-1: G(x, y; U) -+ 75Gt(y, x; U)75 	 (3.8) 

CT?-! : G(x, y; U) -* C7475Gt(y', x';  Uc)7574C_l 	(3.9) 
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for a given background configuration U. These relations are very useful when 

discussing the properties of correlation functions. 

3.2 Correlation functions 

In order to test our theory against physical values obtained by experiment we 

are interested in calculating observables, for example, the mass spectrum, decay 

constants, and other matrix elements. These can be calculated using correlation 

functions, or correlators, constructed from interpolating quantum field operators 

whose form depends on the particular observable one wishes to study. Two point 

correlation functions are a subset of these correlation functions defined to be 

the vacuum expectation value of the time ordered product of two interpolating 

quantum field operators at two times 

CAB (
1, t; 6, 

0) 
	0{eA(x,t)B(a,0)}0) 	 (3.10) 

= (eA(X,t)eB(o,o)) 	 (3.11) 
it 

= 	
J 

DUDbDeA(x)eB(0)e LQ 	 (3.12) 

where GB (0) is a creation operator at source and ()A  (x) an annihilation operator 

at sink and A and B label the particular form of the operator. 

3.3 Meson correlation functions 

A meson operator is generically written in a form bilinear in the quark fields 

eM(X) = (x)F(x) 	 (3.13) 

where i, j are flavour indices and the colour and spinor indices have been sup-

pressed. F is taken to be one of the sixteen possible Dirac gamma matrices 
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belonging to the Clifford algebra and depends on which state we wish to mea-

sure. Discussion of the choice of the matrix F will be postponed to section 3.5. 

The corresponding creation operator is given by 

em(X) = 	 (3.14) 

where F =y4Fty4. Substituting (3.13) and (3.14) into equation (3.10), and in-

cluding the spinor (Greek) and colour (Latin) indices explicitly, the two point 

correlation function for creating a generic meson at the source and then annihi-

lating it at the sink becomes 

CMA,1 (x; 0) = (oT{eM(X)eA,I(o)}o) 	 (3.15) 

(0{ Q (x)F 	(x),7(0oo(0)} 0) 

V DUDD 	i'a(x) (x) (0) ö (0)e_S'LQ []. 

Performing the Wick contractions of the Grassmann valued quark fields and re-

calling from appendix A that we can perform the integral over the Grassmann 

valued quark and anti-quark fields analytically 

C 11  (x; 0) 	f DUDDF 	 (3.16) 

- 	 (0) 	(0) a (x)  ] e_SLQCD [U,] 

= J'DUTr,,16jiG(x,  x;aa  	 0; U) 75 } 

Nsea  

- Tr, {G ba (0, x; U)FG ab (x, 0; U)t} J] det Mf[U]e SG["] 

f 
x; 	 0; U)t 8 })u  

- 	(Tr8{G ba (0, x; U)FG ab 
Oy 

(x, 0; 	F yj 

where the trace is over the spin and colour indices only and ()u  denotes inte-

gration over the gauge fields U which have been weighted appropriately with 

1 flNsea 	f 	—S [U] 	 i det M [U]e ° where Nsea  is the number of quark masses n our sim- 

ulation. Gab (X, 0; U) is the quark propagator evaluated on each gauge config-

uration. The third and fifth lines in equation (3.16) contain a delta function 
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of the quark flavours and hence these terms only contribute when the operator 

(3.13) is constructed using two quarks with the same flavour. For a flavour sin-

glet operator the two point function (3.16) will consist of a connected piece and 

a disconnected piece (See figure 3.1 (left)). The quark propagator is dependent 

on both the quark fields and the gauge field and therefore must be calculated on 

each configuration. The disconnected piece requires the calculation of an all-to-all 

propagator, G(x, x; U). This is computationally very costly and hence in most 

calculations the disconnected piece is ignored. For flavour non-singlet mesons the 

disconnected piece is not present. 

F 
	

F 

FAC:: > FB 
d 

FAO 
or'B 

 

F F 

Figure 3.1: LEFT: Connected and disconnected meson correlator contractions 

formed by taking the trace over spin and colour indices. Each line represents a 

quark propagator and the dots denote the insertion points for the Dirac gamma 

matrices. RIGHT: Two different types of contractions for baryon correlators. 

In the case where we neglect the disconnected term in equation (3.16) we must 

still compute two point-to-all propagators: one for the quark (0 —+ x) and one 

for the antiquark (x —* 0), given by G(0, x; U) and C(x, 0; U) respectively (see 

equation(3.4)). This can be simplified by using the hermiticity of the quark 
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propagator 

G" (0, 	= ( 5) Gh(x,0; U)(y5)p7 	
(3.17) 

where the adjoint is defined with respect to the spinor and colour indices which 

allows us to rewrite equation (3.16) in terms of one propagator 

CMM (x; 0) = _(Trse{y5Gt(x, 0; U)'y5FG(x, 0; U)t'})u 	(3.18) 

where the indices have been suppressed for clarity. This means we require one 

inversion of the fermion matrix per configuration for degenerate quarks. 

3.4 Hadron masses 

Although we have derived the form of the two point function for a generic meson 

the extraction of the meson masses is worthy of some comment. Defining the 

delta functions 

= 	 (3.19) 

= 	 (3.20) 

and the Fourier transform of a function f(i, t) as 

f(,t) = 
1 	

f(j,t)e 	 (3.21) 
N3  

f(ó,t) = 	f(,t)e 	 (3.22) 

where periodic spatial boundary conditions mean the momentum is quantised in 

units of ap j  = 	i= 1,2,3, where ni  =0,...N— 1 is an integer and L = Na 

the spatial extent of the lattice. The momenta, due to the introduction of the 

lattice, are restricted to the Brillouin zone [0, ]. An equivalent formulation is 

to restrict the momenta to[-, ]. The discrete Fourier transform is used to 
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project out the momentum. Taking t > 0 and the discrete Fourier transform of 

equation (3.15) 

CMM(p, t; , 0) = 	CMM(x, t)e 	 (3.23) 

CMM( t; , 0) = 	(0eM(x)eM (0)0)e 219  

and then inserting a complete set of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian 

1 

N3  2E () 	
(3.24) 

 

normalised for a lattice of finite spatial extent as 

= 2En (p)N36mn ,15 	 (3.25) 

gives 

e x 
CMM(P, t; 6, 0) = 	

2E(q)N3 (0M1, 
)(7l, qeM(0)0). 	(3.26) 

n,q,x 

Applying the translation operator (, 

e(x) = e(Ht_iQ)e(o)e_(t_iQ) = ee(o)e 	 (3.27) 

where H and Q are the lattice Hamiltonian and three momentum respectively to 

equation (3.26) gives 

p-zp.x -. 	 -. 
CMM ( t) = 	

2E (qN3 	
(0)e_t_ 	n, q) 	Om (0) 0). 

(3.28) 

Noting that 

et In, ) = e_tn,q) 	 (3.29) 

where E(q is the energy eigenvalue of the state In, ) and equivalently 

) = 	) 	 (3.30) 

equation (3.28) becomes 

e_Ent 
CMM(t) = 	

2E)N3 (oe
M (o) In, q)(n,qeM (o)o). 	(3.31) 

n, 
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Substituting for the delta function (3.19) and performing the sum over 
E 

CMM(p,t) = E 2E(p) (0eM(0)7l,P). 	 (3.32) 

Considering this equation at zero momentum 

CMM(15,t) = E A e_mnt 	 (3.33) 
n 

where 

	

z2 	~ (0 1 E)"(0)in ' 
= 	 (3.34) 

	

2rn 	 2m 

and allows the extraction of the masses of the states. The ground state mass 

of the particles and matrix elements with the ground state can be obtained by 

looking at the large time exponential decay of the time sliced correlator at zero 

momentum 

urn CAjq (ö t) —+ Aoe_mot. 	 (3.35) 
t-400 

The matrix elements obtained from A0 will are required in order to evaluate 

pseudoscalar decay constants discussed in section 3.11. 

As we have a finite volume which is anti-periodic in time equation (3.27) is re- 

placed with 

e(x) et_ie(o)e_ 1(T_ 4) 	 (3.36) 

where T is the time extent of the lattice. We now have a backward propagating 

state and the two-point function is properly given by 

lim CMM(O, t) - Co [em0t + a1a2e_m0(T_t)] 	 (3.37) 
t-+oo 

where the factor 9192 depends on the time reversal symmetry of the two operators 

in the correlation function. The time reversal symmetry of operators is discussed 

further in section 3.5 and the values are given in table 3.1. In order to extract 

masses and matrix elements from the correlators the function (3.37) is fitted to the 

correlators. For example, in the case of a pseudoscalar, 77177 = 1 and CMM(O', t) 

is given by 
r T 

CMM (O,t) —~ 2C0e 2 cosh mo 
(-- - 

t)] . 	 (3.38) [  
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3.5 Interpolating operators for mesons 

In section 3.3 the general two point correlation function for mesons was derived 

using a generic operator eM(X). There is no unique correspondence between 

particle states and operators so all we require is that the operator have non-zero 

overlap with the state in question. This can be achieved by requiring the operator 

to have the same flavour content and same JPC  quantum numbers as the state 

in question where J is the total angular momentum and P and C correspond to 

the operators symmetry under parity and charge conjugation respectively. 

Considering the general two point correlator 

CBA (j5, t) 	e(/'2  (x)FB1/'l (x) 	(0)FA1/'2 (0))u 	(3.39) 

- 	e(Tr(G2(0, x; U)FBG1(x, 0; U)FA)b)u 

we wish to address the possible physical states that may be obtained. The trans-

formation properties of the gamma matrices FA and FB under the discrete sym-

metries given by equations (3.5-3.9) allows us to deduce whether the correlator 

is even or odd in its time variable, even or odd in its momenta, how it behaves 

under charge conjugation and whether the correlator is real or imaginary. 

For each element of the Dirac algebra, FA, we define signs, or, depending on its 

transformation property under the discrete symmetries associated with 'T, 2, C 

and CIP7-1 

74'/5FA7574 = aIFA 	 (3.40) 

'y4FA74 	OFA 	 (3.41) 

= a% (3.42) 

C7475FA757 	1 4C 	= aA
CPN 

-
i-' A* 
	 (3.43) 

in analogy with equations (3.5-3.9). The particular values of the a's for the 

different F matrices are presented in table 3.1. 
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± -Yi i± " ''YiY5J 74 'Y 

01A  ++ - + - - + - 

a + - + + - + - - 

U+ - + - - + + + 

aT'7  + - + + - + - - 

Table 3.1: Signs describing the transformation for particular choices of gamma 

matrices under the discrete transformations 'T, 7', C and CP7-1. 

The above discussion implies the following for equation (3.39) 

YT 	BA -I . if crAaB  = +1 C (p,t) is even(odd) in t 

. if aa = ±1 CBA(7i,  t) is even(odd) in 

if aa = +1 CBA(p,  t) is even(odd) under C-parity 

if a CIPW aCB  = ±1 CBA(5,  t) is real (imaginary). 

This allows us to select operators having the same JPC  numbers as the physical 

states we wish to measure. Table 3.2 lists some possible choices for the interpo-

lating operators. 

3.6 Interpolating operators for baryons 

Relativistic baryon operators involve the charge conjugation matrix, C 

which has the properties 

Ct = C' = CT = —C 	 (3.44) 

	

C7, C' - 	T 

	

- 	 (3.45) 
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Bilinear jPC Operator(s) meson state (MeV) 

o-'-- qa (x)b2(x) 

Scalar (S) ao (980) 
0-  01  (x)y4b2 (x)  

qi (x) 	(x) 
Pseudoscalar (PS) 0 (140) K(490) 

qi (x)5 0 q2  (x)  

qi ()2 (x) 
Vector (V) 1 p(770), K*(892), 	(1020) 

(x)  

Axial (A) 1++ al (1260) 

Tensor (T) 1 1(x)72(x) b1(1235) 

Table 3.2: Quark bilinear interpolating operators describing meson states. 

so that the spinors transform as 

= l]cCbT 	 (3.46) 

- 	= IJbTC 	 (3.47) 

with 77c an unobservable phase. Baryons are then constructed from operators of 

the form 

Bc,k,(x) = 	abc (( i'a
(X))a F(x)) 	x) 	(3.48) 

where i, j, k label the flavours, a, b, c label the colours, and c, , S are Dirac in-

dices. To describe the baryons these operators must have a non-vanishing overlap 

with the baryon states. This requires them to have the same quantum numbers 

as the baryon states and to transform correctly under Lorentz and parity trans-

formations. The baryon operators (3.48) are colour singlets and have one free 

spinor index necessary for describing spin-i octet and spin-i decuplet baryons. 

The basic interpolating operators used to describe the octet and decuplet baryons 

are given in table 3.3. Appendix B shows for the nucleon operator, 	why 
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Channel Operator i(J') Lightest state(s) (MeV) 

Nucleon 
abc (TCy5db) u 

N2,a 	abc (aTC45db) u 
1 	1+ N(940) ,N(1535) 

Delta- 2 
C 312 - 	aic (naTC_yub) u - 

3 3± 
) (1232), z(1700) 

A 1/2 	 a,TDelta-i 	= 	(u C7ub) u 3 	1+ 
) (1750), 	(1900) 

Table 3.3: Three quark interpolating operators describing baryons and their re-

lationship to the lightest particle states. The flavour content of the quarks has 

been made explicit. 

this is a good choice of operator to describe the nucleon(proton) state by consid-

ering some of its symmetry transformation properties. In order to get the flavour 

symmetry of the operators correct it is necessary to take linear combinations 

of these operators, for example, the nucleon operator is given by (up to some 

normalisation) 

BN,c, ( x) = (dTa (x)C7 ub)dc  (X)E abc  + ( dTa(X)C75 db)U(X)f abC 	(3.49) 

which is antisymmetric under interchange of the first two quarks. Details of how 

to construct the appropriate linear combinations for the other octet and decuplet 

baryon states can be found in [8, 59, 60, 10, 61]. The baryon operators given in 

table 3.3 do not have a definite parity. They couple to both the negative and 

positive parity states, transforming under parity as 

= 74BF,k,o(X4, —i). 	 (3.50) 

Given the representation of 'y4 = diag(1, 1, —1, —1), this shows that the upper 

two spinor components of B transform with positive parity while the lower two 

transform with negative parity. These states can be projected out using the 

projection operators 

= (1± 4 ). 	 (3.51) 
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The delta baryon operator 

= (UTa(X)CUb)U(X)f abc 	 (3.52) 

couples to the spin-i and spin- states. To obtain an operator to represent the 

spin- decuplet baryon only the spin- part of the operator must be projected 

out. This is carried out by noticing that the operator with "y = 'y4 projects 

onto a pure spin-! state. Appendix D gives details of the construction of these 

projection operators. The spin-i correlators are constructed by averaging over 

the correlators constructed from the operators with the three spatial gamma 

matrices, 	and then subtracting the appropriate spin-! correlator 

C312312(0 = 	 - 	 (3.53) 
i 

This is performed after the projection onto a state of definite parity. As the 

delta baryon operator is symmetric under interchange of any two quarks (as 

(C)' = C'y) it can be used to study the ., , 	and 1 baryons by using 

non-degenerate combinations of quark flavours. Further details of this can be 

found in [59, 10]. 

3.7 Baryon correlation functions 

Once a choice of baryon operator has been made the construction of the baryon 

correlators follows in a similar manner to that of the mesons (see section 3.3). 

Appendix C gives an example baryon correlator calculation in the case of a flu-

cleon(proton). The correlator contractions for the spin-b octet can be split into 

two types. These are denoted ' like' and 'A like'. The '(A) like' correlators 

correspond to the wave function of the state being symmetric(antisymmetric) in 

u and d quark flavours. These correlators can be written in terms of two con-

tractions. The u and d quarks could be contracted into a closed loop while the 
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propagator for the s quark carries the spin quantum numbers of the baryon or 

there could be an ordered contraction of three quarks. These are depicted in 

figure 3.1(right). On calculating the correlation function for a 	like' correlator 

the other ' like' correlators: the proton, neutron, 	, 	, ° and 	may be 

obtained by appropriate substitution of quark flavours. Similar considerations 

may be applied for decuplet baryon correlation functions [10]. 

In section 3.4 the functional form of a meson two-point correlator was calculated. 

The functional form of the baryon two-point correlator is more complicated as 

the baryon operators couple to states of both positive and negative parity and 

the fermionic states have a spin degree of freedom, s. In analogy with section 3.4 

using a similar notation to that found in [62] the states are defined as In, g, s. P) 

where n labels the distinct mass states as in the mesonic case, )5 the momentum, 

s the spin and P the parity: either + or -. With this nomenclature the forward 

propagating states at zero three momentum can be factorised as 

(0N(0)n,js,P) = (3.54) 

(OIZAI  CPA 	,(M,p,$) (3.55) 

for spin-i and spin-i r espectively. For spin-i i E {1, 2}, while for spin- j 

runs over the three spatial indices. u, (p, s) and u,j(p, s) are Dirac and Rarita-

Schwinger [63] polarisation spinors respectively. The backward propagating anti-

particle states can be related to the above results by charge conjugation. The 

asymptotic form of the baryon two-point correlator 

CB (t) = 
	

(3.56) 

then follows from inserting a complete set of states (as in section 3.4) and per-

forming the spin sum over the Dirac or Rarita-Schwinger spinors [64] at zero three 

momentum given by 

u(, s) it , s) = 	(1 + 	 (3.57) 
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- 	- 	2 
tt(0,$)ü(0,$) = 	.

1 
 (1+74). 	 (3.58) 

The asymptotic form of the two-point correlator is given by 

T,— 
CBB(t) 	-+

oo 
 (1 + 'y) [DB+e_MB+t  + DB e_ MB T _t)] 	(3.59) 

+ 	(1 — y) [DB+e_ MB+(T_t)  + DBe_MB- 

where B = N1, N2  or A. The positive and negative parity contributions to the 

correlator can then be projected out using the projection operator (3.51) to give 

C(t) Tr(P+CB(t)) T,t—oo DB±e_ MP t  + DB e_ MB T _t). 	(3.60) 

Unlike the meson two-point function case there is no time reflection symmetry, as 

the forward and backward propagating exponentials are dependent on different 

mass values. The positive and negative parity correlators for baryon are related 

by 

C+ (t) = —C (T — t). 	 (3.61) BB 

3.8 Effective mass plots 

In order to decide where the ground state dominates the sum (3.35) it is often 

useful to examine effective mass plots. The effective masses for mesons and 

baryons are defined in terms of the averaged timesliced correlator (3.95) by 

meff (t = coshI -' 
C(t  — 1) + C(t + 1)1 	 (3.62) meson' ' 	 2C(t) 	] 

eff 	 I C(t+  ')lmryon(t) = in 
	C(t) j 	

(3.63) 

These functions should plateau as t increases. The onset of the plateau gives an 

indication as to where the contribution from the excited states has decayed away 

and therefore the interval over which to fit for the groundstate. 
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3.9 Smearing 

The previous sections have shown how meson and baryon functions may be cre-

ated from quark propagators. The operators used to make the correlation func-

tions were required to have a non-zero overlap with the state to be measured, i.e. 

have the correct JPG  quantum numbers. Increasing the overlap of these opera-

tors is a way of improving the signal from the data. In equations(3.37) and (3.60) 

the correlator was written as a sum of exponentials and the ground state was 

extracted from the behaviour at large Euclidean times. Enhancing the signal of 

the ground state relative to the first excited state by increasing the ground state 

amplitude (and decreasing the excited state amplitude) has the benefit that the 

ground state will dominate the sum at smaller Euclidean times and give a better 

signal to noise ratio. 

A standard procedure for increasing the contribution from a state involves mod-

ifying some or all of the fermion fields in the operator by convolving the quark 

field at the source or sink (or both) with an appropriate smearing function 

t) - 	T(, , t), t), 	t) - 	, t)Tt(q, , t) 	(3.64) 

where the smearing function, T, at source and sink need not necessarily be the 

same. The smearing function may depend on the gauge configuration and is usu-

ally chosen in such a way as to model the spatial distribution of the wavefunction 

of the state to be measured as the mesons and baryons themselves are actually 

extended objects. This modifies the quark propagators constructed from these 

quark fields. The quark propagator smeared at source is given by 

G(x4, ; y, ) = 	f DD(x4, )s(y4,  )e 8 ' 1 	(3.65) 

= 

where G(x4, ; y, ) is the usual local quark propagator (given by equation (3.4)) 

and the subscript U indicates that this is evaluated on each gauge configuration. 
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The dependence of the smearing function on the gauge configuration is implicit. 

The sink-smeared quark propagator is given by 

	

G's 
 (X4, ; y4, ) = 	f DD s(x4, f)(y, 	 (3.66) 

	

= 	T(,i,x4)G(x4,;y4,) 
i 

and smearing can of course be done at both source and sink 

G" (X4,  x; y4, 	= 	f DDs(x4, x)s(y4, )e 8 ' 	(3.67) 

I 

This allows the smeared propagators to be derived from the local propagator 

C(x4, ; y, 7). In most practical cases the source is constructed on a single times-

lice and it is therefore computationally cheaper to perform source smearing than 

sink smearing which requires smearing at every annihilation point. It is observed 

in general that the signal from timesliced correlators constructed from propaga-

tors smeared at source are less noisy than those constructed from propagators 

smeared at sink. The smearing functions used in this work are wall smeared 

sources [65] and hydrogen-like wavefunctioll smeared sources [66, 67]. 

Recall in equation (3.4) we restricted ourselves to the case of requiring the ele-

ments of G with a fixed space-time source at the origin. Having used iterative 

solver methods to obtain the local quark propagator the sink-smeared propaga-

tor can be obtained by simply convolving the local propagator with the smearing 

function as in equation (3.66). The source-smeared case is not as simple as 

from equation (3.65) the propagator G(x4, ; y, ) is required for all relevant . 

Rather than create an all-to-all propagator, which is computationally expensive, 

it is more efficient to replace the point source with a smeared source in equation 

(3.4) and solve the matrix equation 

M(x, y; U)GSL(y,  0; U) = T(x44, 0) 	 (3.68) 
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using iterative methods. The spin and colour indices have been dropped for 

clarity. Having done this the SS propagator can be obtained by convolution with 

the smearing function using equation (3.67). Source and sink smeared correlators 

for the mesons and baryons can then be constructed by replacing some of the 

local-local propagators in equations (3.18) and (C.29) with smeared ones. 

3.10 Renormalisation 

In the specific case of calculating matrix elements on the lattice the result will 

depend on the lattice spacing a. However, any physical result should not depend 

on the value of the lattice spacing chosen. Therefore the bare parameters in the 

theory must be redefined in such a way that the results remain finite as the lattice 

spacing is removed. The renormalised operator OR  is defined through a rescaling 

of the bare operator 0 by 

= Zo(afL)0(a) 	 (3.69) 

such that the renormalised matrix element remains finite in the limit a -+ 0. The 

a dependence of the operator is absorbed into the renormalisation constant Z0 . 

The renormalised operator will depend on the scale p which was introduced into 

the theory in order to keep the results dimensionally correct. 

For certain operators symmetry arguments lead to simplifications that allow non-

perturbative evaluation of some renormalisation constants through the use of 

Ward identities. The renormalisation constant ZA, which is required in the cal-

culation of the pseudoscalar decay constant in section 3.11, is one such constant. 

The continuum chiral symmetry for n1  flavours of degenerate quarks 

5(x) - eT5/(x) 	3(x) -* (x)eT5 	 (3.70) 

where TI  is the generator of the flavour symmetry group SU(ri f ) leads to the 
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axial Ward identity 

zA(aAc) = 2ZmmqZp(P) 	 (3.71) 

where A = y'y5T''çb and pa 	y5T/' are the local axial and pseudoscalar 

currents respectively, Tflq is the bare quark mass and ZA, Zp and Zm are their 

respective renormalisation constants. 

Denoting the scalar current sa = T/' and noting that a mass term of the 

form miJ in the Lagrangian must be renormalisation group invariant means 

that Z' = ZS where ZS is the renormalisation constant for the scalar current. 

The scalar and pseudoscalar currents are in the same chiral multiplet. This can 

be seen by applying the infinitesimal chiral transformation 

= ibT75 , 6 = biTbc b5 	 (3.72) 

to the scalar and pseudoscalar currents which gives 

= 	 8P = _if abcabSc. 	 (3.73) 

As these currents transform as a doublet Zp = Zs. Substituting these relations 

into equation (3.71) and choosing the functional Q to be the pseudoscalar operator 

allows the evaluation of ZA 

2mq (OPP 

	

(OaAP) 	
(3.74) 

On the lattice there is a weaker on-shell chiral symmetry (as described in sec-

tion 2.9) given by 

—+ eT5(l_J(x) 	(x) —* 	x)eTa_Y5. 	(3.75) 

In this case the Ward identity is given by 

Z(a,A) = 2Zmmq Z(PQ) 	 (3.76) 

where 	and p/a are the lattice axial and pseudoscalar currents 

= -y" -~5 	2 P)
(i 
- 	

Th), p/a 
= 	(1 

— 
_'P) 
 

Tb. 	(3.77) 
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It may be shown [68, 69] that the lattice currents transform under the lattice 

chiral symmetry (3.75) in the same way as their local counterparts transform in 

the continuum. The lattice infinitesimal chiral transformations corresponding to 

equation (3.75) are given by 

= iabTb75  (i - 	, 6 = biTbcb (i - 
	

(3.78) 

and with these transformations the scalar and pseudoscalar currents transform 

as 

—ifabcabP, 6 pla
fabcabS"-(3.79) 

Therefore, as in the continuum case S and P transform as a doublet and Z' = 

Zp1. It may be shown [68], up to lattice artefacts, that the lattice renormalisation 

constants coincide with their continuum counterparts and therefore even at finite 

lattice spacing Zs  = Zp. 

Finally, noting that the mass dependent term in the Lagrangian may be written 

in the form 

mb (i - 	 (3.80) 

we have that 7,,-,' = 	as in the continuum case. With these relations between 

the renormalisation constants, holding both in the continuum and at finite lattice 

spacing, it is possible to evaluate ZA through equation 3.74. 

3.11 Pseudoscalar decay constant 

In semi-leptonic meson decays the scattering matrix can be factorised into a 

leptonic piece and a hadronic piece where the hadronic piece can be parameterised 

in terms of the momentum and decay constant. In this section three different 

methods to extract the pseudoscalar decay constant, fps,  from combinations of 

two-point correlation functions will be outlined. The differences between the 
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methods lies in the correlator chosen to extract the relevant matrix element. The 

pseudoscalar decay constant is given by the equation 

44(0 4 y50P()) fpsrnps 
	

(3.81) 

where i/ and 0 are the Hubert space quark operators, and mps is the pseudoscalar 

meson mass. With our normalisations the pseudoscalar decay constant, fps,  is 

found experimentally to be approximately 130 MeV [70]. 

3.11.1 Method A: Evaluation of fps using the local pseu-

doscalar density correlator 

In order to evaluate the pseudoscalar decay constant using only the pseudoscalar 

density correlator 

Cp(t) = 	(pa(t)pa(o)) 	 (3.82) 

we begin with the axial Ward identity 

ZA8,A = 2Zmmq ZpP 	 (3.83) 

where A,1  = b-y,1 'y5  and P = /"yL'. Inserting a complete set of states into 

equation (3.83), noting that Z' = Zp (see section 3.10), and considering only 

the temporal current (i.e. the zero momentum correlators) allows us to extract 

ZA 
ZA  2mq 0PP) 
=(3.84) 

mps (0A4 P) 

Substituting for ZA  in equation (3.81) gives the following expression for fps  

JPS =(3.85) 

2mq (0PP) 

= MPS 

The matrix element and mass required to evaluate the decay constant is obtained 

from fits to the pseudoscalar density correlator as described in section 5.11.1. 
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3.11.2 ZA 

For the remaining two methods of calculating fps  an explicit calculation of the 

renormalisation constant ZA in equation (3.81) is required. The renormalisation 

factor ZA is found from comparing the amplitudes of two-point functions C(t) 

and L(t) defined as the correlators of the pseudoscalar density with the partially 

conserved and local axial currents respectively 

C(t + ) 	44(, t)P(O, 0)) 	 (3.86) 

L(t) = 	(A4(1,t)P(0,0)) 	 (3.87) 

where A. is the conserved axial current given in equation (2.127). The 	in 

the argument of C(t + ) comes from the fact that the conserved axial current 

A,(x) is not the current at lattice site x but instead the current carried by the 

link between x and x + A. Appropriate arithmetic averages are taken in order to 

account for the fact that C(t + ) and L(t) are not at the same location. ZA (t) 

is defined as 

C(t + 1)+ C(t — 1) 	C(t+ 1) 
ZA = 
	4L(t) 	

2 
 + (L(t) + L(t+ 1))• 	

(3.88) 

For t suitably large the ratio 	behaves like a constant which can be identified 

with ZA. Both of the terms in equation (3.88) estimate this value without 0(a) 

errors. The average of these two terms, as in equation (3.88), further suppress 

0(a2 ) lattice artifacts [35]. 

3.11.3 Method B: Evaluation of fps using the axial-axial 

correlator 

This method requires the temporal (zero momentum) two-point local axial-axial 

current 

= 	 (3.89) 
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where A4  = ?74'5. Inserting a complete set of states and using the obtained 

renormalisation constant Z 4  allows the evaluation of the pseudoscalar decay con-

stant from 
AA ZA(0A4P) = 	 . 	 (3.90) 

mps 

The matrix element and mass required to evaluate the decay constant is obtained 

from fits to the local axial-axial correlator as described in section 5.11.3. 

3.11.4 Method C: Evaluation of fps using the local axial 

correlator 

In this method we use a ratio of the two-point local axial current 

CA4 p(t) 	 t) P' 	0)) 	 (3.91) 

to the pseudoscalar density current (3.82). Given the renormalisation constant 

ZA, considering only the temporal (zero momentum) currents and inserting a 

complete set of states in both equation (3.91) and (3.82) allows the evaluation of 

the pseudoscalar decay constant from 

AP ZA(0PP) 
= 	 x 	 (3.92) 

mps 	(0PP(PP0)L 

Both the two-point local axial current and the pseudoscalar density current are 

required in order to extract the required matrix elements and masses from fits. 

This is described in section 5.11.4. 

3.12 Fitting methods and statistical analysis 

As discussed in section 2.14 the expectation value of some operator, 0, can be 

estimated by an average over an ensemble of gauge configurations and gives rise 
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to a set of correlation functions Ck(t),  k = 1,. . . , N for an ensemble with N sta-

tistically independent configurations. The case of gauge configurations which are 

not statistically independent will be considered later. The large time behaviour of 

these correlation functions can be parameterised by some model function, f(á, ti), 

where á is the set of parameters to be determined. Examples of these functions 

for mesonic and baryonic correlators are given in equations (3.37) and (3.60) re-

spectively. The aim is to find the best fit between these model functions and 

the data. The standard procedure for doing this is to minimise the x-squared 

function 
ND 

	

= 	((t) - f(,t)) Q' ((t) - f(,t)) 	(3.93) 
i,j=1 

which depends on the model parameters, ä and the ND  data points. The matrix, 

, is the symmetric covariance matrix and can be estimated by 

1 	
N 

ckl= 

	

N 	1) E (Ck (t) - ö(t)) (Ck(t) - ö(t)). 	(3.94) 
k=1 

The covariance matrix describes the distribution of the data around the mean 

value 

= 	C(t). 	 (3.95) 

The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix can be taken as estimates of 

the variances on the sample mean and are related to the standard errors on the 

means, cr, by 

or  = VQ71 	 (3.96) 

In this way the x2  function takes into account correlations in the data between 

different timeslices. The function x2  measures how closely the data resembles 

the model function. Indeed, when minimising the x2  function, a good fit to the 

data is indicated by a x2/v 	1 where v is the number of degrees of freedom, 

(ND - number of fit parameters). Large values of x2/v indicate a poor fit while 

small values can indicate that the errors in the data have been overestimated. 
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The fitted values are the parameter values which minimise the x2  function. In 

practice the correlation matrix 

(3.97) 

is used rather than the covariance matrix. This is more stable having pij  = 1 and 

values between +1 for totally correlated data to -1 for totally anti-correlated data 

with Pij = 0 being a necessary condition for the data at t j  and t j  to be statistically 

independent. The process of minimisation of the x2  function is implemented using 

an algorithm such as the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm [71]. 

3.13 Error Estimation 

The x2  minimisation technique gives a prescription for calculating the "best fit" 

values, however, an estimate of the error on these parameters is required. The 

bootstrap technique [72] is one such method. This involves constructing NB  sub-

ensembles of N correlators including repetitions randomly selected from the set 

of N correlators. The mean of each sub-ensemble can then be calculated 

(3.98) 

The x2  minimisation technique can then be applied in turn to each of the sub-

ensembles of correlators. This results in a set of NB parameter values, (dB )k, k 

1.....NB, which are distributed and hopefully peaked about the best parameter 

values from the fit to the full dataset. The mean value of the NB parameter 

values can be estimated from 

1 NB 
(3.99) 

NB j=1 

where the index i labels the parameter number, and the variance from 

NB 
(aB(a))2 	1 

(3.100) 
j= 1 
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The advantage of the bootstrap sampling method is that it does not assume any 

prior form for the distribution of the correlation functions. Therefore, in practice, 

a confidence level is defined. For a 68% confidence level the lower interval bound 

at is defined by 16% of the sub-ensemble parameter values 0 being less than 

the lower interval bound, 0 < a and 16% being greater than the higher bound 32 

a>a. 

Another technique for estimating the error is Jackknife. This differs from the 

bootstrap method described above only in that Nj sub-ensembles are created 

by removing from each sub-ensemble one particular measurement (so each sub-

ensemble has size N - 1 where the full ensemble is made of N measurements). 

This is equivalent to removing the contribution from one gauge configuration to 

a correlator. The mean values for the data on sub-ensemble ri is therefore written 

Cj (ti) 
1 

=  

Ni —1 	
Cii (t). 	 (3.101) 

J0n 

3.14 Fitting functions of correlators 

In some cases, the model function is a fit to some function of several correlator 

types. For example, the residual mass calculation in section 5.8 requires the ratio 

of two correlator types. It is worth noting at this point that in most cases when 

dealing with ratios we are interested in the ratio of the ensemble averages, not 

the ensemble average of the ratios 

(A)(A) \ 
~ 	/)• 	 (3.102) 

Consider the general case where we wish to model some function of ri correlators, 

D(t) = f (Cl (t),. . . , C,, (t)). The ensemble averages of these n correlators can be 

estimated using equation (3.95) giving an estimate for the function D(t) 

= f (Cl (t),. .. , 	(t)). 	 (3.103) 
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Minimisation of the x2  function requires a covariance matrix, Q. However, in 

this case we no longer have an ensemble of correlators. The covariance matrix is 

estimated using a jackknife procedure by calculating D, (ti), m = 1,.. . , N where 

one measurement m has been removed in turn. The jackknife estimate of the 

covariance matrix is then given by 

(N — i) 	
("(ti) - D(t)) (Drn(tj) - D(t)) 	(3.104) 

M=1 

where 

= 	f), (ti) (3.105) 
M=1 

is the average of Dm(ti) over all the jackknife samples. Otherwise the error 

estimation and parameter extraction proceed as described above. 

3.15 Fitting to bootstrapped data 

In many situations, for example when performing chiral extrapolations, a fit where 

the data, y(qj), input to the fit are bootstrap sets, y(q), b = 1,. . . , NB, is required 

where b runs over the distinct bootstrap results. First the covariance matrix is 

estimated 
1 

NB 

Qik = 
NB - 1 E (a - a) (a - a) 	(3.106) 

j=1  

and then the correlation matrix as in equation (3.97). The upper and lower 

confidence limits, aH(qj)  and a - (qj), are then calculated using the bootstrap data 

at each q j. The covariance matrix is finally estimated by 

Pij = Sa(q)QSa(q) 	 (3.107) 

where 

8a(q) = (aH(qj) - aL(qj)). 	 (3.108) 
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Best fit values for the model parameters are then determined in the usual way by 

minimising x2  for the data y(qj). The errors are estimated by fitting the model 

to the data from each bootstrap subset yi(q)  to build up bootstrap distributions 

for the fit parameters. Confidence intervals are determined as usual. 

3.16 Goodness of fit 

Although the value of x2  gives an indication of the quality of the fit, i.e. how 

well the data is modelled by the function, another useful quantity is the Q value 

given by 

Q

(V , x 	1 	tcxi 	r( L'  

 = F() j 
ett 	 2' 2 

	

1dt 
= F() 	

(3.109) 

where F is the gamma function. The Q value is the probability that the value 

Of x2  returned from the minimisation (assuming that the errors on the data are 

normally distributed) exceeds a particular x2  by chance. Low values of Q usually 

signify that the model function does not describe the data well or that the size 

of the errors are too small. However, if the errors on the data are not normally 

distributed very low values of Q do not necessarily signify a bad fit. Values of Q 

close to 1 indicate that the fit is perhaps too good or that the errors on the data 

have been overestimated. Ideally the value should be around 

3.17 Statistically dependent data 

Assuming that measurements, A, on each configuration of an ensemble are sta-

tistically independent, the sample average, A, is given by equation (3.95). The 

sample average is an estimator of the ensemble average A or mean value which 

is equal to the expectation value A = (A). Given a set of measurements on sta- 

tistically independent configurations the sample average is normally distributed 
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around the mean value with variance 

(2) 	
(3.110) 

Nmes  1  

where Nmeas  is the sample size. This is a consequence of the central limit theo-

rem [73]. This error estimate is too optimistic as in general subsequent configura-

tions generated have some dependence on previous ones. Assuming for simplicity 

that A = (A) = 0 then (A) = 	(A) = (A) = 0. The variance of this 

estimator is then given by 

Nmeas Nmeas  

4 ((A (A))2) (A2) 
1 	

(AA) (3.111) 
meas i=1 j=1 

1 	
( N,..s 	Nmeas i Nmeas 

= N2 	
(A)+2 	 (AA)} 	(3.112) 

meas j1 	 i=1 j=i+1 

1 

Nmeas 
(A 	1 + 

Nm 	
(N - k)P 1 (k)} 	(3.113) 2) { 

- 	 eas k=1 

where 
- 17,15 ' ( k) - (AkA1) 	

(3.114) p 	FA (0) - (A2) 

In equation (3.113) the factor of (N - k) comes from a counting argument by 

noting that (A1 A3) = (A2 A4) = . . . (AA +2) etc. FA(t) is the autocovariance 

given in equation (2.173). In terms of the autocorrelation the true variance of A 

can be shown to be [8, 74] 

2 	2 int,A 
TT 

	

(T2- A2) 	 (3.115) 
I 

where 'rjnt,A is the integrated autocorrelation time defined in equation (2.171). 

This result tells us that on average 2int,A  correlated measurements are needed 

to reduce the variance by the same amount as a single truly independent mea-

surement. Correct error estimates on statistically dependent configurations can 

therefore be made by scaling the errors calculated by the appropriate factor of the 

integrated autocorrelation time. A second method for dealing with configurations 

which are not statistically independent will be outlined in section 5.3. 



Chapter 4 

Mixed Actions 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter mixed actions will be defined and some of the motivation for using 

mixed actions will be discussed. The implications of simulating QCD using mixed 

actions will be considered. In the mixed action framework a method for matching 

the valence quark mass to the sea quark mass is proposed and demonstrated in 

a simpler case on UKQCD clover data. Exploratory results for the hadron mass 

spectrum and pseudoscalar meson decay constants using a mixed action formalism 

are then presented. 

4.2 Motivation 

To predict phenomenological quantities from lattice QCD with high precision 

requires the ability to simulate with light dynamical quarks. Ginsparg-Wilson 

fermions (see section 2.8) have the correct chiral and flavour symmetries. How-

ever, they are computationally expensive compared to improved staggered quarks 

75 
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(see section 2.7). In the N1  = 2 + 1 improved staggered programme the square 

root of the fermion determinant is employed to reduce the number of dynami-

cal flavours from four to two for the up and down quarks, and the fourth root is 

taken to reduce the number of flavours from four to one for the strange quark [75]. 

Ensembles of gauge field configurations are then generated with these fractional 

power determinants as weight factors. There is no known local action to which 

this model corresponds. 

A mixed action is defined as one where the action used to generate the ensemble 

of gauge configurations, or sea quark action, is different from the valence quark 

action used to determine hadronic observables on those configurations. This 

corresponds to choosing a different kernel (M) for the determinant than in the 

inverse in equation (3.2). Current N f  = 2+1 improved staggered simulations have 

a mixed action because the four-flavour staggered Dirac operator, D,t , is used to 

generate the valence quark propagators rather than a local operator equivalent 

to that used in the ensemble weight. Unless a local operator can be found such 

that 

det Diocai 	(det{D t  + m})' 	 (4.1) 

mixed actions are inevitable in the improved staggered programme. The com-

monly used Chebyshev polynomial approximation to the square root of (D + m) 

is not the required operator as it has been shown to he non-local [76, 77, 78]. 

That (D + M) 1/4 is non-local does not imply that Diocai  does not exist, but 

serves as a warning, since the obvious candidate for such an operator fails. 

In the rest of this chapter it is assumed that some Diocai  exists so that the improved 

staggered ensembles are generated with an action in the same universality class 

as QCD. For the case where the valence quark action is manifestly different from 

that of the sea, the valence action that has the best chiral properties is chosen, 

that is, overlap valence quarks on an improved staggered sea. In [79] a local 

Symanzik action and the corresponding low-energy chiral effective Lagrangian 
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are constructed for a general Ginsparg-Wilson valence action with Wilson sea 

quarks. Some of their considerations apply to more general mixed actions and, 

in particular, to overlap valence quarks on a staggered quark sea. 

Neuberger's overlap operator [24] was described in section 2.9 and is given by 

aD0(it) = p(l + j)  + p(l - bt)'y5f(Hw) 	 (4.2) 

where Hw  is the Hermitian Wilson operator 

Hw(—p) = 'y5(aDw - p) 	 (4.3) 

with mass parameter 0 < p < 2, and €(Hw) is the matrix sign function of H. 

The mass parameter it is related to the bare quark mass amq  through 

arnq  
11=-  (4.4) 

although we will ignore this below and write D0 (rno). The expectation value of 

some observable 0 in a model where the ensemble has been generated as 2 + 1 

flavours of staggered quarks, with overlap valence quarks is 

(0) = 	f DU (det jD [U] + md}) (det {Dst [U] + m})14 P-SG[U] 

- i{D0  [U](m)} 1i 	

(4.5) X 	 e 	v 

where U are the gauge fields, Z is the partition function, {, 71i 1, i = 1,.. . , NJ, 

are the valence quark sources and SG is the gauge action. The real parts of the 

eigenvalues of D.v  are positive and bounded from below by the valence quark 

masses rn, assuming rn2  > 0. The expectation values are equal to those of a local 

field theory with action given by 

S == SG[U] + 	i (Diocai[U] + med) Xi + s (Diocai[U] + m) 8  (4.6) 
i=ud 

+ 	{ i Dov[u](m)q + 

where the x fields are the one-component staggered sea quark fields, and the q 

fields are the overlap valence quark fields. The 0 fields are pseudofermion sea 
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fields introduced to cancel the determinant of the overlap operator [80]. For 

practical purposes the model can be regarded as having an exact SU(N f N f )L  ® 

SU(N f N f )R  ® U(1)v symmetry when mi  = 0 for i = 1,. •, N [81]. Restrict-

ing to transformations only in the valence quark sector, the infinitesimal chiral 

rotation is given by 

- i€r5 ( - Dov)  q 	 (4.7) 

= iq (i - Dov   75T 

and possesses the correct U(1)A anomaly and an index theorem [82, 83] (for a 

review see [69]). 

For N f  = 3, this model is in the same universality class as QCD when the sea 

and valence quark masses are matched. At non-zero lattice spacing, the separate 

chiral symmetries for sea and valence quarks ensure that the lightest pseudoscalar 

meson mass vanishes at mval = msea  = 0. This implies that the bare quark masses 

are related by 

mval = ((a)msea 	 (4.8) 

where ( —+ 1 as a —* 0. To date N f  = 2 + 1 simulations with staggered valence 

quarks using fractional determinants of the staggered sea [75] have set ((a) = 1. 

However, it is not obvious that this is the appropriate matching condition for 

overlap valence quarks on a staggered sea (or, for that matter, for staggered 

valence quarks). 

4.3 Matching the quark masses 

To match the sea and valence quark masses to their experimental values one 

would have to find an experimentally known hadronic state whose mass depended 

strongly on the sea quark masses. In principle, the r' is one such hadron. The sea 
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quark mass could be tuned until the ij'  has the correct experimental mass, whilst 

tuning the valence quark mass of the flavour non-singlet pseudoscalar meson 

correlator to the pion mass. In practice, this is rather difficult, as the i '  requires 

very high statistics calculations. An alternative would be to relate the bare sea 

and valence quark masses to each other via equation (4.8), and then tune the 

flavour non-singlet mesons to their experimental values in the usual way. 

When the sea quark mass is infinite, i.e. quenched, Bardeen et al. [84, 85] 

have demonstrated numerically that the model violates unitarity. This viola-

tion has also been observed numerically in partially quenched two flavour QCD 

and demonstrated in partially quenched chiral perturbation theory by [86]. We 

perform a similar analysis and show the same unitarity violation occurs when 

TTlval < msca. Our results suggest a criterion for matching the sea and valence 

quark masses. The quark masses can be tuned by varying the valence quark 

mass to see when these partially quenched pathologies appear for a given sea 

quark mass. This determines when the valence quark is lighter than the sea 

quark. 

Bardeen et al. [84, 851 show that the scalar correlator, 

Css(t) - 	e(x)(x)'(0)(0)), 	 (4.9) 

is sensitive to this quenched pathology because it couples to an i—ir intermediate 

state. Shown in figure 4.1 are two of the diagrams which contribute to the i '  

propagator. Diagram a), the "hairpin", has a negative coefficient. In full QCD, 

diagram b), with a series of vacuum bubbles, cancels the effect of the hairpin 

diagram, so there is no negative contribution. In quenched QCD, only the hairpin 

diagram contributes, so the intermediate 77' - r state couples with a negative 

spectral weight. This gives the scalar correlator a negative value. In partially 

quenched QCD the situation is more complicated. The bubble in diagrams b) 

depends only on the sea quark mass, whereas the connected quark-flow lines 
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a_ b_ 

Figure 4.1: Quark-flow diagrams contributing to the ij'  propagator. 

depend only on the valence quark mass. Heuristically at least, the size of the 

contribution from diagrams b) can been thought of in the following way. When 

the sea quark mass is smaller than the valence quark mass, diagrams b) have 

a larger positive contribution than the negative contribution from diagram a). 

When the sea quark mass is heavier than the valence quark mass, diagram b) 

has a smaller contribution than a), which means the r' - it intermediate state 

couples to the scalar correlator with a negative weight. By monitoring the sign 

of the scalar correlator as the valence quark mass is varied it should be possible 

to match the sea and valence quark masses. 

To demonstrate this method, we examined the scalar correlator on the UKQCD 

N f  = 2 clover data sets [87, 88], where the sea and valence quarks have the same 

action. So whether the valence quark mass is heavier or lighter than the sea is 

known. This data was generated with the Wilson plaquette gauge action and the 

clover quark action, where the coefficient of the SheikholeslamiWohIert tern [21] 

was determined non-perturbatively [89]. For all data sets 3 = 5.2 and the volume 

is L3  x T = 16 3  x 32. The values of the hopping parameter for the sea and valence 

quark masses, and the number of configurations are shown in Table 4.1. 

The relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio for the scalar correlator implies the need 

for a large number of configurations. To improve the statistical resolution, we 

used a ratio of correlation functions, as the statistical fluctuations are correlated. 

In particular, we considered the ratio 

C(t) - C 5 (t) 
Cpp (t) 

(4.10) 
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where PP denotes the pseudoscalar correlator. At sufficiently large times the 

ground states will dominate and R is then 

(  Ass) / e_msl + 
R(t) 	

App 	e—mpt + e_mp(T_t) ) - 
(4.11) 

At the mid-point of the lattice 

R(T12) = 1 - 
Ass _mT/2 	 (4.12) 
App 

where /.m = m5 - Trip is the mass splitting between the scalar and pseudoscalar 

states. For a large enough lattice time extent, T, this ratio tends to unity at the 

mid-point. 

However, when the valence quark mass is lighter than the sea quark mass, the 

- it state couples to the scalar correlator with a negative weight. Thus, a signal 

for the valence quark mass being lighter than the sea is R > 1. Figure 4.2 shows 

the ratio for different sea and valence quark masses. The open circle and filled 

square both have the sea and valence quark masses equal, and R tends to unity 

at the mid point of the lattice. For the filled circles, R > 1 as t 	T/2 at the 

2o-  level, a signal for partial quenching, and indeed this data set has 712va1 <Tflsea. 

This effect is clearly dependent on the sea quark mass, as the open and filled 

circles both have the same valence quark mass. 

Also shown in Table 4.1 is the result of fitting equation (4.11) to the data. Clearly 

the ratio A85/App is not a very well-determined quantity. However, it seems 

clear that this ratio being negative is a signal at the 1 - 2a level that the data 

is partially quenched. Figure 4.3 shows both the scalar correlator and the ratio 

(4.11). At lighter quark mass and with fewer configurations, the fit results become 

rather dependent on the fit range chosen, but combining the fit information and 

examining these plots, it is clear that for ksea = 0.13565, kval = 0.13580 there is a 

signal for the negative weight state, and for 'va1 	0.13565 this signal is absent. A 

precise matching of the sea and valence quark masses will be difficult to achieve, 

because the signal for the scalar ground state at large times for light quarks seems 
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Figure 4.2: R(t) in equation (4.11) versus Euclidean time, t. 

to disappear into the noise. When the valence quark mass is lighter than the sea, 

the signal for the negative weight r'—ir state is fairly strong. However, our results 

suggest that it is possible, in principle, (equivalently with very high statistics) 

to match the valence and sea quark masses. This is necessary to make sense of 

simulations with mixed actions when at least one of the sea or valence quark 

masses is out-with the chiral regime and matching to chiral perturbation theory 

is problematic. 

4.4 Overlap valence quarks on a staggered sea 

In this section the results of an exploratory study using overlap valence quarks 

on MILC N f  = 2 + 1 improved staggered configurations [90] is discussed. The 

simplest states of the light hadron spectrum, mesons and baryons, and the pseu- 
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'sea hva1 Nconfig mval : msea  Ass/App 

0.13400 202 > 0.6(1) 

0.13450 202 > 190(50) 
0.13500 

0.13500 202 = 0.0(2) 

0.13550 202 < -0.00015(5) 

0.13500 208 > 1.2(2) 
0.13550 

0.13550 208 0.0(1) 

0.13550 141 > 1.5(5) 

0.13565 0.13565 141 = 5.0(10) 

0.13580 141 < -0.00014(14) 

0.13565 137 > 0.06(4) 

0.13580 0.13580 137 = 0.0(1) 

0.13595 137 < -0.003(2) 

Table 4.1: UKQCD dynamical clover (N f  = 2) data sets for = 5.2. 

doscalar decay matrix element for both light and heavy-light states have been 

measured. Due to a lack of computational resources, the number of configura-

tions analysed was small. This prevented any realistic attempt at matching the 

sea and valence quark masses as described in section 4.3. Whilst the results pre-

sented below appear encouraging, the low statistics means they must be regarded 

as purely illustrative of the effectiveness of a mixed action approach. 

4.5 Smearing 

The overlap operator is only local for gauge configurations which are "smooth 

enough" [91]. The MILC configurations used in this analysis are relatively coarse 

with a lattice spacing of a 	0.125 fm. It is therefore expected that smooth- 

ing the gauge configurations by smearing should improve the localisation of the 
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Figure 4.3: R(t) and C88(t) versus t for ksea 	0.13565. 

overlap operator. Moreover, smoothing the gauge fields by "HYP-smearing" [92] 

can improve the spectral properties of the Wilson-Dirac operator [93], which re-

duces the amount of computation required in the solver used to apply f(Hw). 

Indeed, it was observed that HYP-smearing the gauge configuration does speed 

up the inversions. The effect of HYP-smearing the configurations is effectively to 

smear the operator measured. Furthermore, the low-lying eigenvalues of the stag-

gered operator "mimic" the eigenvalue spectrum of the overlap operator when the 

configurations are smoothed in this way [94, 95, 96] suggesting that a smoothly 

behaved matching condition may exist for light quark masses. 

To examine the effect of multiple iterations of HYP-smearing, the quark-antiquark 

potential was studied using 624 quenched UKQCD configurations at /E1 = 5.93 
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with a volume of 161  x 32. The smearing parameters used were c 	0.75, 

= 0.60, and a3 = 0.35 [92]. Planar Wilson loops were used to extract the 

quark-antiquark potential, which was fitted to 

V(r) = V + ar - -. 	 (4.13) 
r 

Figure 4.4 shows the effect of multiple iterations of HYP-smearing on quark-

antiquark potential and on the string tension, a. As shown in figure 4.4 repeated 
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r 

Figure 4.4: The effect of the number of HYP-smearing iterations on LEFT: 

the quark-antiquark static potential and RIGHT: the long-range potential as 

measured by or using 624 quenched UKQCD configurations with volume 16 3  x 32. 

HYP-smearing quickly altered the short-distance behaviour, while the medium-

to-long distance behaviour remained relatively unchanged for a small number (, 

3) of iterations. The effect on the potential of smoothing configurations has been 

studied many times before, following the work of Teper [97]. Recently Durr [98] 

has carried out an extensive study for different actions and different smearings. 

The limited study performed here agrees with these previous results. It was 

concluded that three or less iterations of HYP-smearing does not significantly 

alter the long range potential and thus the spectrum. 

1.25 

0.75 

0.5 

0.25 
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4.6 Simulation parameters 

The overlap propagator calculations were performed on ten configurations from 

each of two improved staggered ensembles with a volume of 203  x 64 produced 

by the MILC collaboration [90]. One ensemble had arri8  = 0.05, am1 = 0.03 and 

the other had am., = 0.05, arri1  = 0.02. Both had a lattice spacing a 0.125 fm 

( 	1.5GeV) obtained from the static quark potential [90] and linear size L 2.5 

fm. Three iterations of HYP-smearing were applied to each configuration. The 32 

lowest eigenmodes were projected out in order to reduce the condition number and 

speed up the convergence of the solver. The overlap operator from the SZIN code 

[99] was used to calculate propagators. These were created with seven different 

valence quark masses using the overlap multi-mass solver: four light and three 

heavy [56, 100]. Some of these results have been previously reported in [101]. 

4.7 The light hadron spectrum 

Simultaneous fits were performed to three different correlators: the pseudoscalar 

density correlator Cpp, the axial-axial correlator CAA and the axial-pseudoscalar 

correlator C,4p using the fit form 

{ 	Z2 (Eot + 	) 	for CPP  2E0  

C(t) = 	_A. (e_E0t + e_Eo(T_t)) 	for CAA(t) 	(4.14) z2 
2E0  

ZPPZAA (e_ E0t  - e_Eo(T_t)) 	for C A p(t) 2E0  

in order to extract the pseudoscalar meson mass. Figure 4.5 shows a typical 

effective mass plot with fit. The fluctuations in the effective mass are larger than 

the apparent statistical errors, but this is probably due to underestimation of 

the variance on ten configurations. Similar fluctuations have also been observed 

in high statistics runs [102]. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 give the values extracted from 

the fits. In the case of the heavy-heavy correlators the signal is very poor and 
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Figure 4.5: Pseudoscalar meson effective mass and simultaneous uncorrelated fit 

to three correlators (P = q-y5q, A4  = q'y4'y5q). The squares and diamonds are 

slightly offset horizontally for clarity. 

therefore only limited results for these correlators are given. 

A partially quenched analysis was carried out, that is the sea quark mass was held 

fixed whilst varying the valence quark mass. Since we had multiple input valence 

masses, non-degenerate meson correlators could be constructed. Shown in figure 

4.6 is the two-dimensional fit performed to (aMps)2  versus valence masses rnq1  

and mq2 , which allowed evaluation of the average u and d quark mass, 7,n, from 

	

M = B (mq1  + lflq2 ) + A = 2B7h + A 	 (4.15) 

where M is the physical pion mass. The chiral symmetry of the operator should 

make (aMps)2  vanish at zero quark mass. We do not constrain the fit to satisfy 

this condition, but within the limited statistics the parameter A is consistent with 
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zero. This in turn allowed us to evaluate the strange quark mass, 'm5 , from 

MB (m5  + + A 
	

(4.16) 

where MK  is the physical kaon mass. Table 4.7 gives the value of the unrenor-

malised (lattice) normal and strange quark masses together with the intercept A 

from the above analysis. These were obtained using only the four lightest and 

three heaviest quarks on both seas. 

am =0.02/0.05  
sea 

am = 0.03/0.05 
sea 

/ 
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Figure 4.6: The square of the pseudoscalar meson mass vs bare overlap quark 

mass. 

The masses of the nucleon and delta baryon was also determined. The signal for 

the nucleon mass is very clean. Figure 4.7 shows the effective mass of the nucleon 

for the two operators 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

n 

N, (x) 	 (4.17) 

N2(x) 	6ijk(C7475b3)/)k. 	 (4.18) 
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The mass of the nucleon was obtained from a single exponential fit to the average 

of these two channels and is given in table 4.5 together with the value obtained 

in the chiral limit using the four lightest quark masses. It is remarkable that 

we can see a signal for the negative parity partner of the nucleon on as few as 

ten configurations. This suggests that, despite their relative cost per propagator 

compared with staggered quarks, overlap valence quarks may be the most cost 

effective way to extract precision light baryon physics from improved staggered 

configurations. Figure 4.8 shows the nucleon (upper plot) and decuplet (lower 

2 	 I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	II 

'0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
timeslice 

Figure 4.7: Nucleon effective mass for the heavier sea quarks, with arnq  = 0.056 

(equation 4.4). The blue symbols show the negative parity excitation. 

plot) masses versus the pseudoscalar meson mass squared. The decuplet mass 

given in table 4.6 is obtained from a single exponential fit and the value in the 

chiral limit is found from an uncorrelated linear fit to the data using the lightest 

four quark masses. The result of this uncorrelated linear fit is shown by the 

lines in figure 4.8. The values calculated by the MILC collaboration [90] on their 
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corresponding full ensembles are shown by open symbols. Both the nucleon and 

decuplet baryon masses from the overlap operator are significantly lower although, 

a priori, we don't know how to match the horizontal scales. The cut-off effects 

for the different formalisms will be different and, unless the matching function in 

equation (4.8) is very different from one, this suggests that the cut-off effects for 

the overlap baryons are smaller. The nucleon mass shows some sea quark mass 

dependence, but the decuplet mass shows no variation. With ten configurations 

and relatively heavy sea quark masses,, any trend is hard to spot. In the lower 

plot, the vertical dashed-dotted line shows the estimate of the ri mass squared, 

as measured by the overlap operator on these configurations. The horizontal 

dotted line is the physical 	mass in lattice units. Within large statistical 

uncertainties, this determination of the ft mass at fixed lattice spacing agrees 

with the experimental value. Again, this may suggest that cut-off effects with 

overlap fermions are smaller than with staggered fermions, but, with data at only 

one lattice spacing, this remains speculation. 

4.8 Pseudoscalar decay constant 

The pseudoscalar decay constant, fps, is defined in equation (3.81). In this sec-

tion the method described in sections 3.11.1 and 5.11.1 was used to calculate the 

pseudoscalar decay constant. This method requires only Cpp, the pseudoscalar 

density correlator, in order to compute a renormalised fps. 

Once again, we performed a 2-d linear fit to the light non-degenerate pseu-

doscalars to calculate fps  in the chiral limit (see tables 4.8 and 4.9) and extracted 

the ratio of fK/f11-  (see table 4.2). Figure 4.9 shows the pseudoscalar meson de-

cay constant plotted against the pseudoscalar meson mass squared in physical 

units where the lattice spacing was obtained from the MILC analysis of the static 

quark potential [90]. The value of fK/f,  increases slightly with decreasing light 
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Figure 4.8: The nucleon and decuplet baryon mass versus (aMps )2  for the two 

ensembles. The open symbols show the baryon masses measured on the full 

ensemble with staggered valence quarks [90]. The lower plot shows the physical 

mass in lattice units, where the lattice spacing is set by r0  taken from the 

reference above. 

sea quark mass (see table 4.2) in the right direction to agree with experiment. 

This movement towards the experimental value is also evident from the slight 

change of the gradient with sea quark mass in figure 4.9. 

4.9 Charm Physics 

N 

0.9 

0.8 

Heavy quark propagators essentially come for free in the overlap propagator cal-

culation through the use of a multi-mass solver. However, lattice artefacts are 
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Figure 4.9: fps  versus Mp2s  for the two ensembles. 

Sea Quarks fK/f fD (MeV) 

ainsea  = 0.03/0.05 

amsea  = 0.02/0.05 

1.03(3) 

1.08(4) 

226(14) 

232(11) 

Experiment [701 1.22(1) 266(32) 

Table 4.2: Pseudoscalar meson decay constants. 

0(amq ) 2  and the heaviest input valence quark mass used is arnq  = 0.896, 50 

(arnq ) 2 	0.8. With the lattice spacing of a 1 	1.5GeV, the calculation is at 

best on the limit of simulating charm. Due to the rapid decay in Euclidean time, 

we require double precision. 

These heavy quark propagators were used to calculate the mass of heavy-light 
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pseudoscalar states and heavy-light pseudoscalar decay constants which were ex-

trapolated in the light quark mass holding the heavy quark mass fixed 

	

aMHI(mq1) = Cmq1  + D 	 (4.19) 

	

afHl(mqj) = Emq1  + F. 	 (4.20) 

Using the previously obtained value of the strange quark mass 

	

aMkI8 	alvljii(rnqi  = 7i8 ) 	 (4.21) 

	

afH8 	afHl(mqj = m8 ) 	 (4.22) 

were obtained for each of the 3 heaviest quark masses (see tables 4.10 and 4.11). 

fDs was then calculated using the physical value of MD, = 1968.5MeV [70]. The 

value of fD,9  increases with decreasing light sea quark mass, in the direction of 

the experimental value, as can be seen from the change of gradients in figure 

4.10. The short distance behaviour of the potential has been altered by repeated 

smearing. As heavy quarks in quarkonium feel the short distance potential, this 

repeated smearing may be a source of worry. Indeed, examining the heavy-heavy 

correlator for the heaviest quark mass we do not see the effective mass reaching a 

plateau. It might be expected that a heavy-light state feels the effect of the short 

distance potential less. Indeed the effective mass for the heavy-light correlator 

reaches a plateau. This suggests that the heavy-light states are not suffering so 

much from the modified short-distance behaviour. In any future work using fewer 

iterations of smearing would be anticipated. 

4.10 Recent developments 

Recently A. Hasenfratz [103] has argued that if staggered fermions describe QCD 

in the continuum limit there has to be an underlying flavor symmetric Ginsparg-

Wilson action that is equivalent to the staggered action up to lattice artifacts. 
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Figure 4.10: fHs  vs inverse heavy-strange pseudoscalar meson mass. 

She argues that if 4-taste staggered fermions describe 4-flavour QCD in the con-

tinuum limit then at any finite lattice spacing the fermion mass of the underlying 

chiral 4-flavour theory differs from the mass of the staggered action not only in 

a multiplicative but by an additive term as well. This additive mass, she sug-

gests, is a lattice artefact and should go away in the continuum limit. In [104] it 

is shown that staggered chiral perturbation theory predicts that the topological 

susceptibility scales with the taste singlet (heaviest) pion while in her paper she 

shows that measurements of the topological susceptibility clearly indicate a mass 

shift. It is therefore interesting to consider this shift in the context of mixed 

actions. 

In [105] the mass differences between the different tastes of pseudoscalar mesons 

on the lattices used in this chapter are listed. Converting this difference into 

lattice units, the difference between the Goldstone and taste-singlet pseudoscalar 
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mesons squared is given by 

/(7fSin91et)2 - ( IVI 	 = 0.08. 	 (4.23) 

She suggests that the true flavor symmetric theory has Goldstone pseudoscalar 

mesons that are that much heavier than the staggered Goldstone pseudoscalar 

mesons. This could be true for the baryons (although it is not clear in staggered 

calculations whether it is the lightest or heaviest baryon that is measured) and 

could also be true for the p mesons. Figure 4.11 (top) shows figure 4.8 for the nu-

cleon replotted with the shifted pseudoscalar meson mass. Figure 4.11 (bottom) 

shows a similar plot for the p meson mass on the am1  = 0.03, am = 0.05 dataset. 

The open symbols are the p, K*  and ç measured by the MILC collaboration [90] 

on their corresponding full ensembles. It can be seen that the shifted points in 

figures 4.11 top and bottom match almost perfectly the Ginsparg-Wilson data. 

The data seems to support this additive mass shift much more than a multi-

plicative one assumed previously. This suggests that the overlap operator "sees" 

the taste-singlet pseudoscalar meson in the sea rather than the Goldstone pseu-

doscalar meson that the staggered valence operator "sees". It would therefore 

be interesting to carry out the quark matching discussed in section 4.3 to see 

whether this too shows up the additive shift in quark mass. 
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Figure 4.11: TOP: Figure 4.8 replotted with the staggered Goldstone pseu-

doscalar meson mass squared points shifted to the right by 0.08 as described 

in the text. BOTTOM: p meson mass vs pseudoscalar meson mass squared for 

the amsea  0.03/0.05 dataset. The arrow indicates that the values calculated by 

the MILC collaboration [90] have been shifted to the right by 0.08 as described 
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4.11 Tables 

Valence quarks Timeslices Results 

(MI : m2) tmin - trnax Zpp ZAA amps x2/dof 

(0.0476 : 0.0476) 13-30 0.36(2) 0.088(5) 0.333(4) 4.190/51 

(0.0476 : 0.056) 13-30 0.35(2) 0.092(5) 0.346(4) 4.380/51 

(0.0476 : 0.084) 13-30 0.36(1) 0.108(4) 0.391(4) 4.799/51 

(0.0476 	0.112) 13-30 0.38(2) 0.124(6) 0.432(4) 5.332/51 

(0.0476 : 0.14) 13-30 0.39(2) 0.140(6) 0.471(5) 5.743/51 

(0.0476 : 0.476) 10-16 0.52(3) 0.30(2) 0.853(8) 1.425/18 

(0.0476 : 0.7) 10-16 0.62(5) 0.40(3) 1.09(1) 0.681/18 

(0.0476 : 0.84) 10-16 0.71(6) 0.49(4) 1.24(1) 0.718/18 

(0.0476 : 0.896) 10-16 0.76(6) 0.53(4) 1.31(2) 0.695/18 

(0.0476 : 0.896) 10-16 0.76(6) 0.53(4) 1.31(2) 0.695/18 

(0.056 : 0.056) 13-30 0.36(2) 0.098(5) 0.361(4) 4.450/51 

(0.056 	0.084) 13-30 0.37(2) 0.113(5) 0.403(4) 4.967/51 

(0.056 : 0.112) 13-30 0.38(2) 0.129(5) 0.444(4) 5.516/51 

(0.056 : 0.14) 13-30 0.39(2) 0.145(5) 0.482(4) 5.912/51 

(0.056 : 0.476) 10-16 0.52(3) 0.31(1) 0.859(8) 1.175/18 

(0.056 : 0.7) 10-16 0.62(4) 0.41(3) 1.094(9) 0.514/18 

(0.056 : 0.84) 10-16 0.72(5) 0.50(3) 1.25(1) 0.561/18 

(0.056 : 0.896) 10-16 0.76(6) 0.54(4) 1.31(1) 0.552/18 

(0.084 : 0.084) 13-30 0.38(1) 0.129(5) 0.443(4) 5.546/51 

(0.084 : 0.112) 13-30 0.39(1) 0.145(5) 0.480(4) 5.962/51 

(0.084 : 0.14) 13-30 0.40(1) 0.160(6) 0.516(4) 6.108/51 

(0.084 : 0.476) 10-16 0.54(3) 0.33(1) 0.883(7) 0.621/18 

(0.084 	0.7) 10-16 0.64(4) 0.43(3) 1.116(7) 0.225/18 

(0.084 	0.84) 10-16 0.74(4) 0.52(4) 1.269(8) 0.267/18 

(0.084 : 0.896) 10-16 0.78(5) 0.56(4) 1.332(9) 0.279/18 
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Valence quarks Timeslices Results 

(MI : m2 ) tj 	- tmax  ZPP ZAA amps x2/dof 

(0.112 : 0.112) 13-30 0.40(1) 0.160(5) 0.515(3) 6.051/51 

(0.112 : 	0.14) 13-30 0.42(1) 0.176(6) 0.550(3) 5.840/51 

(0.112 : 	0.476) 10-16 0.55(2) 0.34(1) 0.907(6) 0.340/18 

(0.112 : 	0.7) 10-16 0.67(4) 0.46(2) 1.138(6) 0.122/18 

(0.112 : 0.84) 10-16 0.76(4) 0.54(3) 1.290(7) 0.143/18 

(0.112 : 0.896) 10-16 0.81(5) 0.58(4) 1.352(7) 0.159/18 

(0.14 : 	0.14) 13-30 0.43(1) 0.192(6) 0.582(2) 5.393/51 

(0.14 : 0.476) 10-16 0.57(2) 0.36(1) 0.931(5) 0.192/18 

(0.14 : 	0.7) 10-16 0.69(3) 0.48(2) 1.161(5) 0.082/18 

(0.14 : 	0.84) 10-16 0.79(4) 0.57(3) 1.312(5) 0.090/18 

(0.14: 0.896) 10-16 0.84(5) 0.61(4) 1.373(6) 0.106/18 

(0.476 : 0.476) 10-16 0.83(3) 0.60(3) 1.237(6) 0.472/18 

(0.7 : 	0.7) 10-15 1.32(5) 1.01(4) 1.658(4) 12.886/15 

Table 4.3: Pseudoscalar meson masses from degener-

ate and non-degenerate combinations of valence quark 

masses on the in,,,, - 0.02/0.05 dataset. 

Valence quarks Tiineslices Results 

(m i  : m2) tj 	- tmax  ZppZAA ]_amp8  x2/dof 

(0.056 : 0.056) 12-30 0.37(3) 0.089(4) 0.350(5) 15.223/54 

(0.056 : 0.07) 12-30 0.37(3) 0.096(4) 0.372(5) 14.376/54 

(0.056 : 0.084) 12-30 0.37(3) 0.104(5) 0.394(5) 13.600/54 

(0.056 : 0.112) 12-30 0.38(2) 0.118(6) 0.434(5) 12.301/54 

(0.056 : 	0.14) 12-30 0.39(2) 0.133(8) 0.472(6) 11.178/54 

(0.056 : 0.644) 10-16 0.58(4) 0.37(2) 1.028(9) 0.392/18 

(0.056 : 0.7) 10-16 0.60(5) 0.39(3) 1.09(1) 0.386/18 
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Valence quarks Tirneslices Results 

(7n1  : m2 ) tmin - tmax ZppZ A A amps  x2 /dof 

(0.056 : 0.84) 10-16 0.67(5) 0.45(4) 1.23(1) 0.392/18 

(0.056 : 0.896) 10-16 0.69(6) 0.48(5) 1.29(2) 0.400/18 

(0.056 	0.98) 10-16 0.74(9) 0.52(6) 1.38(2) 0.664/18 

(0.07 : 0.07) 12-30 0.37(3) 0.104(5) 0.393(4) 13.593/54 

(0.07 : 0.084) 12-30 0.38(2) 0.111(5) 0.414(5) 12.857/54 

(0.07 : 	0.112) 12-30 0.38(2) 0.126(6) 0.453(5) 11.582/54 

(0.07 	0.14) 12-30 0.39(2) 0.140(7) 0.489(5) 10.473/54 

(0.07 : 0.644) 10-16 0.59(4) 0.38(2) 1.040(8) 0.384/18 

(0.07 	0.7) 10-16 0.62(4) 0.40(3) 1.099(9) 0.380/18 

(0.07 	0.84) 10-16 0.69(5) 0.47(3) 1.25(1) 0.377/18 

(0.07 : 0.896) 10-16 0.72(7) 0.50(4) 1.31(2) 0.361/18 

(0.07 : 	0.98) 10-16 0.77(9) 0.55(6) 1.40(2) 0.446/18 

(0.084 : 0.084) 12-30 0.38(2) 0.118(6) 0.433(5) 12.143/54 

(0.084 	0.112) 12-30 0.39(2) 0.133(6) 0.470(4) 10.879/54 

(0.084 	0.14) 12-30 0.40(2) 0.147(7) 0.506(4) 9.778/54 

(0.084 : 0.644) 10-16 0.61(4) 0.39(2) 1.053(8) 0.378/18 

(0.084 : 0.7) 10-16 0.63(4) 0.42(2) 1.111(9) 0.375/18 

(0.084 : 0.84) 10-16 0.70(5) 0.49(3) 1.26(1) 0.368/18 

(0.084 : 0.896) 10-16 0.74(6) 0.52(4) 1.32(1) 0.340/18 

(0.084 : 0.98) 10-16 0.80(8) 0.57(6) 1.41(2) 0.336/18 

(0.112 	0.112) 12-30 0.40(2) 0.147(7) 0.505(4) 9.623/54 

(0.112 : 	0.14) 12-30 0.40(1) 0.161(7) 0.539(3) 8.539/54 

(0.112 : 0.644) 10-16 0.63(4) 0.41(2) 1.077(8) 0.361/18 

(0.112 : 	0.7) 10-16 0.66(4) 0.44(2) 1.136(8) 0.360/18 

(0.112 : 0.84) 10-16 0.74(5) 0.52(3) 1.28(1) 0.349/18 

(0.112 	0.896) 10-16 0.78(6) 0.55(3) 1.35(1) 0.313/18 

(0.112 : 	0.98) 10-16 0.85(7) 0.61(5) 1.44(2) 0.251/18 
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Valence quarks Timeslices Results 

(mi 	m2) tmin - tmax Zpp ZAA amps x2/dof 

(0.14 : 	0.14) 12-30 0.41(2) 0.175(8) 0.571(3) 7.481/54 

(0.14 	0.644) 10-16 0.66(4) 0.44(2) 1.102(8) 0.339/18 

(0.14 : 0.7) 10-16 0.69(4) 0.47(3) 1.160(8) 0.339/18 

(0.14 	0.84) 10-16 0.77(5) 0.55(3) 1.308(10) 0.328/18 

(0.14 : 	0.896) 10-16 0.81(6) 0.59(3) 1.37(1) 0.290/18 

(0.14 : 	0.98) 10-16 0.89(7) 0.65(5) 1.46(1) 0.226/18 

Table 4.4: Pseudoscalar meson masses from degener-

ate and non-degenerate combinations of valence quark 

masses on the ma - 0.03/0.05 clataset. 
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Sea quarks Valence quarks Timeslices Results 

(m ea 	m ea ) (MI: in2) t 	- t7fl  amN x2/dof 

(0.02 	0.05) (0.0476 : 0.0476) 10-16 0.75(3) 0.014/5 

(0.02 : 	0.05) (0.056 : 0.056) 10-16 0.79(3) 0.021/5 

(0.02 : 	0.05) (0.084 : 0.084) 10-16 0.90(2) 0.040/5 

(0.02 : 	0.05) (0.112 : 	0.112) 10-16 1.00(2) 0.067/5  

(0.02 : 	0.05) (0.14 	0.14) 10-16 1.08(2) 0.097/5 

(0.02 : 	0.05) rriq 	+ 0 0.58(4) 0.285/2 

(0.03 : 0.05) (0.056 : 0.056) 10-15 0.82(6) 0.040/5 

(0.03 : 0.05) (0.07 : 0.07) 10-15 0.86(4) 0.010/5 

(0.03 	0.05) (0.084 : 0.084) 10-15 0.90(3) 0.009/5 

(0.03 : 0.05) (0.112 : 	0.112) 10-15 0.99(2) 0.016/5 

(0.03 : 0.05) (0.14 	0.14) 10-15 1.07(2) 0.021/5 

(0.03 	0.05) + 0 0.65(8) 0.024/2 

Table 4.5: Nucleon masses for the rnsea  = 0.02/0.05 and msea  = 0.03/0.05 

datasets. 
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Sea quarks Valence quarks Tiineslices Results 

T72  (ea : m ea ) (m i  : M2)2) tmim - tmax am x2  /dof 

(0.02 : 0.05) (0.0476 : 0.0476) 8-16 0.94(9) 0.672/5 

(0.02 : 	0.05) (0.056 : 0.056) 8-16 0.97(8) 0.990/5 

(0.02 : 	0.05) (0.084 : 0.084) 8-16 1.06(7) 0.540/5 

(0.02 : 0.05) (0.112 : 	0.112) 8-16 1.13(5) 0.123/5 

(0.02 : 0.05) (0.14 : 	0.14) 8-16 1.20(4) 0.124/5 

(0.02 : 	0.05) ---+0 0.8(1) 0.022/2 

(0.03: 	0.05) (0.056: 0.056) 8-16 0.95(7) 3.95/5 

(0.03 : 	0.05) (0.07 : 0.07) 8-16 1.01(5) 2.65/5 

(0.03 : 	0.05) (0.084 : 0.084) 8-16 1.05(4) 1.85/5 

(0.03 : 	0.05) (0.112 : 0.112) 8-16 1.13(3) 1.19/5 

(0.03 : 	0.05) (0.14 : 	0.14) 8-16 1.19(2) 1.01/5 

(0.03 : 	0.05) mq  + 0 0.8(1) 0.094/2 

Table 4.6: Decuplet masses for the m8ea = 0.02/0.05 and rnsea  = 0.03/0.05 

datasets. 

Sea Quarks 	 fin 	in8 	(aMps)2 mq=O 

arnsea = 0.03/0.05 	0.008(1) 	0.092(2) 	-0.011(3) 

amsea = 0.02/0.05 	0.005(1) 	0.088(1) 	-0.004(3) 

Table 4.7: Normal and strange quark masses and the intercept of the pseudoscalar 

meson mass squared versus quark mass. 
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Valence quarks Results 

(m1 	m2 ) A afps  

(0.0476 : 0.0476) 0.19(2) 0.109(7) 

(0.0476 : 0.056) 0.18(2) 0.109(7) 

(0.0476 : 0.084) 0.17(2) 0.112(6) 

(0.0476 : 0.112) 0.16(1) 0.115(4) 

(0.0476 	0.14) 0.16(1) 0.118(4) 

(0.056 : 0.056) 0.18(2) 0.110(6) 

(0.056 	0.084) 0.17(1) 0.113(5) 

(0.056 	0.112) 0.16(1) 0.116(4) 

(0.056 : 	0.14) 0.16(1) 0.118(4) 

(0.084 : 0.084) 0.16(1) 0.115(4) 

(0.084 : 0.112) 0.16(1) 0.118(4) 

(0.084 : 0.14) 0.157(9) 0.121(3) 

(0.112 	0.112) 0.157(9) 0.121(3) 

(0.112 : 0.14) 0.158(8) 0.124(3) 

(0.14 	0.14) 0.160(8) 0.128(3) 

'Tfl q 	+ 0 0.099(9) 

afps(rnq 	ñ2) 0.100(9) 

afps(rnq 	m) 0.108(7) 

Table 4.8: Pseudoscalar meson decay constant from degenerate and non-

degenerate combinations of valence quark masses on the m.sea  = 0.02/0.05 dataset. 
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Valence quarks Results 

(Ml : m2) App afps  

(0.056 : 0.056) 0.19(3) 0.119(9) 

(0.056 : 0.07) 0.18(3) 0.120(8) 

(0.056 : 0.084) 0.18(3) 0.120(8) 

(0.056 : 0.112) 0.17(2) 0.122(7) 

(0.056 : 0.14) 0.16(2) 0.123(6) 

(0-07: 0.07) 0.18(3) 0.120(8) 

(0.07 : 0.084) 0.17(2) 0.121(7) 

(0.07 : 0.112) 0.16(2) 0.122(7) 

(0.07 : 0.14) 0.16(1) 0.124(6) 

(0.084 	0.084) 0.17(2) 0.121(7) 

(0.084 	0.112) 0.16(1) 0.123(6) 

(0.084 	0.14) 0.16(1) 0.124(5) 

(0.112 	0.112) 0.15(1) 0.124(5) 

(0.112 : 	0.14) 0.15(1) 0.124(5) 

(0.14 	0.14) 0.15(1) 0.127(5) 

mq  # 0 0.115(13) 

afps(mq = fn) 0.115(12) 

afps(mq 	rn8 ) 0.119(9) 

Table 4.9: Pseudoscalar meson decay constant from degenerate and non-

degenerate combinations of valence quark masses on the Trisea  = 0.03/0.05 dataset. 
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Sea quarks Valence quarks Results 

(m sea: m ca ) mh Intercept Gradient aMH  

(0.02 : 0.05) 0.7 1.05(1) 0.80(8) 1.119(7) 

(0.02 : 0.05) 0.84 1.21(2) 0.73(8) 1.273(7) 

(0.02 : 0.05) 0.896 1.27(2) 0.7(1) 1.335(9) 

(0.03 : 0.05) 0.7 1.04(1) 0.88(5) 1.12(1) 

(0.03 : 0.05) 0.84 1.18(2) 0.89(7) 1.27(1) 

(0.03 : 0.05) 0.896 1.24(2) 0.9(1) 1.33(1) 

Table 4.10: Intercept and gradient for the extrapolation of aAIHI versus mh and 

the interpolated value aMH 5  at the strange quark mass for both the m aca  = 

0.02/0.05 and maca = 0.03/0.05 datasets. 

Sea quarks Valence quarks Results 

(
12 m ea  : m ea ) mh Intercept Gradient afHS 

(0.02 : 0.05) 0.7 0.13(1) 0.16(4) 0.146(6) 

(0.02 : 0.05) 0.84 0.14(1) 0.16(5) 0.152(7) 

(0.02 : 0.05) 0.896 0.14(1) 0.15(6) 0.155(8) 

(0.03 : 0.05) 0.7 0.13(1) 0.18(4) 0.145(8) 

(0.03 : 0.05) 0.84 0.13(1) 0.22(4) 0.148(9) 

(0.03 : 0.05) 0.896 0.128(9) 0.24(5) 0.15(1) 

Table 4.11: Intercept and gradient for the extrapolation of afHl  versus mh and the 

interpolated value afH  at the strange quark mass for both the maca  = 0.02/0.05 

and msea  = 0.03/0.05 datasets. 



Chapter 5 

2+1 flavour domain wall QCD 

In this chapter results for hadron masses and pseudoscalar meson decay constants 

in 2+1 flavour domain wall QCD with the DBW2 and Iwasaki gauge actions are 

presented. The lattices used have linear sizes in the range 1.6 to 2.2fm and u and 

d quark masses as low as one quarter of the strange quark mass. 

5.1 Simulation Parameters 

Section 2.10 describes the domain wall fermion action used in this work whilst the 

DBW2 and Iwasaki gluonic actions are described in section 2.13. The analysis 

was carried out on 2+1 flavour domain wall fermion configurations generated on 

the QCDOC machines. In the DBW2 case the ensembles have three different 

values: 0.72, 0.764 and 0.78, while for the Iwasaki case they have two: 2.13 

and 2.2. All ensembles were generated using the RHMC algorithm [50, 51] with 

a trajectory length of 0.5, volume of 163x32, fifth dimension length of 8, and a 

domain wall height of 1.8. Two different ensembles were generated at each fi 

value, one with a light isodoublet with mass Mud = 	and one where the light 

sea quark masses are both equal to a rough estimate of the strange quark mass, 

106 
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7n3. An additional DBW2 ensemble with a light isodoublet mass mud = 

at fi=0.72 was generated. The number of trajectories in each ensemble and the 

mnemonics that will be used subsequently to describe the different ensembles are 

given in table 5.1. The ensembles had amd = 0.01, 0.02 or 0.04 and am, = 0.04. 

Non-degenerate mesons were created on the /= 0.72 ensembles where the light 

quark mass in the correlators was fixed to be equal to the light quark mass in the 

sea. 

5.2 Computation 

The (0.72, 0.01/0.04) configurations, the (0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC8 configurations 

and the (2.2, 0.04/0.04) MCi configurations (see table 5.4 and discussions in 

section 5.6) were generated on the QCDOC machines at Brookhaven National 

Laboratory. All other configurations and measurement data used in this chapter 

were generated on the QCDOC machines at the University of Edinburgh. The 

amount of compute time required to generate the ensembles and perform the 

required analysis depends on the parameters of the ensemble. However, as a 

guide, the (0.72, 0.01/0.04) ensemble was generated on 1024 nodes of QCDOC at 

a rate of 3.75 configurations per hour while for the (2.13, 0.02/0.04) ensemble this 

increases to 4.2 configurations per hour and to 4.5 configurations per hour for the 

(2.13,0.04/0.04) ensemble. In going from 1024 nodes to 2048 nodes of QCDOC 

the compute time required for the (2.13, 0.02/0.04) ensemble decreases to 6.9 

configurations per hour. The measurement for the (0.72, 0.01/0.04) ensemble was 

carried out on 2048 nodes of QCDOC. For the mq  = 0.01 quark 1200-1300 CG 

iterations were required per spin-colour component which took 8-9 seconds per 

component. For the mq  = 0.04 quark this drops to 450 CG iterations which took 

3-3.5 seconds per spin-colour component. 
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5.3 Autocorrelation length and thermalisation 

Figure .5.2 shows a typical Monte-Carlo history for the ensembles. The values 

plotted are the average plaquette and the fourteenth tirneslice of the pseudoscalar 

meson, p meson and nucleon correlator. It can be seen from the figure that, as 

expected, different observables take different amounts of evolution time in order 

to reach thermalisation. Beyond 	800 trajectories there is no visible trend 

above the noise in any of the observables studied. With more statistics it may be 

possible to see longer term trends in some observables. A cut for thermalisation is 

imposed at at least 800 trajectories except for the (0.764, 0.04/0.04) case discussed 

in section 5.6. 

In this section we attempt to measure the autocorrelation times on our ensem-

bles (Table 5.1). This work closely follows [57] while further discussion of similar 

methods may be found in [45, 58, 44, 8] and [106]. The importance of the auto-

correlation time is that it gives insight into the statistical quality of the config-

urations. This is essential as the more independent the configurations the closer 

our sample average will be to being normally distributed around the mean value. 

Ideally we would like our configurations to be completely decorrelated with one 

another. However, in practice, the correlation length depends on the observ-

able we wish to measure and often requires a very large ensemble. Estimators 

of the autocorrelation time are noisy and this makes accurate evaluation of the 

autocorrelation time difficult. 

To obtain reliable estimates for the exponential, 	and cumulative, nm  au- 

tocorrelation time defined in section 2.18, auto correlations should be measured 

using ensembles containing many more configurations than the value of the in- 

tegrated autocorrelation time, 	Figure 5.3 shows example plots for the au- 

tocorrelation function (top) and the integrated cumulative autocorrelation time 

(bottom) on the 0 = 0.72 ensembles. The statistical errors plotted for p(t) and 
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Tcurn were estimated using a jackknife procedure. In order to take into account 

the effects of autocorrelat ions in the error estimates for p(t) and Tcum  themselves, 

the original data for p(t) and Tcum  were grouped in bins of size b. Jackknife aver-

ages were then formed for varying bin size. The error bands shown in figures 5.3 

top and bottom were calculated by increasing the bin size, b, until the jackknife 

errors stabilised. 

The plot of lnp(t), e.g. figure 5.3 (top), was used to obtain the exponential 

autocorrelation time and then a plateau was sought in the graph of the cumulative 

autocorrelation time, e.g. figure 5.3 (bottom), in order to give an estimate of the 

integrated autocorrelation time. 

Table 5.2 shows results for the autocorrelation time on the datasets composed of 

single long chains. Due to the relatively small ensemble size of all the dataseLs the 

autocorrelation time could not be measured precisely. Indeed, for the datasets 

with smaller chains than those shown in table 5.2 realistic measurements for 

autocorrelation times were not possible. For these datasets, the autocorrelation 

time was assumed to be similar to that of the longer chains. 

5.3.1 Binning 

The analysis in section 3.17 of autocorrelation times shows that statistically in-

dependent configurations for a quantity A are separated by 2nt  Due to the 

high computational cost of generating the dynamical configurations, and subse-

quent limited ensemble size, using independent configurations separated by 27in 
t 

would significantly degrade the statistical quality of the Monte-Carlo estimate of 

the quantity A. An alternative way of obtaining the correct error estimate from 

an updating sequence with auto correlations is by binning. Assuming that the 

sequence of gauge configurations is long enough, they are 'binned' into blocks 

of sequential configurations on which the measurements are then averaged. The 
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bin averages are considered as results of a single measurement on an independent 

configuration and a full correlated analysis is performed with the binned data as 

input. The error estimate is obtained from 

2 --2 ( 4 4)2 

(o.1) A 	N—i 	N — i 

If the bins are large enough, larger than the autocorrelation time, then the average 

values in different bins are practically uncorrelated and the error estimate from UA 

is correct. Therefore, if the bins are further increased, beyond the autocorrelation 

time, the error estimates remain constant. 

Figure 5.4 (top) shows a comparison of binning and sampling. In the binning 

case the 12 1h  timeslice of the p correlator is oversampled and averaged into bins 
N 9  of increasing size. In the sampling case j

h  configurations where Nc j g  is the 

total number of configurations in the ensemble and h is the separation between 

configurations are used. In both the binning and sampling case the errors and 

average value are obtained by a jackknife analysis. Sampling every configuration 

and binning with a bin size of 1 are equivalent and therefore produce the same 

value. 

Figure 5.4 (bottom) shows the magnitude of the binned jackknifed error ver-

sus bin size. The observed errors stabilised with a bin size of > 20. This is 

in good agreement with the calculated integrated auto-correlation time for the 

pseudoscalar meson (table 5.2). 

In all the analysis that follows correlators were oversampled and averaged into 

bins in order to deal with autocorrelation effects. A full correlated analysis was 

then performed with the binned data as input. 
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5.4 Measurement Analysis 

Table 5.3 lists the measurements performed on each dataset. The (0.78,0.04/0.04) 

and (0.78,0.02/0.04) datasets have very limited statistics compared to the other 

datasets. Measurements were made on every fifth or tenth configuration with a 

valence quark mass equal to the light quark mass in the sea. On some of the 

ensembles correlators were measured with sources on multiple time planes (Ntp  

in table 5.3) to improve statistics. 

5.5 Smearing Analysis 

Several types of smearing were used in the analysis (see table 5.3). In particu-

lar, point sources (LL-LL), wall sources (WL-WL), and gauge fixed hydrogen-like 

wavefunction smearing where one (SL-LL) or two (SL-SL) of the quark propaga-

tors in a meson correlator were smeared at the source. The hydrogen-like wave-

function smearing is very similar to that described in [67, 66]. For all smearing 

cases the aim was to create an operator that had as large an overlap as possible 

with the ground state of the observable in question. Qualitatively, this can be 

seen in the early plateau of the effective mass, allowing fits to the ground state to 

start at early timeslices. In the case of the gauge fixed hydrogen-like wavefunction 

smearing, the effectiveness of the smearing depends on the smearing radius in the 

smearing function. The radius governs the shape of the hydrogen like smearing 

function. Figure 5.5 shows an effective mass plot for the vector meson comparing 

the different types of smearing considered. In the case of the hydrogen-like wave-

function smearing, several different radii were compared. By examining the onset 

of the plateau in effective mass plots for the pseudoscalar meson and the vector 

meson a radius of 3.0 was chosen for the hydrogen-like smearing which seemed to 

be optimal for both states. 
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In the case of the baryons, correlators were generated with point sources (LL-

LL-LL), wall sources (WL-WL-WL) and gauge fixed hydrogen-like wavefunc-

tion smearing where two of the quark propagators in the baryon correlator were 

smeared at the source (SL-SL-LL). 

Figure 5.6 shows the fitted value of the pseudoscalar meson mass for various 

different types of smearing. The analysis was performed on the (0.72,0.02/0.04) 

dataset where there were equal numbers of correlators with different types of 

smearing. It is observed that fitting to a single smearing type produces a larger 

error than fits to two of the smeared correlators using a fit function which includes 

the first excited state. Single cosh fits starting on tirneslice 6 are observed to be 

systematically higher than those starting on timeslice 10 where tmax is held fixed 

and equal to 16. It can be seen that all of the smeared correlators produce a 

slightly smaller mass than the local-local correlator over the same fit range. This 

may hint that the local-local correlator is still being affected by excited states 

and, in order to remove this, one ought to fit the local-local correlator at later 

times. 

5.6 Farming 

The ensembles generated for this analysis were produced primarily for a search 

of parameter space to guide larger production runs. In many cases subsequent 

choice of parameters to explore depended on ensembles running at that time, so it 

was very important to generate ensembles as quickly as possible. Computational 

constraints meant that several smaller machines were available for this exploration 

work rather than one (or more) larger machines. Due to the computational time 

cost for generating single long chain Monte-Carlo ensembles of a reasonable size, 

several short chains were spawned' from an original Monte-Carlo chain (see figure 

5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: 0=0.764 datasets were 'farmed' from an original dataset. 

LEFT: (0.764,0.04/0.04) started from a thermalised R-algorithm configuration. 

RIGHT: (0.764,0.02/0.04) was started from an ordered configuration which was 

allowed to thermalise and. was then 'farmed'. 

Starting from a configuration in the original chain, a second distribution of ran-

dom numbers (different from those in the original evolution) were generated and 

these were subsequently used to evolve another chain or branch. These branches 

were 'farmed' on several smaller machines, using trivial parallelism to maximum 

effect. This had the advantage of increasing statistics to an acceptable level while 

keeping the 'wall clock' time required to a minimum. Table 5.4 shows the separate 

branches of the 3 = 0.764 and 13 = 2.2 ensembles used in this analysis. 

Figure 5.7 (top) shows three timeslices of the pseudoscalar meson correlator av-

eraged over each Monte-Carlo branch compared to aggregating all the branches 

together. The errors are obtained by the jackknife method. For comparison, 

figure 5.7 (bottom) shows the same, but on separate blocks of one long chain 

Monte-Carlo ensemble, which are approximately the same size as one of the MC 

branches. The long chain was measured on only one time-plane per configura-

tion whereas the branches had four time-planes per configuration. This accounts 
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for the slightly larger fluctuations on the bottom figure. The aggregation of 

the branches leads to improved error estimation and no systeiñatic trends are 

observed across the chains. However, one disadvantage of this process is that 

autocorrelation information is limited. 

5.7 Fitting the data 

The following sections discuss the results of the analysis procedure used to ex-

tract the lattice masses of various hadronic observables. As far as possible the 

analysis was carried out in the same way across all the datasets. All fits to masses 

were correlated fits and used 100 bootstrap samples to estimate the error. Effec-

tive mass plots were studied in order to determine the onset of the ground-state 

plateau. Final values for the fits were decided on minimising x2/dof while at 

the same time trying to obtain a timeslice interval over which fitted values were 

stable when the timeslices fitted over were moved by one or two timeslices. 

5.8 Residual mass 

The residual mass is a measure of the violation of chiral symmetry [107]. In all 

the ensembles the length of the fifth dimension is relatively short, hence there is 

a significant left-right coupling between the quark fields on opposite walls. The 

residual mass (see section 2.11) was calculated from the ratio of the point-split 

pseudoscalar density j5a  at the middle of the fifth dimension to the pseudoscalar 

density P built from the fields on the walls [107] 

ja( 	t, 	)pa(,  0)) 
arnres 	 (5.2) (Pa( ,  t)Pa(, 0)) 

The value of mres  is obtained by fitting the above ratio to a plateau. For most 

datasets good signals for the value of amres  were observed, as can be seen in 
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figure 5.8 (top). 

For the (0.72,0.01/0.04) ensemble, shown in figure 5.8 (bottom), which has the 

smallest light quark mass and is the coarsest lattice of all the ensembles, there is 

a clear "wiggle" in all the different smearing types available on this dataset. This 

made obtaining a value for arrires  with an acceptable x2/dof difficult. Fitting the 

(lip in the wiggle produces an acceptable x2/dof but clearly a value for ainres  

which is too small. On the other hand, fitting only the last few timeslices (i.e. 

ignoring the wiggle), gives a value of arnres  which is too large. As the "wiggle" was 

apparent in all the different smearings a simultaneous fit to two of the smearings 

produced a large x2/dof. A fit from imin = 5 to tmax = 16 to only the SL - SL 

correlator, although having a relatively large x2/dof,  , gives a value in the middle 

and was finally chosen. In the process of attaining a final value it was observed 

that increasing (or decreasing) the bin size and changing the thermalisation point 

had little effect on the outcome of the fit. Similar fluctuations have also been 

observed in high statistics runs [102]. 

For all the other ensembles the value of amres  was obtained by a simultaneous 

fit to two correlators with different smearings. Due to the small value of arnres  

and because the errors are of 0(10 - 10) it might be hoped that any slight 

deviation in amres  from the fit will have little effect on other quantities. The 

fitted values can he seen in table 5.5. 

5.9 Pseudoscalar and p meson masses 

As with the residual mass, good signals for the pseudoscalar meson and p meson 

were observed for most datasets. The masses were obtained by simultaneously 

fitting a pair of correlators with different smearings to the ground and first excited 
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state using the function 

C, (t) = A G (e_mGt + e_mT_O)  + Af (e_mEt + e_mE(T_t)) 	(53) 

C2  (t) 	A (e_mct + e 	(T_t)) +A2  (e_m + e_mE(T_t)) 

In general, the pseudoscalar and p meson mass fits were found to be quite stable 

under small variations of the fitting range. Figure 5.9 (top) shows a typical 

pseudoscalar meson effective mass plot for the (0.764,0.02/0.04) ensemble 

Figure 5.9 (bottom) shows the effective mass plot for the (0.72,0.01/0.04) dataset. 

The plateau "wiggles" and it is therefore difficult to get a reliable fit value for the 

mass. Several fits were attempted: removing the excited state from the fit (this is 

equivalent to setting A 	A 	0 in equation (5.3)), fitting a single cosh 

to one of the correlators, adjusting the bin size and adjusting the thermalisation 

point, however, the fit did not improve with any of these. Once again a fit range 

was chosen, which although giving a relatively large y2/dof, gives a fitted value 

at about the median of all the different possibilities. It may be the case that for 

this dataset, although there is a relatively long chain, there is still not enough 

statistics. The slight deviation of the data from the fit lines at early timeslices 

in figures 5.9 and 5.10 is due to the inclusion of the excited state in the fit and 

the fit lines should be used to 'guide the eye' at later timeslices. It is perhaps 

worth noting that the effective mass is not fitted to a plateau but rather it is the 

correlators that are fitted to the functional form. 

Due to the lack of statistics on the (0.78,0.02/0.04) and (0.78,0.04/0.04) datasets 

simultaneous fits to the LL-LL and WL-WL correlators were not reliable. In the 

(0.78,0.02/0.04) case the WL-WL correlator was fitted to a single cosh in order to 

extract the ground state, while for the (0.78,0.04/0.04) case the LL-LL correlator 

was fitted the same way. Table 5.6 gives the values extracted for the pseudoscalar 

effective mass from these fits. 

Figure 5.10 (top) shows a typical effective mass plot for the p meson. For most 
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datasets, including the (0.72,0.01/0.04) dataset, simultaneous fits were performed 

and the fits were found to be quite stable under small variations of the fitting 

range. For the (2.13,0.02/0.04) dataset the simultaneous fit to two of the correla-

tors was not as stable. In this case the SL-SL correlator was fitted to a single cosh 

(see figure 5.10 (bottom)). Due to the lack of statistics on the (0.78,0.04/0.04) 

dataset in order to produce a more stable fit, the excited state was removed from 

the fit. Table 5.7 shows the results obtained from these fits. 

5.10 Baryon masses 

The standard baryon interpolating operator is given by- y 

Q(X) Q(x) = ijk [b(x)CFb(x)} k(X) 	 (5.4) 

where C is the charge conjugation matrix. For the I = 1 baryons, F = 'yb. 

Another operator, with F = 1, which projects onto the negative parity I = 

state was also used. For baryon correlators in a finite box with periodic boundary 

conditions, the backward propagating state is the negative parity partner, that is 

CB(t) A+e_m+t + A_e_mT_t). 	 (5.5) 

For the I - baryon, the masses of the positive and negative parity states were 

determined by a simultaneous fit to equation (5.5) using the standard operator 

(F = 'y5), and a single exponential to the negative parity correlator (F = 1), 

CB1 (0 = A+e_m+t + A e_mT_t) 	 (5.6) 

CB2(t) = A e mt 

as the backward propagating state of the F = 1 correlator was very noisy and 

doesn't couple to the in+ or m_ state. Typically this was computed for the 

smeared correlator only, as the local correlator had a poor signal. Figure 5.11 
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(top) shows a typical effective mass plot for the nucleon. The backwards propa-

gating, positive parity state has been reflected about the middle of the time axis. 

On the (0.72,0.02/0.04) dataset there are two types of smearing: wall-point and 

gauge fixed hydrogen-like wavefunction smearing at source. Both of these are 

shown in figure 5.11(bottom). Fits to either type of smearing produces the same 

nucleon mass within errors, however, the mass of the negative parity partner is 

less well determined due to the poor signal and has some dependence on the type 

of smearing chosen. The ensembles have a small volume, too small certainly for 

excited states such as the N*,  but this can be used, eventually in combination 

with larger volumes runs to try to estimate the size of the finite volume effects 

on the remaining spectrum. 

The statistics on the 3 = 0.78 datasets were too poor to attempt a meaningful fit. 

For the 0 = 0.764 datasets and the 	2.2 datasets the wall smearing correlators 

were used, while for the 0 = 0.72 and 0 = 2.13 datasets gauge fixed hydrogen 

wavefunction smearing was chosen. The results of the nucleon fits are given in 

table 5.8. The three fit ranges given are for the forwards propagating state (Nt), 

the backwards propagating state (N_), and the negative parity correlator (Ni). 

5.11 Pseudoscalar decay constant 

In this section the results for measurements of the pseudoscalar meson decay 

constant obtained using the three different methods outlined in section 3.11 will 

be presented. 
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5.11.1 Results from Method A 

This method requires fitting the form 

Cpp(t)(
0 1p1p) 12 
	 cosh(mps( - t)) 	 (5.7) 

2rrips  

to the point-point pseudoscalar density correlator, which is equivalent to 

C(t) = APP (e_mct + e_mTt)) 	 (5.8) 

and allows the evaluation of the amplitude, 

App 
0PP)2 q2 

= 

	

	 (5.9) 
2mps - 2mps '  

and mass, rnps. After fitting, the pseudoscalar decay constant is found from 

PP 
2/(mq  + mres)N/APP  

fps 	 3/2 	 (5.10) 
IM PS 

where the input from the pseudoscalar density correlator fit are App and mps. 

Due to the partial chiral symmetry the quark mass must be shifted by the additive 

mass renormnalisation mres  

Tflq  + (mq  + 7flres). 	 (.5.11) 

In this work the fermion fields are normalised by 

—+k5', k5 
	 (5.12) 

V IVd - 1k15) 

where Nd = 5 and the domain wall height, M5  = 1.8. 

The values of the residual mass used can be found in table 5.5. As the amplitude 

of the correlator is important only the local-local correlator was fitted. This was 

done in two ways. Firstly, the pseudoscalar meson mass evaluated using the 

smeared correlators in table 5.6 was held fixed and a one parameter fit performed 

to extract the amplitude. Secondly a two parameter fit was performed where both 

the mass and amplitude were allowed to vary. It was observed that both methods 
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give equivalent values for fppsp. Figure 5.12 (top and bottom) shows typical fits 

to the point-point pseudoscalar density correlator for the Iwasaki 3 = 2.13 and 

DBW2 /1 = 0.764 datasets used to extract the amplitude for f. 

As can be observed from figure 5.9(bottom) for the (0.72,0.01/0.04) dataset, there 

is a "wiggle" which made obtaining a reliable value for the pseudoscalar meson 

mass difficult. This is clearly equally true for the extracting the amplitude from 

the local-local correlator. The "wiggle" manifests itself with the large x2/dof for 

fPPSP on this dataset. Table 5.9 gives the fitted values. 

5.11.2 Z 4  

For the remaining two methods of calculating fps  an explicit calculation of the 

ZA factor in equation (3.81) is required. The calculation of ZA is described in 

section 3.11.2. The ratio of correlators 

1) 	C(t+ 
+ 	

) 	
(5.13) ZA (t) = 	4L(t) 	(L(t) + L(t + 1)) 

is fitted to a constant for suitably large t. Good signals were observed on all 

datasets for ZA, as can be seen in figure 5.13. In all cases a fit to the wall-point 

or smeared-point correlators was sufficient to extract this ratio. The results of 

these fits can be found in table 5.10. 

5.11.3 Results from Method B 

In this case we fit the axial-axial correlator 

C4444(t) 	(OA4P
1 2  

)e_mPs cosh(mps( - t)) 	(5.14) 
2mp8  

to 

CA4 44 (t) = AA4A4 (emGt  + e_mT_t)). 	 (5.15) 
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This allows the evaluation of the amplitude, 

AA444 
- (0A4P)2 - Z 4p 

(5.16) 
- 	 2mps - 2rnp5' 

and mass rnp. The axial-axial correlator has an overlap with the pseudoscalar 

meson ground state so the fit was performed both by holding the pseudoscalar 

meson mass fixed from table 5.6, and by allowing it to vary. In all cases the 

outcome of the fit did not depend on which of the two choices was made. As the 

amplitude was important, only the local-local correlator was fitted in this way. 

Example effective mass plots for these fits can be seen in figure 5.14. Table 5.11 

gives the values for the amplitude, AA4A4, from these fits. The amplitude was 

then used together with the values of ZA (see table 5.10) in equation (3.81) to 

extract the pseudoscalar meson decay constant 

f
Au - ZJ(0AP) 	

(5.17) ps - 

MPS 

= ZA 
MPS 

The fermion fields required to be resealed as in equation (5.12). 

5.11.4 Results from Method C 

In this method the ratio of the two-point local axial current 

PP 	
- t)) 	(5.18) 

	

(0A4P)(0 	) 	 T 
e m sinh(mps(-- CA4p(t) 	

2rnps 

to the pseudoscalar density correlator (5.7) was fitted to the form 

CAP (t) 	(0A4P)(PP0) 
I 

~O J A4 1 P)j 	T 

CPP (t) = 	 0PP) 
tanh(rnps( - W. 	(5.19) 

The local axial correlator has an overlap with the pseudoscalar meson ground 

state so the fit was performed both by holding the pseudoscalar mass fixed from 

the previous fits (see table 5.6) and by allowing the pseudoscalar mass to vary in 

the fit. The amplitude 

AA4P 
- 0A4 P) 

- 0PP) 
(5.20) 
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and mass, mps, was obtained. Substituting this into equation (3.81) and using 

the amplitude from the fit to the pseudoscalar density correlator (equation(5.9)) 

together with the value of ZA (see table 5.10) we obtain an expression for the 

pseudoscalar decay constant as 

fpA,5pZ 4/ 	AA4 P. 	 (5.21) 
V MPS 

In all cases holding the pseudoscalar meson mass fixed or allowing it to vary 

had no effect on the result for f. Due to the very limited statistics on the 

(0.78,0.04/0.04) dataset the fit changed by 1 to 2 a depending on the fit range. 

Figure 5.15 shows typical example fits to the ratio 	for the Iwasaki = 2.13 

datasets. Table 5.12 gives the values of fØ° obtained from the ratio fits. 

For the (0.72,0.01/0.04) dataset it was again difficult to obtain reliable fit values 

as can be seen by the large error on the value of fpAsp given in table 5.12. This 

was probably due to the observed "wiggle" in this dataset mentioned in previous 

sections. This may be due to a lack of statistics resulting in the error estimation 

from the covariance matrix being underestimated. The resultant effect of this is 

the observed large error bars in the pseudoscalar decay constant fit in figure 5.15 

(bottom) when compared with the fits on the datasets with the same 3 value but 

heavier quark masses. 

The fermion fields required to be rescaled as in equation (5.12). 

5.12 Setting the scale 

The lattice spacing and the volume of the box are determined from the quark-

antiquark static potential in [108] using the Sommer scale [109] r0 , where it has 

been assumed r0  = 0.5fm. The value of ro /a and the lattice spacing calculated 

in [108] is given in table 5.13 along with the size of the box. The determination 

of ro /a is well defined for each ensemble, and thus it is a good quantity to use 
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to examine scaling behaviour. As the value of r0  in the continuum is unknown, 

rather than setting the absolute scale with r0 , a better strategy is to predict 

dimensionless ratios of physical quantities in the continuum, while using r0  just 

to examine the scaling behaviour. The choice of r0  to set the scale does, however, 

impact some quantities indirectly through their dependence on the strange quark 

mass. 

5.13 Chiral extrapolations of light meson masses 

The quark mass is defined using the axial Ward identity definition of quark mass 

through 

arnq 	a(mj + rnres(mj)), 	 (5.22) 

where a'm f  is the valence quark mass and mnres (m) is the residual mass measured 

using quark propagators generated with a valence quark mass equal to rn f . Chiral 

extrapolations were performed by taking amq  —* 0 using the points where the 

valence quark mass is equal to the 'u and d quark masses in the sea. 

Other than in the DBW2 0=0.72  case, where a linear fit to three points was 

performed, straight lines were drawn through the two available points. The values 

of the residual mass obtained in the chiral limit are shown in table 5.14. These 

values correspond to a residual mass of '-.i5-30 MeV. Figure 5.16 (top) shows the 

residual mass chiral extrapolations on all the datasets. It can be seen that there 

is little change in the residual mass with decreasing quark mass. 

The pseudoscalar mass chiral extrapolations were performed in an analogous way 

to the residual mass by extrapolating the results to mq  = 0. The extrapolations 

take the form 

(amps)2 = B(arii 	) + A 	 (5.23) 

where the value of A is not constrained to go through zero. Given the low 
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statistics, an acceptable slight deviation of A from zero, typically less than 2a, is 

observed (see table 5.15). Figure 5.16 shows typical example chiral extrapolations 

for both the Iwasaki datasets. The errors on the points at the chiral limit in 

figure 5.16 were obtained by drawing straight lines to obtain the maximum and 

minimum error. 

The lattice spacing from the quark-antiquark potential may be compared to that 

obtained from rn in the chiral limit by performing a linear chiral extrapolation 

of the vector meson mass 

am 	C(aii) + D. 	 (5.24) 

Table 5.16 shows results for the lattice spacing obtained from rn. It can be 

seen from the table that the lattice spacing obtained from the 0 - 0.764 and 

= 2.13 ensembles with different actions are equivalent. These lattice spacings 

may be compared with those in table 5.13 obtained from the quark-antiquark 

static potential. Figure 5.17 (top) shows chiral extrapolations for the vector 

meson for the DBW2 ensembles. 

The value of the strange quark mass (table 5.17) was obtained from the physical 

kaon mass by substituting am 	-+ 1/2(am,1  +ainq2 ) in eq.( 5.23) and setting 

amq1  = arnd = 0 and arriq9 = am.. Figure 5.16 (bottom) shows pseudoscalar 

chiral extrapolation for the Iwasaki datasets. The horizontal dotted lines are 

the physical kaon mass using the lattice spacing from the quark-antiquark static 

potential, while the vertical dotted lines are at half the strange quark mass in 

lattice units. 

The determination of the strange quark mass depends on the input of the lattice 

spacing. Table 5.17 shows additional strange quark mass determinations where 

the kaon mass required used the lattice spacing from rn and fps  in the chiral 

limit. It can be seen from table 5.17 that there is a dependence on the value 

of the strange quark mass on the quantity chosen to set the scale. This may 
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reduce with improved statistics. However, in this analysis subsequent quantities 

depending on the strange quark mass will indirectly depend on which quantity 

is chosen to set the scale. Unless otherwise stated the strange mass used will be 

that from the quark-antiquark static potential. 

The mass of the K*  in table 5.18 was evaluated from the vector meson chiral 

extrapolation using am., and the lattice spacing 

\ 
arnK* = C 

(am3 
 + D 	 (5.25) 

where it has been assumed a7nq1  = amd 0. This is shown by the dotted lines 

in figure 5.17 (top). 

5.14 Baryon chiral extrapolations 

The nucleon (N) and its negative parity partner (N*)  were extrapolated to the 

chiral limit mq  = 0 using 

amx  = Eamq  + F 	 (5.26) 

where X = IN, N*}.  Results for this can be seen in table 5.19. Figure 5.17 (bot- 

tom) shows typical chiral extrapolations for the baryons on the DBW2 	0.72 

and fi = 0.764 datasets. The masses of the baryons on the lightest (0.72,0.01/0.04) 

ensemble were difficult to obtain reliably and therefore were not included in the 

chiral extrapolations. 

5.15 Chiral extrapolation of fps  

Table 5.20 shows the results of the chiral extrapolation of the three pseudoscalar 

'PP AA decay constants: 1s, 	and 	These were extrapolated using the form 

afps  = Garriq  + H. 	 (5.27) 
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The value of fps in the chiral limit (H) was used with the physical value f1- to 

extract the lattice spacing from the datasets. These are shown in table 5.20 and 

can be compared with the lattice spacing from the quark-antiquark potential and 

from m. The lattice spacing obtained from the pseudoscalar meson decay con-

stant was consistently higher than that from the p meson (see table 5.16). Good 

agreement between all methods of calculating fps was observed. Figure 5.18 

(top) shows typical chiral extrapolations of the pseudoscalar meson decay con-

stant for the three methods on the Iwasaki 3=2.2 ensemble. Excellent agreement 

was observed between the three methods on this dataset. Figure 5.18 (bottom) 

shows the chiral extrapolations of the pseudoscalar decay constant on the Iwasaki 

0=2.13 ensembles. This dataset has good agreement for fppsp and f but only 

moderate agreement for fp4sA which is slightly higher. The Iwasaki /E=2.2 dataset 

has approximately eight times the statistics of the Iwasaki /32.13 dataset and 

this may account for the not quite so good agreement on the 32.13 dataset. 

The only moderate agreement on the DBW2 /30.78 dataset (see table 5.20) is 

probably due to the lack of statistics. The horizontal dotted lines show the value 

of afK  obtained from the strange quark mass (vertical lines) using r0 

' 
afK=Gç — am )+H. 	 (5.28) 

The slight discrepancy between the different method for the Iwasaki 02.13 

dataset leads to the systematic error in the obtained value of afK.  The val-

ues of afps and afK  used in the following sections were obtained from the fppsp  

chiral extrapolations on all the datasets. 

5.16 Scaling 

The ensembles generated for this analysis with several different lattice spacings 

and two different gauge actions have 0(a2 ) discretisation errors. The determina- 

tion of ro/a is well defined for each ensemble, and thus it is a good quantity to use 
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to examine scaling behaviour. As the value of co in the continuum is unknown, 

rather than setting the absolute scale with r0 , a better strategy is to predict di-

mensionless ratios of physical quantities in the continuum, while using r0  to just 

examine the scaling behaviour. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the dependence of 

various light mesonic quantities, in dimensionless units, on the lattice spacing. 

The 0 = 0.78 points (furthest left red points) on these figures have very large er-

ror bars due to the poor statistics on the datasets. For the furthest right =0.72 

points a fit to the chiral behaviour was possible, rather than drawing straight 

lines, and hence their errors are better estimated. Since ni and MK-  both come 

from the chiral extrapolation of the vector meson the points on figure 5.19 top 

and bottom follow the same trend. Similarly figure 5.20 top and bottom both 

PP come from the pseudoscalar decay constant chiral extrapolation (f). 

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the ratios of various quantities. The different colour 

symbols correspond to the different gauge actions, Iwasaki in blue and DBW2 

in red. Again the furthest two points to the right are the DBW2 3=0.72 points 

where a chiral fit was performed so their errors are better estimated. Even with 

the large and crude error estimate for the other results, it may be concluded that 

there is an indication of scaling. Table 5.21 gives the numerical values for these 

ratios. 

Shown in Figure 5.23 is the dependence of the baryon spectrum, in dimenioniess 

units, on the lattice spacing. A continuum extrapolation cannot be attempted 

with these ensembles. The data for the ground state nucleon, {N}, shows rea-

sonable scaling, albeit with large errors. These large uncertainties are due to the 

crude nature of the chiral extrapolation and the limited statistics available. 

The negative parity partner of the nucleon, the N* is expected to become degen-

erate with the nucleon in a small enough box. This effect can be clearly seen from 

figure 5.23; the N*  mass drops as the volume is reduced. This suggests that finite 

size effects may also be beginning to affect the ground states for the ensembles at 
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finest lattice spacing. These finite size effects would tend to increase the mass of 

the ground states. The slight upward tendency in the scaling plot as the lattice 

spacing decreases is consistent with the finite size effects spoiling otherwise very 

good scaling, or a small scaling violation for the nucleon mass. Although these 

initial ensembles have a small volume (see table 5.13), too small certainly for 

excited states such as the N*,  this can be used eventually, in combination with 

the production runs on larger volumes, to estimate the size of the finite volume 

effects. 

5.17 The Edinburgh plot 

Shown in figure 5.24 is the Edinburgh plot [110]. This is a useful way of comparing 

results for different actions without the need for any extrapolations of the data. 

Shown on the graph are the experimental ratios and the values obtained in the 

static quark limit, where the hadron mass is equal to the sum of the valence quark 

masses. The data is compared with the curve obtained from the phenomenological 

model for the hadron masses described in [111]. The model predicts the hadron 

masses from the following equations 

3 

Mbarvon  = Mb +m + b 	
S•S 	

(5.29) 
rni rri j  

i=1 	i>j 

Mmeson = Mm  + E m + 	
S4.Sq 

i=4,q 	 Z.. 
TTi1Tlq 

where the constants are taken to have the values, Mb = 0.077GeV, Mm  = 

—0.007GeV, cb  = 0.02205GeV3  and 	= 0.0715GeV3. These formula then 

depend on the masses, m, and spins, s1, of the constituent quarks of the hadron. 

The curve is shown as a guide for the eye. It is reassuring that, even at relatively 

coarse lattice spacing, with a small fifth dimension and consequently moderate 

chiral symmetry breaking, the data follows the phenomenological curve very well. 

The only exception is the lightest Iwasaki 0 = 2.2 datum which seems slightly 
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high. Naively, one might expect this to be a finite size effect, especially, exam-

ining table 5.13, given that the lattice spacing and thus the box size are rather 

small. However, the value of Lmp is not significantly smaller than the other data 

sets and, critically, Lmp > 4, suggesting that the box is big enough as measured 

by the pseudoscalar meson. 

For comparison the green points in figure 5.24 are from simulations with two dy-

namical flavours of domain wall fermions [112]. These simulations were performed 

on 161  x 32 lattices with a fifth dimension length of 12. They employ the DBW2 

gauge action with /3 = 0.8 and a domain wall height of M5  = 1.8. The lattice 

spacing is measured to be 1.7GeV and the dynamical quark masses are in the 

range Tflstrango /2 < 1 sea < 7 strange It is pleasing to note that when compared 

with two flavour simulations the 2+1 flavour simulations show good agreement. 

5.18 The J parameter 

Since data from different gauge actions and lattice spacings need to be combined, 

it is worthwhile to look for observables which are independent. This was the 

motivation, for example, for the Edinburgh plot. The J parameter [113] is defined 

as 
_ drnv 

2 	 (5.30) 
drrtp 

and is determined at the experimental ratio 

(5.31) 
MK 

The values of the vector and pseudoscalar masses are defined at this quark mass 

as 'rn, and m 8. This allows comparison of lattice results with experimental results 

without the need for a chiral extrapolation. Using the simplest assumption that 

the meson masses are given by a Taylor series in the quark masses 

Inv (ql ,q2 ) = d+c(qi  +q2) 	 (5.32) 
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rn 8 (qi,q2) = b(q1 +q2 ) 	 (533) 

implies that a plot of m17 versus 	will be a straight line for varying quark 

masses. Here we are working along the unitary trajectory' where msea  = '1T1vaI 

Figure 5.25 (top) shows a plot of am-,,  versus ams  for the DBW2 =0.72 and 

Iwasaki 8=2.13 cases and, indeed, for the 	=0.72 case, where there are three 

points, approximate linear behaviour is seen. The intersection of this line with 

my = 1.8mp (starred points) determines the reference value m which is to be 

multiplied by the slope to yield J. Figure 5.25 (bottom) shows the value of the J 

parameter on all the datasets. Within the large errors, mostly due to the limited 

statistics and the crude nature of the extrapolations, good agreement with the 

experimental value is observed. 

5.19 Non-degenerate analysis 

On the DBW2 =0.72 ensembles non-degenerate correlators were created. The 

light quark mass in the correlator was fixed to be equal to the light quark mass 

in the sea and the heavy quark mass was varied from 0.04 to 0.06 in steps of 

0.01. These correlators had one of the quark propagators in the meson correla-

tor smeared at source using a gauge fixed hydrogen-like wavefunction smearing. 

Additional correlators with two heavy quarks equal to 0.04, 0.05 or 0.06 were 

calculated. These additional correlators were used to measure the residual mass 

(see table 5.22). 

Figure 5.26 shows typical pseudoscalar meson effective mass plots for the case 

of the (0.72,0.02/0.04) dataset (top) and the (0.72,0.04/0.04) dataset (bottom). 

For the (0.72,0.02/0.04) dataset the light quark mass in the correlator was fixed 

to be 0.02 while for the (0.72,0.04/0.04) dataset the light quark mass was fixed 

to be 0.04. The lines shown on the plots are from a single exponential fit to the 

smeared-local correlator. The results of the fits to these correlators are given in 
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table 5.23. 

For the points where both the quarks in the correlator have a mass equal to the 

light quark mass in the sea the results from the simultaneous fits presented in 

section 5.9 were used. 

There are four quark masses: two valence quark masses in the correlator and two 

V 	11 

sea quark masses. These will be denoted am, arn, am arid am, respectively. 

The chiral extrapolation of the pseudoscalar meson mass squared and the vector 

meson mass will in principle be functions of all four quark masses 

(amps)2  = 	gi (rn, am, arn, arn 2 ) (5.34) 

arriv  = 	g2(am, am, am, a'rn). (5.35) 

Here we will consider g1  and m to be linear functions of the quark masses. The 

heavy quark mass in the sea is fixed equal to 0.04 and therefore the functions g1  

and 92  will not depend on the heavy quark mass in the sea. Ordering the quark 

masses so that arr4(V < am' equation (5.34) may be rewritten as 

(amps  ) 2 gi (am,arn,am) (5.36) 

amy = 	92(amqj  ,am,am). q j  (5.37) 

A two-dimensional fit was performed to the pseudoscalar meson mass squared. 

The x-axis was equal to the light quark mass in the sea, am, while the y-axis 

was given by the average of the two valence quark masses in the correlator 

(amps )2S + (am + am) + Mam 1 . 	 (5.38) 

Here Al gives the sea quark mass dependence and L the valence quark mass 

dependence. Denoting the light valence quark mass as am it should be noted qj 

= am. All the quark masses in equation (5.38) have that for this data amqj  qj 

been shifted by the appropriate residual mass. As ams is the light quark mass 

in the sea it has been shifted 

am 1  - (a7nf 
	re 1  + am",) 	 (5.39) 
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where amr
11 
es is the value of the residual mass obtained from the correlator with 

both quarks equal to the light quark mass in the sea. Similarly for am and am 

ain 	—~ (am + am) 	 (5.40) 

am 	—~ (amy, + am) 	 (5.41)  reS 

where an-ill' is the residual mass value obtained from the correlator with both res 

quarks equal to the heavy valence quark mass. 

The normal quark mass, rn, was evaluated by setting am = am = ant,  q j 	 q2 

' 	am in equation (5.38) and using the physical pseudoscalar meson and amq 

mass. Figure 5.27 (top) shows the pseudoscalar meson mass squared plotted 

against the average quark mass 	= (am" + am). The different colours 

in the plot correspond to the different ensembles (or light quark masses in the 

correlator). The fit is not constrained to go through zero and, as in table 5.15 

for the degenerate case, a slight deviation of 8 from the origin, of order 2a, is 

observed. The values obtained can be found in table 5.25 where the lattice spacing 

has been set in two ways: from the p meson mass in the chiral limit (p), or by 

the quark-antiquark static potential (ro ), for comparison. 

Figure 5.27 (bottom) shows the dependence of the pseudoscalar meson mass 

squared on the sea quark mass am (or light quark mass in the correlator). 

The different colours correspond to the different ensembles or light quark masses. 

It was observed that there was little dependence of the pseudoscalar meson mass 

squared on the light quark mass in the sea. The horizontal lines on the plot are 

drawn to guide the eye as these points have equal average valence quark mass. 

The strange quark mass is obtained from the physical kaon mass by substituting 

am = ama , arri = am, and am 	arri in equation (5.38). The values qj 

obtained for the strange quark mass are given in table 5.25. The lattice spacing 

was set from the p meson mass in the chiral limit, (p), or from the quark-antiquark 

static potential, (ro). 
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Non-degenerate vector mesons were computed and the results of the fits can be 

seen in table 5.24. Chiral extrapolations of the vector mesons were performed in 

a similar way to the pseudoscalar meson squared using 

amy = P + -- (am 17
+  am) + Rarn. 	 (5.42) 

The lattice spacing was calculated by comparing the value in the chiral limit to 

the experimental value of the p meson mass. The value of MK* was calculated 

by substituting the values of the strange and normal quark masses into equation 

(5.42) 

arn1  = P+ (am, + am,) + Ram. 	 (5.43) 

The lattice spacing required was calculated from the p meson mass in the chiral 

limit (see table .525). The value of M compares favourably with the experi-

mental value of 892(1)MeV [70]. 

Good agreement was observed between the non-degenerate values of am,, am 

and amK- obtained and given in table 5.25 and the values obtained by the de-

generate analysis given in tables 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18. 
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5.20 Tables 

Action lneinonic f_Ntra j Therm 

DBW2 0.72 0.01/0.04 (0.72 , 0.01/0.04) 6000 1000 

DBW2 0.72 0.02/0.04 (0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 6000 1000 

DBW2 0.72 0.04/0.04 (0.72 	0.04/0.04) 3395 1000 

DBW2 0.764 0.02/0.04 (0.764 , 0.02/0.04) 2940*  800 

DBW2 0.764 0.04/0.04 (0.764 	0.04/0.04) 5320* 100** 

DBW2 0.78 0.02/0.04 (0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 1505 800 

DBW2 0.78 0.04/0.04 (0.72 , 0.04/0.04) 1620 800 

Iwasaki 2.13 0.02/0.04 (2.13 , 0.02/0.04) 3595 1000 

Iwasaki 2.13 0.04/0.04 (2.13 , 0.04/0.04) 3595 1000 

Iwasaki 2.2 0.02/0.04 (2.2 , 0.02/0.04) 5900*  800 

Iwasaki 2.2 0.04/0.04 (2.2 , 0.04/0.04) 5800*  800 

Table 5.1: RHMC 2+1 flavour datasets. A * denotes that the dataset was ob-

tained by farming (see section 5.6). A ** denotes that the dataset was farmed 

from a thermalised R algorithm dataset. 

Dataset Ensemble size Plaq PS 

(8 : 	) Ntra j Nf9 
yCUTflFP cum 

[ 
Te 

(0.72 , 0.01/0.04) 6000 1000 20t °  > 4 13i 0  > 8 

(0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 6000 1000 i0t >  5 15 —10 > 12 

(2.13 , 0.02/0.04) 3595 520 6 > 6 -+3 > 5 

(2.13 , 0.04/0.04) 3595 520 6> 4 7 > 9 

Table 5.2: Estimates of autocorrelation times for the average plaquette and the 

pseudoscalar meson on timeslice 14. Note plaquettes are separated by 1 trajectory 

while pseudoscalar meson correlators by 5 trajectories. 
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Dataset Ntra j Therm Separation Ntp  Nmea8  Smearing 

(0.72 , 0.01/0.04) 6000 1000 5 1 1000 L,S 

(0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 6000 1000 5 1 1000 L,W,S 

(0.72 , 0.04/0.04) 3395 1000 5 1 475 L,W,S 

(0.764 , 0.02/0.04) 2940*  800 10 4 215 L,W 

(0.764 	0.04/0.04) 5320* 100** 10 4 541 L,W 

(0.78 , 0.02/0.04) 1505 800 5 1 142 L,W 

(0.78 , 0.04/0.04) 1620 800 5 1 165 L,W 

(2.13 	0.02/0.04) 3590 1000 5 1 520 L,S 

(2.13 , 0.04/0.04) 3590 1000 5 1 520 L,S 

(2.2 , 0.02/0.04) 5900*  800 5 4 1026 L,W 

(2.2 , 0.04/0.04) 5800*  800 5 4 1004 L,W 

Table 5.3: Measurements performed on RHMC 2+1 flavour datasets. A * denotes 

that the dataset was obtained by farming (see section 5.6). A ** denotes that 

the dataset was farmed from a thermalised R algorithm dataset. Several types of 

smearing were used (see section 5.5), in particular, point sources (L), wall sources 

(W), and hydrogen-like wavefunction smearing (5) where one or two of the quark 

propagators in a meson correlator were smeared at the source. 



Dataset Branch Ntraj Dataset Branch Ntraj 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MCO 100-930 (0.764, 0.02/0.04) MCO 0-1800 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MCI 100-870 (0.764, 0.02/0.04) MCI 990-1190 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC2 200-800 (0.764, 0.02/0.04) MC2 890-1080 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC3 200-710 (0.764, 0.02/0.04) MC3 1290-1490 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC4 300-810 (0.764, 0.02/0.04) MC4 1190-1390 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC5 300-790 (0.764, 0.02/0.04) 1V105 1090-1290 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC6 400-780 (0.764, 0.02/0.04) MC6 1490-1640 

(2.2, 0.02/0.04) MCO 800-3175 (0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC7 300-880 

(0.764, 0.04/0.04) MC8 960-1616 (2.2, 0.02/0.04) 

(2.2, 0.02/0.04) 

MCI 

MC2 

800-1365 

800-1355 (2.2, 0.04/0.04) MCO 800-2965 

(2.2, 0.04/0.04) MCI 2760-4320 (2.2, 0.02/0.04) MC3 800-1330 

(2.2, 0.04/0.04) MC2 1045-1675 (2.2, 0.02/0.04) MC4 800-1360 

(2.2, 0.04/0.04) MC3 1245-1890 (2.2, 0.02/0.04) MC6 800-1350 

Table 5.4: Farmed Monte-Carlo chain branches aggregated to give the full ensemble. 
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Dataset Fit range Results 

(, ?T1 d/rn) tmj fl  - tmax mval amres x2/dof Q 

(0.72 , 0.01/0.04) 5-16 0.01 0.01089t 51.296/11 0.000 

(0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 9-16 0.02 0.01092 -1-6  18.176/15 0.254 

(0.72 , 0.04/0.04) 9-16 0.04 0.01105 23.4817/15 0.074 

(0.764 , 0.02/0.04) 9-15 0.02 0.00535t 18.249/13 0.148 

(0.764 , 0.04/0.04) 10-14 0.04 0.00540it 12.402/9 0.192 

(0.78 , 0.02/0.04) 11-15 0.02 0.00428t6.206/4 0.184 

(0.78 , 0.04/0.04) 4-15 0.04 0.00427t 8.933/11 0.628 

(2.13 , 0.02/0.04) 10-15 0.02 0.01127t12.023/11 0.362 

(2.13 , 0.04/0.04) 9-15 0.04 0.01175 20.231/13 0.090 

(2.2 	0.02/0.04) 10-15 0.02 0.00688t 18.584/11 0.069 

(2.2 	0.04/0.04) 12-16 0.04 0.00711ji16.614/9 0.055 

Table 5.5: Residual mass values for the datasets. 



Dataset Fit range Results 

8, rn/m8 ) trnin - tmax rnval amps  x 2 /dof Q smear 

0.72 , 0.1/0.04) 4-14 0.01 0.303+
3  66.227/16 0.000 SL,SS 

(0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 5-16 0.02 0.3742t 34.3113/18 0.012 LL,WL 

(0.72 , 0.04/0.04) 6-16 0.04 0.4864t 0  31.865/16 0.010 LL,WL 

(0.764 , 0.02/0.04) 7-15 0.02 0.311+1 20.034/12 0.066 LL,WL 

(0.764 , 0.04/0.04) 6-16 0.04 0.4203ii 23.275/16 0.107 LL,WL 

(0.78 , 0.02/0.04) 11-16 0.02 0.288ii 4.516/4 0.341 WL 

(0.78 , 0.04/0.04) 11-16 0.04 0.400t7.807/4 0.099 LL 

(2.13 , 0.02/0.04) 10-16 0.02 0.362t 10.061/8 0.261 LL,SL 

(2.13 , 0.04/0.04) 9-16 0.04 0.4665t 14.208/10 0.164 SL,SS 

(2.2 , 0.02/0.04) 5-16 0.02 0.315+
2  28.828/18 0.051 LL,WL 

(2.2 , 0.04/0.04) 6-16 0.04 0.425t 20.639/16 0.193 LL,WL 

Table 5.6: Fitted J)seudoscalar meson masses. 
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Dataset 	Fit range 	 Results 

(, m/m3 ) 	tmin - tmax mval 	am 	x2/dof 	Q 	smear 

(0.72 	0.01/0.04) 6-14 0.01 0.580t 13.159/12 0.358 

(0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 6-16 0.02 0.635t 27.183/16 0.039 

(0.72 , 0.04/0.04) 6-13 0.04 0.703 10.708/10 0.381 

(0.764 	0.02/0.04) 8-14 0.02 0.543t 13.098/8 0.109 

(0.764 	0.04/0.04) 7-15 0.04 0.607ii 21.223/12 0.047 

(0.78 , 0.02/0.04) 10-15 0.02 0.48t1.859/4 0.762 

(0.78 , 0.04/0.04) 8-15 0.04 0.575t 23.912/13 0.032 

(2.13 , 0.02/0.04) 5-14 0.02 0.581t 14.376/8 0.072 

(2.13 , 0.04/0.04) 6-14 0.04 0.661t 20.786/12 0.054 

(2.2 	0.02/0.04) 7-16 0.02 0.493 11.455/14 0.650 

(2.2 , 0.04/0.04) 7-15 0.04 0.586 18.88/12 0.092 

LL,SL 

LL,WL 

LL,WL 

LL,WL 

LL,WL 

WL 

LL,WL 

ss 

SSSL 

LL,WL 

LL,WL 

Table 5.7: Fitted values for the mass of the p meson. 



Dataset tmth - tma ; Results 

(, m/7118 ) N+ N_ N ?TivaI arnN am.N x 2 /do.f Q 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 20-27 6-11 0.02 0.904t1.18t 2 5.663/16 0.059 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 8-14 23-25 4-8 0.04 1.021t 1.28t 	1 3.166/10 0.215 

( 0.764 , 0.02/0.04 ) 11-15 20-23 6-10 0.02 0.76i0.96it 15.845/9 0.070 

( 0.764 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 20-23 7-12 0.04 0.888 +-2 
3  1.17+1'22.616/12 0.031 

( 2.13 , 0.02/0.04 ) 9-14 21-25 7-9 0.02 0.82t1.14t 11.305/9 0.255 

( 2.13 , 0.04/0.04 ) 8-12 24-25 6-11 0.04 0.984 +5  1.28 ii 8.203/8 0.414 

2.2 , 0.02/0.04 ) 8-16 21-25 6-10 0.02 0.729t 0.90t 15.204/14 0.364 

( 2.2 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-15 21-26 6-11 0.04 0.860t 1.051t 	1 8.675/13 0.134 

c.i 

Table 5.8: Results of fits to the nucleon as described in the text. 
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Dataset Fit range Results 

(, md/'m5 ) t 	- tmax rn1 ]_ajç x 2 /dof Q 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04) 11-16 0.01 0.761 0.097t 	1 8.486/5 0.002 

( 0.72 	0.02/0.04 ) 8-16 0.02 0.93t 0.115ii 6.627/8 0.577 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.96t 0.129t 	9 .367/5 0.095 

( 0.764 , 0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 0.02 0.491  0.08841 11.915/5 0.036 

( 0.764 	0.04/0.04 ) 11-16 0.04 0.55+1 0.108t 6.705/4 0.152 

(0.78 	0.02/0.04) 11-16 0.02 0.36t 0.0801  1.457/4 0.834 

(0.78 0.04/0.04) 11-16 0.04 0.35 +-2 
2  0.0891 6.472/4 0.167 

( 2.13 , 0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 0.02 0.53t 0.0921 8.160/5 0.148 

( 2.13 	0.04/0.04 ) 9-16 0.04 0.601 0.1121 7.439/7 0.385 

(2.2 , 0.02/0.04) 9-16 0.02 0.391 0.0833t 10.377/7 0.168 

( 2.2 	0.04/0.04 ) 11-16 0.04 0.48iit 0.1033t 7.561/4 0.109 

Table 5.9: Fitted values for the pseudoscalar meson decay constant using the 

residual mass and the pseudoscalar density correlator. 
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Dataset Fit range Results 

C3, md/rnS ) tinin - trnax 1Tva1 Z 4  x 2/dof Q 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 5-11 0.01 0.7335t 18.089/13 0.154 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 5-11 0.02 0.7347t 18.673/13 0.134 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 8-13 0.04 0.7393t18.878/11 0.063 

( 0.764 	0.02/0.04 ) 6-12 0.02 0.75521t 24.922/13 0.024 

( 0.764 , 0.04/0.04 ) 6-14 0.04 0.75722t 21.059/17 0.224 

( 0.78 , 0.02/0.04 ) 8-14 0.02 0.7625t 14.377/13 0.348 

( 0.78 , 0.04/0.04 ) 8-14 0.04 0.7662t 17.443/13 0.180 

( 2.13 	0.02/0.04 ) 7-14 0.02 0.73376 °  27.921/15 0.022 

( 2.13 , 0.04/0.04 ) 6-11 0.04 0.7357t 21 .777/11 0.026 

( 2.2 	0.02/0.04 ) 10-15 0.02 0.74563 12.967/11 0.295 

( 2.2 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-15 0.04 0.74820t 23.028/11 0.017 

Table 5.10: Fitted values for ZA. 



Dataset Fit range Results 

(, md/m8 ) Imin - tna. rnval AA4 A4  afg x 2 /do.f Q 

( 0.72 	0.01/0.04 ) 9-15 0.01 0.028ii0.099t 9 .088/6 0.169 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 9-15 0.02 0.044+1 0.111+2 10.720/6 0.097 

0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 9-15 0.04 0.075t 0.128t 	1 1.376/6 0.077 

( 0.764 , 0.02/0.04 ) 8-16 0.02 0.0219 0.0890it 14.410/7 0.044 

0.764 , 0.04/0.04 ) 8-15 0.04 0.043t 0.107 7.650/6 0.265 

( 0.78 , 0.02/0.04 ) 11-16 0.02 0.016ii 0.083t 	9 .350/4 0.053 

( 0.78 , 0.04/0.04 ) 12-16 0.04 0.026 0.086+24.809/4 0.307 

( 2.13 , 0.02/0.04 ) 5-16 0.02 0.0307t 0.096+112.881/11 0.301 

( 2.13 	0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.057 +2  0.114t 	3 .250/6 0.777 

( 2.2 , 0.02/0.04 ) 9-16 0.02 0.0195 0.0825t °  9.846/6 0.131 

( 2.2 	0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.0407it 0.1024t 	1 4.060/6 0.029 

cy' 

Table 5.11: Fitted values for the pseudoscalar meson decay constant using the value of ZA and the axial-axial correlator. 
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Dataset Fit range Results 

(, rn/m8 ) tj 	- tmax 771va1 af/ '  x 2 /dof Q 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04) 10-16 0.01 0.iit 1.319/6 0.971 

0.72 	0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 0.02 0.113t 7.267/6 0.201 

0.72 	0.04/0.04 ) 12-16 0.04 0.127i5.274/4 0.260 

( 0.764 , 0.02/0.04 ) 11-16 0.02 0.089t 4.159/4 0.385 

( 0.764 , 0.04/0.04 ) 11-16 0.04 0. 107+' 5.970/4 0.201 

( 0.78 , 0.02/0.04 ) 12-16 0.02 0.076 +-3 
2  8.347/4 0.080 

0.78 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.088 +3  0.287/5 0.998 

2.13 , 0.02/0.04 ) 11-16 0.02 0.092ii 4.396/5 0.494 

2.13 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.111t2.731/5 0.741 

( 2.2 	0.02/0.04 ) 11-16 0.02 0.0830 +7  7.434/5 0.190 

( 2.2 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.102i 9.932/5 0.077 

Table 5.12: Fitted values for the pseudoscalar meson decay constant using the 

ZA  and the local axial correlator. 
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/ arni /am., ro /a a'(GeV) L(fm) Lrnps  'mps/mv 

0.72 0.04/0.04 7.8(1) 0.692(5) 

0.72 0.02/0.04 4.3(1) 1.7(1) 1.9(1) 6.0(1) 0.589(3) 

0.72 0.01/0.04 4.9(1) 0.52(3) 

0.764 0.04/0.04 6.7(1) 0.699(4) 

0.764 0.02/0.04 
5.1(2) 2.0(1) 1.6(1) 

5.1(1) 0.619(4) 

0.78 0.04/0.04 6.4(1) 0.69(1) 

0.78 0.02/0.04 
5.2(3) 2.0(1) 1.5(1) 

4.6(1) 0.60(1) 

2.13 0.04/0.04 7.5(1) 0.700(8) 

2.13 0.02/0.04 
4.6(2) 1.8(1) 1.8(1) 

5.8(1) 0.615(5) 

2.2 0.04/0.04 6.8(1) 0.726(2) 

2.2 0.02/0.04 
5.3(1) 2.1(1) 1.5(1) 

5.1(1) 0.667(8) 

Table 5.13: Properties of the ensembles used in this study. The value of ro /a was 

determined in [108]. The lattice spacing, and thus the volume are set by choosing 

ro  = 0.5 fm. 

Dataset Results 

arnres(rnq - 0) x2/dof Q 

0.72 0.01077ji 0.068/1 0.794 

0.764 0.005291 - - 
0.78 0.0043 0+3 - - 
2.13 0.0105it - - 
2.2 0.00656t - - 

Table 5.14: Residual mass values for the datasets in the chiral limit (rnq  _+ 0). 
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Dataset Results 

amps  (mq  - 0) x2/dof Q 

0.72 -O.008 t 0.006/1 0.936 

0.764 -O.O04t - - 

0.78 -o.Oiit - - 

2.13 -0.002t - - 

2.2 -0.008t - - 

Table 5.15: Pseudoscalar meson mass in the chiral limit (rnq  -+ 0). 

Dataset Results 

/3 amp(rriq  - 0) a 1  (GeV) x2/dof Q 

0.72 0.52/ 1.49t 1.175/1 0.278 

0.764 0.45t 1.71ii - - 

0.78 0.38 +-4 
3  2.1/ - - 

2.13 0.46t 1.681 - - 

2.2 0.37t2.08t - - 

Table 5.16: p  meson mass in the chiral limit (mq  -+ 0). 

Dataset Results 

/3 a7n8 (m) arn8 (fps ) am8 (ro ) 

0.72 0.049t 0.042t 	0 .039t 

0.764 0.044t 0.0311 0.032t 

0.78 0.0361 0.040t 	0 .036i 

2.13 0.042t 0.0271 0.036t 

2.2 0.0321 0.0271 0.0321 

Table 5.17: Strange quark mass evaluated using the physical Kaon mass. The 

physical value of fps  and m in the chiral limit and r0  were used to set the scale 

on the datasets. 
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Dataset Results 

rom p  amJ romK* afps rofps afK rofjç 

0.72 2.22t0.588t 2 .53t 0.080t 0.3 4 0.099t 0.43t 1 

0.764 2.3t1 0.51it 2.6t 0.064 0.33i 0.079t 0.41t 

0.78 2.0t 0.46t 	2 .4t 0.068ti 0.35t 0.07 7t 0.40t 

2.13 2.1t0.529g 2.43t 0.062t 0.2 8t 0.07 9t 0.36t 

2.2 1.96t 0.443t 2.35 +5  0.057  +2  0.30ii 0.073i 0.385t °  

Table 5.18: Values of arriK*, afps and afK  together with dimensionless values of 

rn 0, 7flJ and fK. The values of am are given in table 5.16. 

Dataset Results 

/3 arnN(mn _+ 0) amnN*(rnq  _+ 0) 

0.72 0.73 +-2 
2  1.02t 

0.764 0.5 9+4 0.80it 

2.13 0.58t 0.92t 

2.2 0.554 +6  
-9 -2  

Table 5.19: Nucleon and negative parity partner masses in the chiral limit (mq  _+ 

0). 
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Dataset Results 

a  ppsp  a' (GeV) a jg a 	(GeV) afgç a' (GeV) 

0.72 0.080t 1.6t 	0 .082t 1.59t 0.082t 1.59 t 

0.764 0.064t2.04t 0 .067 1.94 0.065t 1.99 t 

0.78 0.068 t 1.9t 	0 .07t 1.8i 0.062 2.1t 

2.13 0.062t 2.10t 	0 .067t 1.9t 0.061t 2.1t 

2.2 0.057t 2.29t 	0 .056t 2.31t 0.0 57ii 2.3t 

Table 5.20: Pseudoscalar meson decay constant in the chiral limit (mq  -+ 0) and 

corresponding lattice spacing from the physical value of f. 

Dataset Results 

/3 mK*/rnP  fps/m fK/.fps fK/m 

0.72 1.14i 0.15t 1.25ii 0.192t 

0.764 1.12ii 0.141t -6 -3 0.176t 

0.78 1.2t0.18t 1 .131 0.20t 

2.13 i.i5t 0.135t 	1 .28t 0.172t 

2.2 1.20t 0.153t 	1 .281 0.1961°  

Table 5.21: Ratios of various quantities on the datasets. 



Dataset Fit range Results 

(31  md/rn9 ) tj 	- trnax  7Ti val  12 
'm a1 arnres x 2 /dof Q 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 5-16 0.01 0.01 0.01089 45.679/11 0.000 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 5-16 0.04 0.04 0.01036t 58.238/11 0.000 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 5-16 0.05 0.05 0.01024th 58.862/11 0.000 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 5-16 0.06 0.06 0.010131 58.708/11 0.000 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 9-16 0.02 0.02 0.01092ii 18.176/15 0.254 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 6-16 0.04 0.04 0.01063t 11.607/10 0.312 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 6-16 0.05 0.05 0.01049t 13.131/10 0.216 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04) 6-16 0.06 0.06 0.01038t 13.572/10 0.193 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04) 9-16 0.04 0.04 0.011051 23.4817/15 0.074 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04) 6-14 0.05 0.05 Q.0io8t 16.646/8 0.034 

( 0.72 	0.04/0.04) 6-14 0.06 0.06 0.0106t 15.491/8 0.050 

Table 5.22: Non-degenerate residual mass values for the datasets. 
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Dataset Fit range Results 

(, Mud/M,) trnin - tmax m. a1 amps x 2 /do,f Q 

0.72 	0.01/0.04 ) 7-16 0.01 0.01 0.306t 42.892/8 0.000 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 7-16 0.01 0.04 0.399 31.648/8 0.000 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 7-16 0.01 0.05 0.426t27.822/8 0.001 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 7-16 0.01 0.06 0.452t 24.420/8 0.002 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 7-16 0.02 0.02 0.374t 7.558/8 0.478 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 7-16 0.02 0.04 0.430t 8.490/8 0.387 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 7-16 0.02 0.05 0.45 5 9.377/8 0.311 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 7-16 0.02 0.06 0.480+1 10.214/8 0.250 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 6-16 0.04 0.04 0.4864t 0  31.865/16 0.010 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 6-16 0.04 0.05 0.509t19.979/9 0.018 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 6-16 0.04 0.06 0.532 t 20.164/9 0.017 

Table 5.23: Non-degenerate pseudoscalar meson mass for the datasets. 
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Dataset Fit range Results 

Ca md/7n) trnin - tmax T1 ai m a1 arn x2 /dof Q 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 8-16 0.01 0.01 0.59+1 10.029/7 0.187 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 8-16 0.01 0.04 0.633t 11.443/7 0.120 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 8-16 0.01 0.05 0.648 +6 
 10.890/7 0.144 

( 0.72 , 0.01/0.04 ) 8-16 0.01 0.06 0.664 t 10.202/7 0.177 

( 0.72 	0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 0.02 0.02 0.63+1 6.810/5 0.235 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 0.02 0.04 0.655 8.372/5 0.137 

( 0.72 , 0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 0.02 0.05 0.671t 8.114/5 0.150 

( 0.72 	0.02/0.04 ) 10-16 0.02 0.06 0.687t 7.557/5 0.182 

( 0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 6-13 0.04 0.04 0.703 10.708/10 0.381 

0.72 	0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.05 0.718t6.137/5 0.293 

0.72 , 0.04/0.04 ) 10-16 0.04 0.06 0.733i 5.394/5 0.370 

Table 5.24: Non-degenerate p meson mass for the datasets. 



6 	TIln (p) rns(P) am amK(p) lvij(p) m71(ro) rn5 (ro) a7rlj-(ro) 

—O.008t 	O.007OiL 1  0.043 +3  0.05  1+2 	O.59t 	O.893t 	O.0062t 1  0.034 +2 
	O.58t 

Table 5.25: Quark masses, p meson and K*  meson masses obtained from the non-degenerate analysis on the DBW2 /30.72 

ensembles. Brackets correspond to whether the lattice spacing was set with 7n in the chiral limit or by r0. 

C)1 
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Figure 5.2: Monte-Carlo time history of Iwasaki = 2.2 ensemble with md 

in5  =0.04. 
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Figure 5.3: TOP: Logarithm of the normalised autocorrelation function for the 

plaquette on the (0.72 0.02/0.04) dataset. ,,,p is found from the slope at early 

t. BOTTOM: Integrated autocorrelation time for the pseudoscalar meson on 

the DBW2 3=0.72 datasets with the longest single Monte-Carlo chains. The 

separation for decorrelated configurations should be 2cum  and the measurement 

is made every 5 trajectories. 
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Figure 5.4: TOP: Comparison of binning and sampling on the 12 1h  timeslice of 

the p correlator and BOTTOM: Jackknife error versus bin size. Analysis carried 

out on Iwasaki 0 = 2.13 ensemble with Mud = in5  = 0.04. Measurements are 

separated by five trajectories for this ensemble (bin size= 20 	100 trajectories 

per bin). 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of smearing functions for a valence quark with mass 

0.02 using 1000 DBW2 / = 0.72 configurations with Mud = 0.02 and in8  = 

0.04. 20 configurations were averaged into each bin and then a full correlated 

analysis performed on the binned data. 
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Figure 5.7: TOP: 101h 12th and 14th  timeslice of the pseudoscalar meson cor-

relator on each of the farmed chains' for the (0.764.0.04/0.04) dataset. On 

this dataset, each pseudoscalar meson correlator was measured on four time-

planes. BOTTOM: Same as top but measured on separate slices of the long 

chain (0.72,0.02/0.04) dataset that are approximately the same size as one of 

the 'farmed' chains. Each pseudoscalar meson correlator was measured on one 

timeplane. 
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Figure 5.8: TOP: Residual mass for (2.2,0.02/0.04) dataset. Different colours 

correspond to different smearings. The lines shown are best fit lines using a simul-

taneous fit to both smearings. BOTTOM: Residual mass for (0.72,0.01/0.04) 

dataset. Three fits over different timeslices to the SL-SL correlator are shown. 
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Figure 5.9: TOP: Pseudoscalar meson effective mass plot for the 

(0.764,0.02/0.04) dataset. Different colours correspond to different smearings. 

The lines shown are best fit lines using a simultaneous fit to both smearings. 

BOTTOM: Pseudoscalar meson effective mass plot for the (0.72,0.01/0.04) 

dataset. Different colours correspond to different smearings. 
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Figure 5.10: TOP: p meson effective mass plot for the (2.13,0.04/0.04) dataset. 

Different colours correspond to different smearings. The lines shown are best fit 

lines using a simultaneous fit to both smearings. BOTTOM: p meson effective 

mass plot for the (2.13,0.02/0.04) dataset. Different colours correspond to differ-

ent smearings. The lines shown are best fit lines for fitting a single cosh to the 

SL-SL correlator. 
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Figure 5.11: TOP: Nucleon effective mass plot for the (2.2,0.02/0.04) dataset. 

The square symbols are from the F = 1 correlator while the circles are from F 

y. Correlators are wall smeared at source. BOTTOM: Nucleon effective mass 

plot for the (0.72,0.02/0.04) dataset. Circles correspond to wall-point smearing, 

the squares are gauge fixed hydrogen-like wavefunction smeared at source. 
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(0.764,0.02/0.04) and (0.764,0.04/0.04) datasets. 
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Figure 5.14: TOP: Effective mass plot for the axial-axial correlator on the 
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LL-LL correlators. BOTTOM: The same as top but for the (0.72,0.01/0.04), 
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Figure 5.15: TOP: The ratio CAp(t)/Cpp(t) versus time for the (2.13,0.02/0.04) 

and (2.13,0.04/0.04) datasets. The lines shown are the tanh fit to the LL-LL corre-

lators. BOTTOM: The same as top but for the (0.72,0.01/0.04), (0.72,0.02/0.04) 

and (0.72,0.04/0.04) datasets. 
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Figure 5.18: Chiral extrapolation of the pseudoscalar meson decay constant using 
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show the value of afK  obtained from the strange quark mass set by r0. 
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Figure 5.23: Scaling of the baryon spectrum with lattice spacing squared. Closed 

circles denote the nucleon, N, and open circles the negative parity partner, N*.  

Black symbols denote the experimental values scaled by appropriate factors of 

r0, red symbols the DBW2 ensembles and blue symbols the Iwasaki ensembles. 

The value of r0  = 0.5fm was chosen to give an indication of the experimental 

spectrum in these units. 
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Figure 5.26: TOP: Pseudoscalar meson effective masses for the (0.72,0.02/0.04) 

dataset. All correlators had one quark smeared at source. BOTTOM: Pseu-

doscalar meson effective masses for the (0.72,0.04/0.04) dataset. All correlators 

had one quark smeared at source. 
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Figure 5.27: TOP: Pseudoscalar mass squared versus average quark mass. BOT-

TOM: Sea quark mass dependence of the pseudoscalar mass squared. The dotted 

lines go through points of equal average quark mass. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

This thesis has presented results on the light hadron spectrum from numerical 

simulations of Lattice QCD. Chapters 2 and 3 introduce the basics of the theory. 

In chapter 4 a mixed action formalism is introduced and exploratory results are 

presented. In chapter 5 results from calculations using the domain wall quark 

action and one of a class of improved gauge actions with 2+1 flavours of dynamical 

light quarks are presented. This chapter summarises the results of these numerical 

calculations. 

6.1 	Summary of the mixed action analysis 

While staggered quarks appear to offer the most cost effective way of simulating 

light dynamical quarks today, they require the use of a mixed action formulation 

of QCD. Outside the chiral regime of both valence and sea quarks, it is necessary 

to implement a matching procedure for the quark masses for the model to be 

in the same universality class as QCD. (Within the chiral regime, the partially 

quenched results may be matched to chiral perturbation theory and thence to 

QCD low energy constants.) Indeed, in chapter 4 it has been shown numeri- 
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cally that the partially quenched theory with mva1 < Msea has similar negative 

metric pathologies to those observed by Bardeen et al. in quenched QCD. In 

principle, this observation provides a matching condition, but, just like the al-

ternative approach of determining Tlisea  by matching a flavour singlet quantity to 

experiment, suffers from a poor signal-to-noise ratio in practice. Despite these 

practical problems with matching, encouragingly good signals for flavour non-

singlet hadron masses and decay constants using overlap valence quarks on a 

staggered sea quark ensemble have been obtained. The potential gain from the 

simplicity of valence quarks with the correct flavour and chiral symmetries, to-

gether with the clean statistical signals, particularly for baryons, and the recent 

comments on an additive shift to the quark mass is good motivation for trying to 

improve on these exploratory attempts to match valence and sea quark masses. 

6.2 	Summary of the domain wall analysis 

The domain wall formulation of quark fields is now understood as one of a wider 

class of lattice fermion actions that obey the Ginspaig-Wilson relation. Several 

ensembles have been generated on the QCDOC machines with 2+1 flavours of 

quark using the domain wall fermion formulation with two different gauge ac-

tions, several fi values and multiple sea quark masses. These ensembles have a 

relatively small volume and limited statistics as they were primarily generated 

to search parameter space for a larger production run. A fifth dimension size 

of eight produces a residual mass larger than would be acceptable for such a 

production run. Even with these drawbacks it is still possible to calculate the 

light hadron spectrum and pseudoscalar decay constants obtaining results which 

are consistent with experiment and show some scaling within large errors. The 

nucleon and negative parity partner masses have been determined for several of 

the ensembles. With limited statistics, and only two different sea quark masses, 
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we qualitatively reproduce the experimental spectrum. There is limited evidence 

that finite size effects may be influencing the ground state baryons on the smaller 

volumes. The 2+1 flavour simulations show good agreement when compared to 

previous 2 flavour simulations. Within the relatively low statistics available it 

is however, difficult to observe any effect in the data due to the addition of the 

heavy quark such as those observed in [114] for example. Indeed, for the case 

of quark masses in the chiral limit, good agreement was observed between 2 and 

2+1 flavour improved Wilson simulations [115]. Both the Edinburgh plot, and the 

scaling analysis suggest that a programme of baryon physics on larger volumes 

and at lighter quark mass will yield very interesting results. 



Appendix A 

Grassmann Variables 

The fundamental matter fields in nature are believed to carryspin 1. In con-

trast to the bosonic case, these fields anticommute, and hence are elements of a 

Grassmann algebra. The path integral built from fermionic fields will therefore 

involve the integration of anticommuting (Grassmann) variables. A Grassmann 

algebra, 9, is an associative algebra generated by a unit (denoted 1) and a set of 

generators {O} that satisfy the anticommutatioii relations 

1,j1,...,N 	 (A.1) 

As a consequence, it follows that 9 	0 and hence, if the number n of generators 

is finite then all elements of the algebra may be written as a linear combination of 

the elements 1 and {O1 O2 . . . 9 j } with i1  < i2  < ... < i, 1 < p < ri. Therefore, 

we may write a general Grassmann element as a power series in the {9} 

A(8) = A0  + 	A9 + 	+ . . . + Al2 ... NO9 	 (A.2) 

Since the Grassmann variables anti-commute, the function A can only be a poly-

nomial of a finite degree. In quantum mechanics we often require Grassmann 

algebras with an even number of generators which can be divided into two sub-

sets {O} and {O}, i, j = 1, . . . , ii. One can define the algebra generated by {9G} 
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the analogue of usual complex conjugation 

9t ,  9t_9 	 (A.3) 

and as a consequence (OO)t = 90. 

A.1 	Differentiation of Grassmann algebras 

In Grassmann algebras, it is possible to define a generalised derivative, however, 

a too naive definition would be inconsistent with the non-commutative nature of 

the algebra. Consider as an example some general function A = A1  + 0A2, where 

A1  and A2  do not depend on 9. We define the derivative xvith respect to Oi  as 

OA 	
(A.4) 

As in usual differentiation it is a linear operation, however, (_)2 = 0. Similarly 

we may define a right derivative - by commuting Oi  to the left before suppressing 

it 

	

a 	
- 1 
	

(A. 5) 

so for example 

	

—O)= 	 (A.6) 

A.2 Integration of Grassmann algebras 

The main thing that we want to do with anticommuting numbers is integrate over 

them. We define the integral of a general function f of a Grassmann variable 0 

as 	

fdof(o) 	 (A.7) 
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over the whole range 0. To perform integrations of functions of Grassmann vari-

ables is suffices to define the rules 

f dO 	0 

f dOi  Oi  = 1 

where for multiple integrals the integration measures {d0} anti-commute with 

themselves and the {O} 

	

{0,d03 } = { d0,d0} = 0 Vi, 1'. 	 (A.9) 

A.3 Gaussian integration 

We now define gaussian integration over two families of generators {O, 6i  1, i 

1, . . . , n. This result is important in quantum field theories. 

We first consider the integral 

Z[M] = f dO1  d01  d02d02  . . . d0d01exp (E 	(A. 10) 

According to the rules of Grassmann integration, the result is simply the coeffi-

cient of the product 6,0,... OO in the expansion of the integrand. The argument 

of the exponential contains only terms belonging to the Grassmann algebra G, 

which commute. The integrand can thus be written as 

	

exp (EIo) = ftexp 	 (A.11) 

	

j1 	j=1 

= ft (i + E 

	

i=1 	j=1 

where in the last step we have used the fact that since O 	0 only the first two 

terms in the expansion of the exponential will contribute. Expanding the product 
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one observes that in each factor only the term proportional to Gj contributes to 

the integral. It thus remains to integrate 

fJi 	
(A.12) 

j=1 	ii=1 

The terms giving non-vanishing contribution to the integral are those that contain 

the product O, . . . 09 up to a permutation of the factors Oj since repeated 9s 

give zero. They have the form 

Mnj Mrj _ ij _ 1 . . . Mij1 8n9j ... 61 oj~ 	 (A.13) 
pernutations 

{31 ... In} 

As the product of the Grassmann variables is antisymmetric under the exchange 

of any pair of indices i1 , i1' we can write the expression A.13 in some standard 

order as 

0,0'.. .6101 (A.14) 
31 ... jn 

where c2. in is the epsilon tensor in n dimensions. Recalling the definition of 

the determinant of a matrix 

(let Al - 
	... in Mi 	 (A. 15) 

31 3n 

Thus we can finally evaluate the integral A.10 and obtain 

Z[M] 	fJfdOidiexP
(i,j=l 

iMiiOi) 	 (A.16) 
i=i'  

= 	f dOd jj 9 j det Al 

= detM 

With the definition of complex conjugation given in equation A.3, Oi and 9, are 

conjugate. Moreover, the conjugate of a quadratic form is 

(O'i A/Iii Oi 	 = 	Al 0 	6i, (A.17) 
i,j=1 	 i,j=l 	 i,j=1 
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Then, the result of the integral is real since 

det M = det Mt = de-PAW. 	 (A.18) 

Introducing a further copy of the Grassmann algebra G, whose generators we 

denote by 7j and qj, and consider the Grassmann algebra generated by the set 

19, 0, r, i}. We first evaluate the integral 

	

ZG(J, ) 	f fl ciOdexpEc (O, , r, ) 	 (A.19) 

with 

EG(O, , , ) = 	 _Mij + E (o + Oi 	 (A.20) 
i=1 

where E, thus is an element of the direct sum of the two copies of the initial 

Grassmann algebra. Provided det M 0 we can introduce the inverse matrix 

= M' 	 (A.21) 

and make the change of variable 

	

Oi = - 	 L.jj77, 	9, 	 (A.22) 

After this change of variables the integral takes the form 

) 	f fi d9dexp(E 9MO) exp 
(

ilij' 1:~i
_

ii71i) (A.23) 
i,j=1 

= det Mexp 
(- E iii11i) 

where the invariance of the integration measure is ensured by the Grassmann 

integration rules. See e.g. /refZinn-Justin 

Notice that in contrast to the bosonic case the generating functional is propor-

tional to det M rather than (det M) which may be seen many text books (name 

a few for refs). 
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A.4 Gaussian expectation values 

Using the rules of Grassmann differentiation we note that 

OieEG(OOTh) 

3 
e 	(O,,ri,) = 

- 

arI j 

(A.24) 

Denoting (.), as the expectation value of • with respect to the gaussian weight 

corresponding to the integrand A.19 from the definitions A.19 and A.20 and the 

Grassmann derivatives, it follows that 

Z'2( , 	 (A.25) 

= -Z'-2G. 
Oqj 

Another useful identity obtained by differentiating twice (note the order) is 

- 	 -Z - (Z~l _z) (Z -'-zG). 	(A.26) 

Since in general we are interested in two-point correlation functions of the form 

- 	 I (ft dOd) Oi0jexp (j=1 0M0) 
(A.27) 

ZG  

we note that Z —1 ' 
T1==O det M from equation A.23. Using the rules of differen-

tiation, 

dOd9) Oexp ( 	VlO + 	(O + OMO) 	(A. 2 8) 

J (iii d9d 	------exp 
(

1: 

O1 M
ij 

O + 	ioi + E dim) 
) 	 0 0r,i 	

i,j=1 	 j=1 

a 
= 	1;ar/i 

Replacing ZG by the expression in A.23 and evaluating at 77 = = 0 

ZG1
03 	 30/ 

T)O 	= 	

detMexp 
( 
- 	

(A.29) 
i,j= 1 

= det MA 
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and using the relations A.28 and A.29 in equation A.27 gives 

(9) 	
detI 

 detM 	 Mi'. 	 (A.30) 

Hence we note also that equation A.26 in the limit 71 = q = 0 yields 

=i i= ]'I'. 	 (A.31) 

These results can be expanded to include ii-point functions of Grassmann vari-

ables. See for example [7, 1161. 



Appendix B 

Baryon operators 

B.1 General 3 Quark Operators 

The aim of this appendix is to show that the form of the interpolating operators 

used to describe baryons has the correct symmetry properties. We will make the 

general ansatz that the tn-quark operator takes the form 

0z3k(x) = 	(.X)A(X)I)(X)€ abc 	 (B.1) 

where a,,3, y are the quark spinor indices, i, j, Ic; are the quark flavour indices, 

a, b, c are the colour indices and A is the matrix given by 

A 13  = (CF) 3 	 (B.2) 

where F is a member of the Clifford algebra. It will then be shown that operators 

of this type do indeed take the form required to describe firstly the the proton 

and secondly the decuplet baryon for particular choices of the matrix A. 

The proton is an I = - particle. The operator 0Zjk  that we choose to describe 

the proton is therefore required to have I = . The quarks that make up the 

proton contain I = - and have component of isospin 13  = ±. The problem 
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then becomes that of putting two "up" type quarks and one "down" type quark 

together to create a bound state that has I 

Isospin is an SU(2) symmetry. Consider the case of two quarks each with I 

The combined system can have a total isospin that is equal to 1 or 0. These 

states are referred to as triplet or singlet states respectively, because in the former 

there are three possible values for the isospin component quantum number, 13  = 

1, 0, —1, whereas in the latter there is only one such value, 1.3  = 0. Using the 

notation Xi,13  to denote a state with total isospin I and isospin component, 13, 

the possible states for the combined system are 

Xi,i 	 (B.3) 

X1,0 = 	(1I92+12) 	 (B.4) 

	

Xi,-i = /3132 	 (B.5) 

Xo,o 	62 

	

- 12) 	 (B.6) 

where we have used oz, as quark 1 having 13  = +1  and /2  is quark 2 having 

13 	-. The singlet state, Xo,o,  is totally antisymmetric under interchange of 

quarks 1 and 2. In the baryon ground state, where orbital angular momentum 

0, all the angular momentum of the baryon comes from the combined spins of 

the three quarks. Three I = quarks can be combined into a system with total 

isospin 	or 3 ,or in SU(2) group theory language 2 	21 

20202=4e2E2 	 (B.7) 

or 
111 1311 

(B.8) 

There are two distinct ways of making an overall I = system composed of three 

quarks 

. couple an isospin 1  quark to the isosinglet state (Xo,o) 
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couple an isospin 1 quark to a total isospin 1 combination of two quarks ( 

Xi,i, Xi,o, Xi,-i) using the appropriate Clebsch Gordan coefficients. 

Coupling to the isosinglet state can be accomplished in two distinct ways. Specif-

ically 

11 
= 	 - 12)3 22 	62 

11
11(a 

	

- 

--)12 = 6 	 - 12)3 	 (13.9) 
2 2 

22 	2 

	

- 2:3 = 6~ 	 - /23) 	 (B. 10) 

and 

11
)13 = 6 1 - /1O23) 22 	2 

11 
= 62 

(B.11) 

where the subscript on the ket (e.g. 11, I3)) denotes that this is antisymmetric 

under interchange of i and j. Only (13.9) and (B.10) are independent as 

+ )23. 	 (B.12) 

In the second case a third quark may he coupled to the I = 1 di-quark combina-

tion in two ways to produce an I = 1 three quark state 

	

11 	e2 	
(G 1,32 + /31a2)a3 OZIC03 — -4  

	

22 	3 	43 2 

= 	(2123 
- 123 - 123) 

66 

— 	— 	~jl - (1, 	 - 	
i 
0102G3  

= 	(G 1 t321313 + 13 0233 - 2) 2a3)- 6 
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The operator for the proton is given by replacing A by the combination C'y5  

or C'4-y5  and using the appropriate flavours of quarks - i = u, j = d, k 

in equation(B.1). In order to have an overlap with the proton groundstate we 

require this operator to have isospin quantum numbers, ). If the matrix A in 

equation(B.1) satisfies AT = —A we have 

0udu = (uAd) ?L-y fabc  

and then 

0duu = (dAu) 'L&y€abc 	 (B.16) 

= (d(AT)O,c4) tL,f abc 	 (B.17) 

- (dAu) 'UEabc 
4T 	A 	 (B.18) 

= (uAd) U7fabc 	 (B.19) 

= (iAa d) UEbac 	 (B.20) 

= - (uA @d) UEabc 	 (B.21) 

= 0udu 	 (B.22) 

where in (B.19) interchanging any two quarks gives a minus sign as they are 

Grassmann valued variables, in (B.20) the indices have been relabelled and in 

(B.21) the anti-symmetry of Cijk  under interchange of indices has been used. 

0udn is antisymmetric under interchange of u and d. For an matrix A, such that 

AT = —A, the di-quark piece of the operator is completely antisymmetric and 

must belong to the isosinglet state with I = 0 and 13  = 0. The isospin of the 

baryon (nucleon here) is given by the isospin of the third quark which is either 

U = 	, D for the proton or d = , -) for the neutron. The operator 	will 

have the correct isospin for the proton provided the matrix in the operator has 

the property AT = —A. 

Using the representation independent relations 

cc-' = 	 (B.23) 
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C'yC' = 	 (B.24) 

Ct = C' = CT = C 	 (B.25) 

	

Ca11 C' = —a, 	 (B.26) 

and the commutation relations between the gamma matrices we require to show 

that the choice Cy5  or C'y4"y5  for A for a proton satisfies A" = —A. Relation 

(B.24) gives 

(C75)T = yC7  = — C = —Cy5 	 (B.27) 

and from relation (B.23) 

(C5)T _ 	= 75CT — 5 C 	 —C7 5. 	(B.28) 

Constructing operators as in equation(B.15) with A 	{C75, C'y'y5 } therefore 

gives an operator with I = 1  as is required for a proton. 

Another way of looking at this is to consider the action of the isospin raising 

operator 1+  on our interpolating operators. The action of 1+  on the u and d 

quarks is given by 

= I+)=O 	 (B.29) 
22 

= '+ - ==k'). 	 (B.30) 

Applying 1 to the proton interpolating operators 

	

I+(uTa(x)c 5dx Eabc = (UTa(X)C75P(X))Uc(X)€abc 	(B.31) 

= 	(ETa (x)C7oub(x ) )Tflc(X)(abc 	(B.32) 

= 	Ta 	 (B.33) 

= 0 	 (B.34) 

and similarly 

4(ETa ( X)C 	b())c()€abc = (Ta (x)C 	5ub(x))(x)E 	(B.35) 
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(flTa(X)CUb(X))TUC(X)fabC (13.36) 

= 	(V Ta( X)Cy V b( X))UC( X ) EabC (13.37) 

0 	 (B.38) 

so all these operators must have I 	. Now that we have checked that the 

interpolating operator for the baryon(nucleon) gives the correct isospin quantum 

number we consider the symmetries properties of the interpolating operator under 

the Lorentz transformations. 

B.2 Lorentz Invariance 

Under a Lorentz transformation, S(A), the spinor fields transform like 

u—u' = S(A)u 

(13.39) 

with 

S(A)7"S-'(A) = A"'-y'. 	 (B.40) 

Mesons therefore transform as Lorentz scalars 

ñu - 	tS'(A)S(A)u. 	 (B.41) 

Under a Lorentz transformation the baryon operator 

Pc 	(TaCyb) /,cfabc 	 (B.42) 

transforms to 

(TaST(A)CS(A)b) S(A)f. 	 (13.43) 
Ct 

Using the relations [117] 

ST(A)C = CS-'(A) 	 (B.44) 

S 1 (A)'y5S(A) 	 (B.45) 
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the operator in equation(B.43) transforms like a spinor 

	

Pc — S(A)p. 	 (B.46) 

under Lorentz transformations. This operator is therefore a good operator for 

the spin-i baryon octet and could be used (with the correct quark flavours) to 

describe the proton. 

B.3 Parity 

Similar considerations hold for the parity operator. Applying the parity operator, 

P = 4, to the baryon operator B.42 gives 

Pa —+ (thTaPTC7Pb) pe(abc: 	 (B.47) 

Applying the relations 

PTC = —CP' 	 (B.48) 

	

_75 	 (B.49) 

to equation(B.47) the operator transforms like a spinor under parity 

Po 4 Pp0 . 
	 (B.50) 

This operator has the transformation properties required to describe particles 

belonging to the spin--2  octet provided they have the correct flavour content. 

Considerations of the Lorentz, isospin and parity transformation properties of the 

operator 

p(x) = ( LTa(X)(C/5)d(T)) ?4(X)Eabc 	 (B.51) 

lead us to the conclusion that this operator would be suitable to describe a nucleon 

(proton) state. Note that the positions of the u and d quarks in the above currents 

are there for convenience and would need to appropriately antisymmetrised. 



Appendix C 

Nucleon two point function 

There are several different possible choices for the proton operator 

(aCdb) c€abe 	 (C.1) 

= (UaC 7 db) cabc 	 (C.2) 

where a, b, c are the colour indices and a is the free spinor index. These operators 

may be written more explicitly as 

P7,k = ( b ,j Fpc / j ) 	 (C.3) 

where c is the totally antisymmetric tensor on two indices. (C 11 =C  22 = 0, 12 = 1 

and c 21 = —1.) This ensures the operators have the correct flavour content in 

order that they describe the proton. i, j, k now label the flavour indices and Fp 

= {C75 ,C74 75 }. 

The barred operator is defined by 

001 	 (C.4) (,e (P)Eofl) 

defnm 	 (C.4) 

The nucleon two point function P,0,1)  follows from 

(P,kP,1) = abciJ 
1def fnrn (re) 	(pp) 	 (C. 5) 
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Performing the contractions gives 

and hence 

6il6jmkn6 ij E 	= E l3EI3 = +

ij nm 
6  

1, 

= 	= —1, 

,ç imU ,çjflUk ,l€ f 	- 
ij nm - f mn € nm - 

U 	 - -, 

6im6j16kn63€ 
trrn = mi1m = — 1, 

6in6jm416  
ij nm 	nmrinrn = +2, 

5in5jl5km3 	 €€ = +1 
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Recalling that interchanging any of the quark fields introduces a minus sign (as 

they are Grassrnann valued variables) and contracting quark fields such that 

10 	 ao 
	y; U) 
	

(C.6) 

gives 

c€ f (Fp) 	[ - 	i•i G• C kflC f i3 f nm 	(C.7) 

	

+ 	öiiaf 	G 
Id  öklnG?3 f ninn1 	(C.8) 

- . c G bd 
/358k1G€

ij 
 E 	(C.9) 

+ ZTfllG6kflG cd  Ez3 €mm (C. 10) 

+ (c.u) 06 	O c 

	

- 	c ad  o G 
bf 	

G€€ 	(c) a 31 00 	-YC 

This operator will have an overlap with both the proton and the nucleon if we 

make the flavour index association k = 1 = 1 and e 12  1. 21  —1 where 1 and 

2 label the different flavours of quark - either u or d. 

(p,i) 	
abcdef (F) 	{ 

Gafbe cd 
çb - 	c 	'-y8 

, 
-af r'bd çice - 

+ 	2GG bd G70 
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— 
naer'vbf 1-cd 

+ 2Gad 
 

— 	
çcad ,-bf rce 

aj 00 -Y e 

The set of F's are antisymmetric in spin indices 

FT = —F 

171-0 = —F. 
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Interchanging spin indices introduces a minus sign. Due to the colour antisym-

metric epsilon tensor interchanging colour indices introduce a minus sign. The 

terms C.19 and C.20 are equal under the simultaneous interchange d -* e and 

f -* c. Terms C.21 and C.23 are equal under the same transformation. Under 

the transformation a -+ b 	the term C.22 transforms to 

and C.23 to 

C ae  C bf  C 	
be ,-icd 	 (C.27) ac. 	00 

C ad  Cb!C _* 	
bd ,-ice 	 (C.28) cu5 /3 'y 

Applying the additional permutation d +-+ e 6 +-* € to C.28 it becomes equal 

to C.27. 

A final expression for the nucleon correlator is then given by 

(PY,kP,1) = abedef (Fp) 3  (t) Cad G Cc.! — Ca! CG]. 	(C.29) ö L a8 i3c -y 	ca1 	3E 

The overall sign by defining the barred gamma matrices Fp 

= — 5 0y4 	(C.30) 

(C.31) 

C 	74Ct74 = C 	 (C.32) 

= 	 747574 = —757474 —7 	 (C.33) 

C7475 	 747,57,C74 	7574Ct74 = 747577274 (C.34) 

4757274 = 74727475 = 72747475 = 	 (C.35) 



Appendix D 

Spin or Spin Projection 

The spin interpolating field defined in table 3.3 has an overlap with both spin-

and spin-! states. A spin projection can be used to isolate the individual 

contributions. Let the vector-spinor be written as follows: 

u1 	 +PpV+ 	 (D.1) 

pure spin piece 

The Rarita-Schwinger equations [63] are given by 

	

0 	 (D.2) 

	

= 0 	 (D.3) 

	

where the second follows from 3,/YIJ = 0 for 	a pure spin 	vector-spinor. 

Therefore 	0 and p', = 0. Applying 'y' and p" to equation(D.1) 

ii 	- 
P 7hL - P2V 1  +11V2 	 (D.4) 

I 771u - 	vi + 4v2 	 (D.5) 

which can then solve for v1  and v2. Multiplying equation (D.4) by 4 and equation 

(D.5) by  gives 

= 4p27)1 + 46v9 	 (D.6) 

199 
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= p2v1 + 4j1v2. 	 (D.7) 

Subtracting (D.7) from (D.6) gives 

V1 	14pP71 *Y'1hL} 	 (D.8) 

and (D.4) from (D.7) gives 

	

1 	1 
V2 	 - —p'i]. 	 (D.9) 

	

3 	op 

Substituting these values into equation (Dl) and rearranging gives 

- 	[4pV, 	vi1] - 1[V - 	(D. 10) 

Moving to the rest frame 

p=(0,m) 	 (D. 11) 

	

= 	7P4 	 (D.12) 

the spatial component of equation(D.10) becomes 

1 	S  
i 	

1 
= 	- 	4 + 	

4 
m'rnrl4] 	 (D.13) 

3 _-.....,-----' rn 

_y m 

The second term in 	disappears as it is multiplied by p and pi = 0. 

Hence 

Ai  = qi - 	 (D.14) 

As an aside it may be noted that if 	'y4 j4 + Y iTij = 0 automatically, then 

1 
Ai  = 17 j  + 	yi y 

4
174 (D.15) 

Given Zj 	- 	a projector [ - yjy3] having the property that when 

it acts on 1h  it gives back the pure spin 3  state L\j may be constructed. The 

projection operator 	
1 	 (D.16) P;) 	- 
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has the generic property 
pJ(l)pIc(l) 	pk(l) 	 (D.17) 

as 

	

pipk = [ 8i - 	- 	 (D.18) 

	

= 6k- 	- 	
+ 	 ( D.19) 

[6 - = Pik 	 (D.20) 

The other component, A, is given by: 

P4 A.4 	- 	{ 4p 7/v- 7V71v] - 	i{-Yv7/v - 	PU7/v ]. 	(D.21) 

In the rest frame where pi  = 0, p4 = in, p2 = r112  

A4 	7/4 - 1 	- 74717w] - 
I 
 -Y40 + 7474774 	 (D.22) 3m 3 	3 

4 	1 	1 	1 

	

= 774 - 774 + 747i - 'Y4 + 7/4 = 0. 	 (D.23) 

Therefore 774  is pure spin 1. For the baryons, this means that the current 

	

774 (x) = u (x) (C 4)u (x)u(x)Ea bc 	 (D.24) 

is the spin-i piece of the spin- operator 

77(x) = 	x)(C)u(x)u(x)f abc . 	 ( D.25) 
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